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2
Ricarte Puruganan (1912 - 1998)
F ishermen
s igned and da ted  1976 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
20” x  24” (51 cm x  61 cm)

P 100,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

One of the Thirteen Moderns who challenged the classical 
or academic school spearheaded by Fernando Amorsolo, 
Ricarte Puruganan created works in which Filipino folk 
art is integrated with Western modern art. He helped 
in establishing the fine arts program at the University of 
Santo Tomas, along with National Artist Carlos “Botong” 
Francisco, Galo Ocampo, and Severino Fabie. Puruganan 
was also active in sculpting, doing architecture work, and 

landscaping in the Ilocos region. His works are vibrant 
impressionistic works, showcasing his unique style, 
modernist painterly techniques, and expressive color palette. 
Here, notable is Puruganan’s rendering of the sky and 
the clouds as well as the water reflecting the light, all the 
more the stylized fishermen. It shows his ability to achieve 
dynamic composition and movement.

1
Juanito Torres (b. 1978)
Unt i t l ed
s igned and da ted  2009 ( l ower  r igh t ) 
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  24” (92 cm x  61 cm)

P 80,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Galerie Joaquin 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

In his works full of allegories and symbols, of action and 
dramatic flair, contemporary visual artist Juanito Torres 
merges familiar imageries in Philippine history and surrealist 
elements to lead viewers in confronting the past and 
the truths that shaped the Filipino identity. His artistic 
explorations, in which his knowledge on Philippine history 
and distinct stylistic techniques shine through, result in 
the bringing out of new truths on present Filipino society. 
Bulacan, his home province where Malolos, the first capital 
of the independent Philippines was situated, also has an 
effect on the artist’s sensibilities. In this engaging piece, 
theatrical features are showcased, from the two young 
Filipinos wearing salakots and holding a thin bamboo pole 
to the dog in a balancing act. All subjects appear to be in an 
amusement setting like a circus, in performative states.
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED LADY

3
Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)
Woman w i th  Sa lako t  I  and  I I
s igned and da ted  1974 ( l ower  le f t  and  r igh t )
pas te l  on  paper
17” x  11” (43 cm x  28 cm)  each

P 200,000

These pieces are accompanied by cert i f icates issued 
by Alexander Richard Joya Baldovino confirming the 
authentici ty of this lot

Despite being known as a master abstractionist and the 
pioneering voice of Filipino Abstract Expressionism, Jose Joya 
would often step out of this label in order to express himself. 
Though he was influenced by numerous foreign styles and 
techniques due to his time spent studying and exhibiting 
abroad, Joya was still devoutly Filipino and was often enamored 
with traditional ways of life. In this pastel on paper piece, Joya 
showcases a local Filipino woman wearing a traditional salakot. 
An indispensable part of Filipino culture and history, the salakot 
may be one of the most recognizable symbols of the Filipino 
working class. Worn by the likes of farmers, shopkeepers, 
traders, and soldiers, the salakot has become synonymous with 
the simple country ways of the typical Filipino. Its wide brim 
made it ideal for the often glaring rays of the tropical sun, 
while the wide design made sure that it still managed to flow 
through. Joya’s carefully rendered piece can thus be seen as a 
seminal tableau of the everyday life of the hardworking Filipino. 
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4
Larry Tronco (1929 - 1985)
Unt i t l ed
s igned and da ted  1972 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
39” x  70” (99 cm x  178 cm)

P 180,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

One of the Philippine Art Gallery artists, Larry Tronco hails from 
Kabankalan in Negros Occidental who first went to the University of 
the Philippines to study fine arts but moved to the University of Sto. 
Tomas in his second year. He was part of the illustrious class of ’52 
in the UP Fine Arts, and among his classmates were Juvenal Sansó, 
Larry Alcala, and Celia Laurel. In UST, he was the art director of the 
Varsitarian and, later on, sent to the Real Academia de Bellas Artes 
de San Fernando, Madrid, along with Cesar Legaspi and Arturo Luz, 
earning a Certificate in Color and Composition. Upon returning to the 
campus, he took a teaching post, under the Director of Fine Arts and 
National Artist Victorio Edades.

Tronco was also an art director in a leading ad agency while teaching 
in the UST. Distinctions include Primer Premio, Semana Filipina Art 
Exhibit in Madrid, and he had one-man shows at the Casino Español 
and Hidalgo Gallery. The beloved artist-professor’s abstract works are 
notable contributions in the Philippine nonrepresentational art. This 
piece is a testament of his artistic genius in using the airbrush and how 
he has influenced his students such as Oscar Salita, Raul Isidro, Tiny 
Nuyda, and many others with his attention to expressive qualities of 
color and his abstractionist eye. Lloyd Tronco, his son who is also an 
artist, describes his father’s abstract techniques as “more gentle and 
calculated” which is highly apparent in this particular work.
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5
Charlie Co (b. 1960)
Secre t  Agent
s igned and da ted  2007 (upper  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
60” x  48” (152 cm x  122 cm)

P 240,000

Exhibited:
Portraits of Chinamen, Gal ler ia Duemila,
Manila, 2007

Each subject’s personality, even subtle intentions, is captured by 
Bacolod-born visual artist Charlie Co. In this intriguing work, the whole 
face is not revealed, set against a vivid yellow-orange backdrop, adding 
curiosity among viewers. It is as if the man is peeking at you with a 
hidden smirk and is up to something. Its gaze adds to its arresting 
presence. The star on the secret agent’s big hat seems to appear as 
a red nautical star, suggestive of symbolism in which Co, a visionary 
chronicler, is widely known for. One could only help himself thinking 
about possible conveyed backstories and meanings.

Secret Agent is part of his Chinaman series exhibited in 2007 at 
the Galeria Duemila. The series is a result of the artist’s profound 
experiences in his early-2007 stay in China, experiencing the country 
as a Filipino-Chinese. Bursting with color and playful imagery, Co 
depicts Chinese men wearing bowler hats and western clothing and 
records his observations regarding the evident shift of power from 
the West to the East into the canvas. He also does not shy away from 
more serious backstories he came across with, recording political 
times through his art.
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7
Takashi Murakami (b.1962) 
Time-Bokan -  Red
s igned and da ted  2001 ( l ower  r igh t )
o f f se t  l i thog raphy, 105/300
20” x  20” (51 cm x  51 cm)

P 40,000

Provenance:
SBI Auction Tokyo, Japan. July 2019. Lot 452

This particular piece entitled Time-Bokan, with the word 
bokan meaning airship or aircraft, is a seminal illustration 
by Murakami that depicts the horrors of the Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki bombings  as well as the deep-seated 
collective fears and trauma of the Japanese people. Though 
Time-Bokan is not necessarily a unique piece given that 
Murakami has reproduced and reprinted the piece several 
times, Murakami has adopted the reproduction process 
as an integral part of the piece’s intention, message, and 
theme. Murakami applies Warhol’s philosophy of repetition, 
wherein by constantly reproducing a piece, one also 
reproduces the work’s message. Thus, what makes Time-
Bokan’s deeply profound and macabre message even more 
arresting is the fact that one does not only confront the 
image once, but several times. 

6
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)
Ins ta l l a t i on  A
s igned and da ted  2003 ( l ower  r igh t )
m ixed  med ia
9  1/2” x  8” (24  cm x  22 cm)

P 40,000

Augusto Albor has been known for his powerfully 
captivating abstract works. His use of space and color 
exhibits a restrained, impassioned elegance. Combining 
the chaos of this very composition with elements of 
neoplasticism, Albor displays his control of the medium, 
precisely plotting and layering every addition to the piece 
to complete the cohesive dynamic of the whole. An 
internationally exhibited and renowned painter, Albor’s 
work were featured in numerous exhibitions and events 
in the Philippines, USA, Germany, France, and Japan, to 
name a few. He was given the coveted Thirteen Artists 
Award in 1976, and was the Philippines’ representative 
in numerous events such as the 2013 Singapore Biennale 
and the 2015 Venice Biennale.
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8
Oscar Zalameda (1930 - 2010)
Lavandera
s igned ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
30” x  36” (76 cm x  91 cm)

P 600,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by the artst 
confirming the authenticty of this lot

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Oscar Zalameda is one of the most-known Filipino master 
artists from the sixties up to the present whose works are 
prized by various collectors for its color harmonies and elegant, 
sophisticated cubistic forms. A native of Lucban, Quezon, 
Zalameda is one of the first recipients of the Quezon Medalya ng 
Karangalan in the early 1970s. His works are usually composed 
of Filipino subjects and folk themes, from vendors and fishermen 
to the church, fiesta, and barrio scenes, and it is also important 
to mention that his works with foreign subject matters are also 
highly notable pieces. This painting of a lavandera displays 
Zalameda’s sense of color and personal interpretation of genre 
themes in his signature forms of cubism, most likely inspired by 
the various facets of his hometown. Zalameda was also awarded 
the Chevalier des Artes et Lettres medallion by the French 
government and the Presidential Medal of Merit in 2006 by then 
President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo.
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Pure gestural abstraction and loose non-representational 
elements as well as explorations on automatism are all present in 
Filipino contemporary artist Bernardo Pacquing’s paintings. The 
appeal in his works, like this specific piece, lies in its evocative 
colors, urban aesthetic, and Pacquing’s minimalist approach 
to expression. From the physicality to the spatial qualities of 
surfaces, this work indulges the viewer to a fine kind of sublime 
without clutter and excess. Born in Tarlac, Pacquing won the Art 
Association of the Philippines Open Art Competition’s Grand 
Prize twice, in 1992 for the Painting Category and in 1999 for 
the Non-Representation Category. In 2000, he was one of the 
recipients of the CCP Thirteen Artists Awards. He also received a 
Freeman Fellowship Grant for a residency at the Vermont Studio 
Center in the United States.

9
Bernardo Pacquing (b. 1967)
P inched
s igned and da ted  2007 ( ve rso )
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  46” (91 cm x  117 cm)

P 200,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila



PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED GENTLEMAN

10
Lino Severino (b. 1932)
Taa l  Church 
s igned and da ted  1982 ( l ower  r igh t )
m ixed  med ia
48” x  84” (122 cm x  213 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist

Lino Severino is widely celebrated for how he has captured the 
features of grand ancestral homes and old architectural wonders 
through his art, also mostly known for his “Vanishing Scene” 
series. The fleeting beauty of antique façades of Silay, Negros 
Occidental, his hometown, as well as Ilocos Norte, Vigan, and 
Iloilo are all exhibited in his works. Viewers are confronted by 
the ephemeral realities of the past and brought closer to the 
elegance and grandeur of these structures. This grand piece 
displays the church’s façade with his personal artistic touch, 
evoking a sense of nostalgia and showing the power of memory. 
Recognizable is Severino’s intimate approach in rendering details 
up close that has made his nostalgic interpretations of places 
highly sought-after.
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Romulo Galicano is a painter of tonal landscapes who is 
renowned especially for his intimate views of nature. This 
sweetly melancholic and idyllic painting seems to occupy a 
borderline between everyday observation and a visionary 
world all Galicano’s own. A sense of liveliness is conveyed by 
the various tones of green, red, blue, and white modulating 
in various intensities and with effects of transparency. Though 
Galicano is mostly known for his rural depictions of everyday 
life, his experiences abroad have widened his horizons. This 
painting depicting a Canadian landscape showcases how 
Galicano’s mastery over his craft is an all-encompassing one. 
Galicano’s aim was to heighten and dramatize the effects 
of light and shade, and to achieve a more exact pictorial 
approximation of nature’s fleeting changes.

PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION OF A 
D IST INGUISHED GENTLEMAN

11
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
O ld  F i shermen’s  V i l l age  (Vancouver, Canada )
s igned and da ted  1991 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
35” x  45” (89 cm x  114 cm)

P 500,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the artst 
confirming the authenticty of this lot

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist
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12
Edwin Wilwayco (b. 1958)
B lue  Ser ies  (Tr ip t ych )
s igned and da ted  2003 ( l ower  r igh t )
m ixed  med ia
25” x  7” (64  cm x  18 cm)  each  pane l

P 100,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

For internationally acclaimed Filipino abstract expressionist 
Edwin Wilwayco, painting is discovery. As he continues in 
putting his painterly techniques to the test and challenging 
the limits of his imagination, he is also in touch with his 
sensitivity and sensibility to style that is often meditative by 
nature. Choice of color is important for the revered artist; 
Wilwayco often mentions his fascination with the way his 
admired artists use colors. In this triptych piece, his attention 
to color harmony and how nature’s ever-transitioning colors 

inspire him are evident. Wilwayco is able to capture the 
natural shifts of color from one hue to another, making 
his works distinct and evocative—significant contributions 
to Philippine abstract art. With an artistic career spanning 
more than three decades, Wilwayco continues in pursuing 
his experimental explorations as he creates captivating and 
remarkable works that showcase both his refined techniques 
and growth.

13
Andres Barrioquinto (b. 1975)
Unt i t l ed
s igned and da ted  2008 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
30” x  24” (76 cm x  61 cm)

P 80,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the art ist confirming 
the authentici ty of this lot

Literature:
Phil ippines Yearbook 2009: 61 Art ists That Wil l  Change 
The World, The Fookien Times Yearbook Publ ishing. p. 86

One of the critics who took note of Barrioquinto described 
his works as drawn from the “shock and defamiliarization 
mechanisms to engage viewers encountering his dark, often 
pessimistic and gritty figures that have been left looking 
deliberately unfinished and indeterminate, highlighting 
disharmonies and social tension.” These observations are 
apparent in this untitled portrait of a woman in black and blue, 
seemingly haunted and in contemplation. It reflects Barrioquinto’s 
genius in capturing reality through his works as he sees it without 
the need to go far to encounter muses—Philippine society and 
everyday people continue to be subject matters inhibiting his 
canvases, along with stark, fantastical elements.
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14
Mark Justiniani ( b .1966)
Ti l a
s igned and da te  2007 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  48” (92 cm x  122 cm)

P 3,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Imagery and themes shift in renowned Filipino artist Mark 
Justiniani’s career, manifesting as he takes upon what is relevant to 
him over a certain period or time. He has delved on socio-political 
themes and ventured into various media as well as art forms, from 
paintings to installations, but a reference point in appreciating 
his widely lauded oeuvre is his pursued “surrealist or magic realist 
strains.” This was described by art historian Patrick Flores as evident 
amidst a “distortion of the body whimsically or tragically in the 
register of social realism.” Justiniani developed this distinct style 
after returning from the U.S. in 2006.

What remains throughout his art and stylistic evolutions as an 
artist is the narrative quality of his works. Often identified with the 
Filipino social realists in the 80s and 90s, Justiniani considers himself 
a visual storyteller. Perspective, form, and intricacies of chosen 
themes are rendered through a contemporary figurative approach, 
often described as dreamlike, surreal, and whimsical depictions in 
the specific period of his artist career.

This 2007 piece, Tila, presents contrasting images derived from 
everyday life and scenes of common people—such as the depicted 
man on a boat, holding an umbrella and reading a letter—
masterfully made illustrative and magical by Justiniani as he portrays 
irony. The turbulent waters do not reflect the sky’s dark colors 
and suggestive gloom, raindrops surround the man even if it’s not 
raining, and one can see the figure’s closed eyes, as if in refusal to 
see what is presented or revealed to him.
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15
Jana Benitez (b. 1986)
In to  The  Wind
s igned and da ted  2009 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas 
53” x  70” (135 cm x  178 cm)

P 380,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

In 1998 at twelve years old, Jana Benitez held her solo exhibition at the Ayala 
Museum, debuting her art to the awe of viewers. She earned the reputation 
of a prodigy, also later graduating magna cum laude from Brown University 
and establishing an interdisciplinary art studio in Texas, the Light Lab. She 
also pursued history courses at the Universidad de Chile and fine arts at 
the Universidad de Catolica. Then she further developed her painting skills 
at the École de Beaux-Arts in Paris. In her continuous artistic evolution of 
shifting between representational and abstract style, Benitez has developed 
a confident contemporary painterly style, vivid colors, textured layers, and 
dynamic lines and strokes.

Her immersive philosophical and art studies as well as her encounters with 
various realities have impacted her sensibilities as an artist. Through the years, 
she has produced contemporary works with a spontaneous quality, also 
seemingly reaching out to the subconscious. This particular piece displays 
Benitez’s firm grasp on Abstract Expressionism and the power of impulses and 
instinct in the creation of art. It is a notable part of her oeuvre of bold, large-
scale paintings in which she showcases a visual vocabulary distinctively hers 
and creative processes cultivated by her active pursuits in life, from studying 
martial arts at a Daoist temple in China’s Wudang mountains to camping in 
New Mexico and experiencing the beauty of nature in New Zealand.
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16
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Unt i t l ed  (S t i l l  L i fe )
s tamped ( l ower  r igh t )
gouache on  paper
28” x  48” (71 cm x  122 cm)

P 220,000

Provenance:
Rod Paras-Perez Col lect ion

Vicente Manansala draws upon the fanciful aesthetics of Dutch 
pronkstilleven style from the 17th century in order to create new and 
novel approaches to the medium of still-lifes. His uniquely Filipino 
sensibility imbues his signature use of Cubism with a certain sense 
of warmth and familiarity that does not only fit his usual images of 
rural scenes, but traditional still-lifes as well. In this piece, Manansala 
subverts the physical connotations of the usual still-life piece by 
rendering the forms in a distinct inkblot style that seemingly evokes 
the famous Rorschach Test while still maintaining his unmistakable 
Cubist style. Despite the negation, one can still see the usual 
elements that often populate Manansala’s still-life, such as fruits, 
plates, pitchers, pots, and pans. From this piece, one can see how 
Manansala’s greatest gift to Filipino art was his daring and original 
style that showcased the limitless potential of emancipated creativity.
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Albor’s art-making always avoided representation; his oeuvre has always 
been a steady progression away from objects and external reference. His 
visual language progressed in creating works in different shades but of the 
same neutral color. He is best known for his dominantly textured paintings 
which in this instance had been washed out to a near off white chalkiness. 
The effect of diffusion of neutral colors is Albor’s manner of working with 
minimalism as the end goal. While gestural strokes add to the complexity 
of the surface meanings of his canvases, the twin ideas of disintegration 
and renewal are vital to the understanding of his philosophy. Because 
Albor’s minimalist abstract expressionism does not overwhelm his viewers 
with strong, brash color and abrupt, confusing lines, his aesthetic speaks 
volumes to viewers who seek a calm, serene rendering of raw visual 
elements. Albor’s painting career in abstraction is characterized by a 
consistent pursuit of a balance between the physicality of nature’s prism 
of colors and the metaphysicality of man’s perception of this. Although 
there are no recognizable representations in such canvases, Albor has 
often alluded to the color and light of the local landscape of his youth as a 
haunting inspiration for his abstract lyricism.

17
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)
Romanc ing  the  Space  I IA
s igned and da ted  1992 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
72” x  48” (183 cm x  122 cm)

P 500,000
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18
Jojo Legaspi ( b . 1959)
Snakep i t
s igned and da ted  1998 ( l ower  r igh t )
pas te l  on  paper
36” x  24” (91 cm x  61 cm)

P 200,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Jose “Jojo” Legaspi, whose main interests include psychology and memory, 
renders the human condition and the personal experience through muted 
colors, simple lines, and minimal background. He is also critically acclaimed for 
his prolific use of pastel, depicting figures in distress, repression, and isolation. 
His works are often described as unsettling, but the evoked existential unease is 
what makes these explicit visualizations resonant.

Legaspi skillfully renders turbulence on-point, adding to the overall allure 
of his works. He makes a direct kind of art to bring up various experiences, 
concepts, and ideas without clutter and overuse of many colors. Rather, he 
uses monotone color schemes to portray subject matters on an existential level, 
resulting in works that are accessible and open for interpretation.

This work with religious and psychological undertones presents a figure in dread 
made obvious by its hollow eyes and facial expression, holding a cross close 
to her face, just enough to lick its surface, seemingly symbolizing one’s desire 
for comfort or relief that religion or spirituality offers. The dark portrait also 
dramatizes inner turbulence and gives us a visual representation of the psyche. 
There is a sense of alienation, making one think about the existential dread in 
everyday life as well as how confronting emotions, experiences, and perversions, 
even fantasies, can help one get by.
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Foremost Filipino abstractionist Romulo Olazo heightened emotion 
and the evocative power of patterning and delineation through his 
proliferation of lines present in his celebrated Permutation series, one 
of his major series along with his Diaphanous masterpieces. The striper 
that Olazo found in a US art shop launched his Permutation series. It 
is an instrument that enables the artist to produce clean, unbroken 
precise line traces upon laying down the pigment onto the canvas.
Art critic Cid Reyes concisely describes the series as “the outline of the 
Diaphanous minus the screens.” Here, Olazo explored lines and forms 
in black, white, and gray forms through linear overlapping. Some forms 
are also rendered opaque.

19
Romulo Olazo (1921 -  2015)
Permuta t ion  Ser ies  I I  No . 71
s igned and da ted  1994 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  paper
22 1/2” x  28 1/4” (57  cm x  72 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la
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Romulo Olazo (1921 -  2015)
Permuta t ion  Ser ies  I I  No . 72
s igned and da ted  1994 (bo t tom)
acr y l i c  on  paper
22 1/2” x  28 1/4” (57  cm x  72 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la

There is a graceful visual choreography in the charged lines showcased 
in these particular Permutation Series II masterpieces. Geometric 
outlines are set against the background in rhythmic progression, 
crowded together and all equating into a brilliant, expressive 
composition. All in all, these works have an ethereal visual quality, 
boasting of a distinct minimalist yet emotive aesthetic that the highly 
regarded modernist is known for.

Olazo also won an honorable mention for his Permutation II series—
specifically a print contribution of acetate pages—in the 11th Biennial 
of Prints in Tokyo in 1979. He started doing the series in acrylic in the 
late 1980s.
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PROPERTY FROM THE JOSE JOYA COLLECT ION

21
Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 - 1978)
Abs t rac t ion
s igned and da ted  1956 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  board
10 1/2” x  8” (27  cm x  20 cm)

P 380,000

This piece is accompanied by a cert i f icate of provenance 
signed by Josefa Joya Baldovino

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist

Acknowledged as the Father of Philippine Modern 
Abstraction, H.R. Ocampo created a visual language that 
cannot be mistaken for anyone else’s. He is said to have 
evolved a homegrown abstraction in which interlocking 
shapes applied with different tonalities evoke an active 
visual field. This piece features a mix of primary colors 

to heavy earth tones. From vibrant reds and yellows, to 
verdant greens, to various shades of beige, chestnut, and 
sienna. While a few of his abstractions gesture at the 
visible world, the viewer is enjoined to see the works of 
Ocampo as realms of their own, absolute and unstinting in 
their celebration of the purity of form.

22
Roberto Chabet (1937 -  2013)
Unt i t l ed
ca . 1965
ink  and  wa te rco lo r  on  paper
21” x   21” (53 cm x  53 cm)

P 200,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Kingkong 
Art Projects confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Widely acknowledged as the Father of Philippine 
Conceptual Art, Roberto Chabet is highly regarded for 
his experimental works, ranging from sculptures to 
installations created out of everyday materials and found 
objects. His works sparked an epochal shift within the 
traditions of Filipino art. His multidisciplinary approach to 
art sought to demonstrate the flexibility and versatility of 
the medium by exploring techniques and methods outside 
the then overarching style of Modernism and Abstract 

Expressionism. Chabet saw his works as liberating given 
that they no longer adhere to a strict style or form. 

Chabet’s practice took on a number of forms. Throughout 
his artistic career, he was a painter, sculptor, performer, 
and curator. He was the first Museum Director of the 
Cultural Center of the Philippines. He then went on to lead 
other artist-run spaces in order to foster budding creative 
professionals and artists. 
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED COUPLE

23
Joven Mansit (b. 1983)
Aureo la
s igned and da ted  2010 ( l ower  le f t )
m ixed  med ia
48” x  29” (122 cm x  74 cm)

P 700,000 

The meticulously stylized hyperrealism paintings of contemporary visual 
artist Joven Mansit are more than unique or quirky aestheticizations of our 
colonial past, but contemporary critiques to the way we view our own history, 
culture, and identity. Mansit collages stemmed from the artist’s oversaturated 
encounters with unapologetically Filipino-themed paintings of the 90s. These 
paintings were often filled with idyllic images, from beautiful rural landscapes 
to austere locals garbed in traditional attire. For Mansit, despite the focus on 
local and traditional themes, these pieces often present history and culture as 
a one-sided whole, obfuscating the complexities and nuances that make up 
its reality. Thus, Mansit’s works approach tradition through a different lens. 
His pieces, though palpably historical, do not contain any trace of nostalgia. 
Instead, his works are imbued with irreverent humor and irony, granting him 
the ability to tackle new and novel possibilities without risking dogmatism. 
Mansit’s works reveals the emancipatory potential of culture that respects its 
past, but urges the creation of new paths as well. 
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PROPERTY FROM A VERY D IST INGUISHED COLLECTOR

24
José John Santos III (b. 1970)
Through the  Peep Ho le
s igned and da ted  2005 ( l ower  le f t )
m ixed  med ia
36” x  48” (91 cm x  122 cm)

P 4,000,000

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist

Exhibited:
20th Asian International Art Exhibit ion 2005, Ayala Museum, Makati , Metro 
Manila, 21 November 2005 - 26 March 2006; As one of the representat ive 
works of the Phi l ippines

John Santos is one of the Philippines’ most important contemporary artists, 
drawing in his avid Filipino and international audiences to a mysterious but 
personal narrative — but also to his keenly observed insights into our psyches.

On the face of it, Santos here comes to grips — almost gingerly, treading as 
carefully on the large box marked in bold letters with the word “Fragile” — 
with the relationship between men and women. He has been suspected at 
times of painting with an autobiographical intention. It is no mistake that the 
woman at the other end of the swing-bench resembles his wife, the equally 
fiercely talented artist Pam Yan-Santos.

There are no accidents, of course, in a John Santos painting.

The weather-beaten bench is suspended by thin, be-ribboned threads, giving 
the scene a sense of precariousness and imminent imbalance. The barefoot 
woman, as so often happens in Santos’ works, is dressed in the garb of the 
past. She clasps almost defiantly a tightly shut book. The man, however, is 
formally dressed and shod. He also wears a protective helmet and a full-face 
mask. Between them is a spy-glass, of the kind explorers and astronomers 
would use. The artist refers to the telescope, however, as a “peep hole”, 
suggesting the somewhat voyeuristic purpose of this examination. Certainly, 
there is an imagined distance between this hero and his heroine. A peep-
hole is a way for looking outside from behind a closed door; the subject, 
not as important as the act of watching. Is this perhaps a self-portrait of the 
famously introverted artist?

Things are also never as they seem in a John Santos painting. In this major 
work, we find as well an examination of our past and our present; our 
intentions and reality.

José John Santos III has continued to break new ground as an artist. Named as 
one of the Cultural Center of the Philippines 13 Artists in 2000, he has gone 
from strength to strength. He exhibited in 2018 at the The Armory Show, one 
of the oldest and most important art fairs in the United States. Also in 2018, 
the Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden in Washington D.C. — the 
modern and contemporary art museum of the Smithsonian Institution which 
is the national museum of the United States — accepted the donation of the 
José Santos III sculpture, “The Order of Things No. 3.” This event marked the 
first time that a Filipino artist, or a Southeast Asian artist for that matter, was 
accorded this honor. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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25
Justin Nuyda (b. 1944)
Search  Ser ies
s igned and da ted  1980 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
35” x  25” (89 cm x  64 cm)

P 500,000

Provenance:
A gift  from the art ist to the present owner

A highly regarded modernist, Justin Nuyda has crafted a 
brilliant, lyrically surreal brand of art. From his ethereal 
abstract compositions, to the magical landscapes born from 
his Mindscape series Nuyda has elegantly put on display his 
complex predilections. Technically adept, Nuyda is able to 
intelligibly translate his stylized subject visually with ease due 
to his unparalleled mastery over his craft.. This 1980 work 
showcases back to Nuyda’s earlier experimentations with 
abstraction. Inviting and alluring, this very piece captures the 
rhythmic nature of the artist’s oeuvre as one that is vigorous 
and brimming with life.
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED GENTLEMAN

26
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
Backyard  o f  Monet ’s  Res idence  a t  G i ve rny, F rance
s igned ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
35” x  45” (89 cm x  114 cm)

P 500,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the artst 
confirming the authenticty of this lot

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist

One of the country’s major Filipino painters, Romulo 
Galicano is popular among collectors for painting 
various scenes in the country and abroad with rigor and 
defining his own trajectory as an artist. Galicano had an 
impressionistic period, noted by critics, in which the great 
Cebuano maestro artist Martino Abellana’s influence also 
predominated. His techniques continue to be refined as 
he travels abroad, and his sojourns in Europe, specifically, 
influenced his artistic preoccupations. These travels 
resulted in canvases being filled with images of gardens 
and abundance of flowers, reminiscent of old France and 
an impressionist style attributed to Claude Monet whose 
works he admired. This painting showcases his exceptional 
painterly skills as he captures the European atmosphere and 
the beauty of nature in light and color.
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Mark Justiniani ( b .1966)
Unt i t l ed  (Ba lanc ing  Ac t )
s igned and da ted  1997 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
48” x  34” (122 cm x  86 cm)

P 1,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

The works of acclaimed contemporary master Mark Justiniani often 
oscillate between different kinds and treatments of realism. From the 
stark realities of Social Realism to the playful allegories of Magical 

Realism, Justiniani’s masterful control and use of the genre has made him 
a defining voice in the local art scene. In this piece, one can clearly see his 
synthesis of Social and Magical Realism in order to express his unique style 
and intent. Though the piece was made a decade before his return from his 
half-a-decade sojourn from the United States, a period in which Justiniani 
himself has credited as instrumental to the development of his Magical 
Realist style, the work shows how Justiniani already had a natural affinity for 
the technique prior to any formal training or influence.

The piece plays around with time and space as it merges the concept of 
past and present with strange objects and figures, ultimately invoking the 
strangeness of everyday life and the inherent uncanniness of mundanity. 
But, unlike traditional forms of Magical Realism, Justiniani’s piece blends the 
existential characteristics of the style with the social critique of Social Realism. 
From the towering male figure at the center, humorously balancing the other 
parts of the canvas, to the smaller yet equally important female subjects 
located in the top corners of the piece, Justiniani’s work suggests a biting 
critique of a heavily patriarchal society that is balanced precariously upon 
ignorant chauvinism.

Born in Bacolod, Negros Occidental in 1966, Mark Justiniani has always 
tinged his works with a healthy dose of social critique. He was an 
instrumental member in various artists collectives such as Artista ng Bayan, 
Salingpusa, Sanggawa, and Sakay. Though he primarily worked within the 
style of Social Realism, his knack for infusing his social critique with humor 
made his works unique amongst the local Social Realists. Justiniani has 
widely exhibited his works in shows in the Philippines as well as in Fukuoka, 
Copenhagen, Brisbane, Sydney, Singapore, Los Angeles, San Francisco, and 
Jakarta. He was the Philippines’ official representative at the 2019 Venice 
Biennale with his site-specific work entitled Island Weather. His work appears 
in several private and public collections. He received the prestigious 13 Artists 
Award from the Cultural Center of the Philippines in 1994.

Art of Symmetry

Mark Justiniani
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Manuel Baldemor (b. 1947)
Pa tnubay
s igned and da ted  1989 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
48” x  36” (122 cm x  91 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

A devoted master of the Filipino genre, Manuel Baldemor has, for 
decades, depicted the sights and sounds of our culture as expressed 
through animated colors. Fashioning a visual language that is 
characterized by translucency and evocative shapes, the artist displays 
an unstinting resolve to inflect his works with grace, such as in this 
resplendent work.  Patnubay embodies the spectacular tradition of 
Catholic processions—a festival mainly done to give honor and remind 
us of the biblical characters during the ministry of Jesus—that we 
inherited from our Spanish forefathers. Baldemor gleefully wishes to 
make his viewers feel the gift of new beginnings, experiences, and 
adventures brought by images of community and solidarity.
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Mario Parial (1944 - 2013) 
Ant ing-an t ing
s igned and da ted  1976 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
48” x  36” (122 cm x  91 cm)

P 100,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

The works of Mario Parial were pioneering in their depictions of folk 
imagery, rural themes, and other local scenes. The artist celebrated 
the nuances of local and rural life by exploring the decorative and 
emblematic elements of talismanic anting-anting and the religious 
icons of folk Catholicism and his endless depictions of naïve looking 
women. His fascination with traditional forms of life led him to develop 
a uniquely Filipino style that arguably diversified our own local and 
traditional forms of expression. 

A painter, printmaker, and photographer, Parial studied under 
numerous Modernist masters such as Manuel Rodriguez, Sr., Vincente 
Manansala, and Carlos V. Francisco. In 1969 he graduated with a 
Bachelor of Fine Arts from the University of Santo Tomas. His works 
deal with folk genre, mother and child, and mythical figures, often 
integrated with plants and other organic forms.
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Augusto Albor (b. 1948)
The  End o f  the  Word  Not  the  Wor ld
s igned and da ted  2011 ( l ower  le f t ) 
ac r y l i c  on  canvas 
42” x  32” (107 cm x  81 cm)

P 200,000

One of the foremost abstractionists working today, 
Gus Albor has been exploring the capacity of color to 
fashion a realm of sensation and insight. In this work 
entitled The End of the Word Not the World, Albor 
faces the abyssal void of meaninglessness in order to 
formulate new meaning beyond conventional and 
traditional forms of language and communication. With 
the presence of an overarching use of white, the work 
shows how irreconcilable differences, despite the fact 
that each side has been made impure by the other, 
are merely two sides of the same coin. This painting 
prompts a more conceptual version of duality without 
the mystical obfuscation. What the work achieves is a 
bold and illuminating statement on how fundamental 
separateness of light and dark is not an objective truth, 
but an obfuscation of a truly transcendental reality.

30
Martin Honasan ( b . 1976)
Sp i re
s igned and da ted  2016 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
48” x  36” (122 cm x  91 cm)

P 260,000

For visual artist Martin Honasan, the human face is the 
median point between the objective phenomenon of reality 
and the subjective realm of the human soul. Through the 
face, we are able to deduce various emotions, moods, 
dispositions, and desires. Thus, Honasan’s novel approach 
to portraiture subverts the traditional styles and techniques 
of the genre by unearthing what he sees as the implied 
dimension of the human soul. The abstract elements of his 
portrait capture the nuanced complexities that lie beneath 
the surface of everyday life.

Born in 1976, Honasan graduated from Ateneo de Manila 
University with a degree in Interdisciplinary Studies. He then 
became a visual artist and an art director at an advertising 
firm before pursuing art as a full-time job. He has exhibited at 
various spaces such as the Ayala Museum, Art Verite, and the 
Cultural Center of the Philippines. His works have also made 
their way to important events such as Art Fair Philippines, 
Asia Now Paris Art Fair, VOLTA New York, and Art Taipei. 
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Isabel Diaz (b. 1943)
B lue  and  Whi te
s igned and da ted  2003 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
31” x  41” (79 cm x  104 cm)

P 500,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Isabel Diaz paints familiar things in her breathtaking still-life 
works with an impeccable eye for balance in composition 
and technique in manipulating the medium to achieve color 
subtlety and transparency instead of volume. The outcomes 
are beautiful and calming works. Here, the arrangement of 
the blue-and-white Chinese porcelain jars bring out balance 
while the different motifs and patterns display elegance only 
made possible by Diaz’s remarkable painterly techniques. “I like 
the effect of watercolor, but I like the weight of oil, it’s softer 
but more determined,” she said in an interview. Also fond of 
oversized canvases, Diaz has made her still-life paintings eye-
catching and poetic in composition and color.
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Rodel Tapaya (b. 1980)
N ida
s igned and da ted  2007 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
72” x  24” (183 cm x  61 cm)

P 800,000

Provenance:
1335 Mabini, Mani la

If one were to name a living spiritual successor to the 
timeless works of the Muralist masters such as Diego 
Rivera, David Alfaro, and Jose Clemente Orozco, the 

acclaimed artist Rodel Tapaya would be the obvious, if not 
undeniable, choice. Much like the works of the muralists, 
Tapaya’s works are often breathtakingly epic and charged 
with idealistic energy. His works are inspired by the 
fascinating pantheon of pre-colonial mythology and Filipino 
folkloric culture. He uses these elements to tie together 
seeming variegated pictorial fragments in order to create 
imaginative and expressive worlds that are seemingly aglow 
with life. Though his works hint at some sort of narrative 
cohesion, they read much more like a poem or a sonnet 
rather than a short story or an epic in the traditional sense. 

Tapaya’s narratives do not contain a clear beginning, 
middle, or end. Instead, he offers us a sweeping tableau 
that hints at a larger story at work. The artist does not 
spoon-feed us with content, he allows us to create our 
own meaning within the context of his narrative hints. 
Tapaya’s works are also a masterclass in technique, form, 
and design. Despite being known for using a plethora 
of images and symbolisms, Tapaya’s works never feel 
cramped or condensed. His  eye for detail and impeccable 
craftsmanship constantly weighs in the correct amount 
of space and use of color in order to maximize each 
element’s expressive possibility. It is no surprise that Tapaya 
is one of the Philippines’ greatest artistic exports. With 
groundbreaking exhibitions and record sales both here and 
abroad, his legacy is undoubtedly a milestone of Filipino art 
and craftsmanship. 

Magical Myth-Making
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Joy Mallari (b. 1966)
Nanay
s igned and da ted  2006 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  l i nen
48” x  60” (122 cm x  152 cm)

P 450,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

In this highly fascinating piece, contemporary Filipina artist Joy Mallari 
takes upon the nanay with her distinct narrative approach, fusing the 
different archetypes and aspects of her identity. There is a seemingly pious 
woman in Filipiniana, the more modern-looking mother carrying a baby, 
and a contemporary take on the Ephesian Artemis, the great mother 
goddess popular during the ancient times with her static pose, also said 
to protect fertility. Noteworthy added features are the animals taking care 
of their offspring and tropical fruits. Part of the Salimpusa and Sanggawa 
art movements, Mallari explores the relationship between literature and 
art in her works; she attributes this to her experiences in the pre-digital 
animation industry during her early artist years. She also delves on themes 
on identity and issues in Philippine society.
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Charlie Co (b. 1960)
Ar rogance  o f  Power
s igned and da ted  2002 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
60” x  48” (152 cm x  122 cm)

P 300,000

Exhibited:
Carroza , Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la. 2003

Literature: 
Gui l lermo, Al ice. An Iconography of Pol i t ical 
Art: Charl ie Co. Asian Art News , July/August 
2004, vol. 14, page 4

There seems no stopping Negros artist Charlie Co in utilizing the power 
of Surrealism to produce allegorical, vibrant paintings. His works are 
exciting and of substance, always out of his passion in taking upon new, 
refreshing subject matters and themes and not of art market trends. 
Viewing a Co painting is taking a look at the world of his imagination and 
personal experiences as well as the emotions attached to them. More than 
his works with socio-political themes, he paints subjects in colorful garb 
and surreal environments. Take this whimsical work as a fine example of 
art that engages the senses in its featured colors and refined strokes. One 
can also notice Co’s kind of representations of subjects: away from realism 
while still facing realities with a discerning, passionate eye.

Arrogance of Power is part of his Carroza series of paintings that feature 
passive obedience, blind faith, arrogance, and royalty of power with 
folk surrealist qualities, exhibited in his 2003 one-man show in Galleria 
Duemila. In her Asian Arts News Magazine essay, critic-historian Alice 
Guillermo describes the blond foreign figure as an allusion to the former 
U.S. President George W. Bush “confidently and indifferently seated atop 
the platform surrounded with all the trappings of worldly authority” like 
a divine king of a “nation chosen by God and commissioned by history to 
be a model to the world of justice.” Below, the Virgin stands grieving.
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Anton Del Castillo (b. 1976)
I  am in  Cont ro l
s igned and da ted  2019 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  go ld  lea f
48” x  36” (122 cm x  91 cm)

P 500,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Galerie 
Stephanie confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Exhibited: 
Galerie Stephanie Booth, Art Fair Phi l ippines 
2019

One of the leading voices of the Philippine contemporary art scene, 
the critical acclaim surrounding visual artist Anton Del Castillo is not 
without rhyme nor reason. Del Castillo’s works often concern themselves 
with contemporary critiques of modern life coupled with an extensive 
understanding of the nuances that govern. Thus, his subjects often find 
themselves juxtaposed between opposing fronts, such as conflict and 
peace, equality and injustice, and life and death. By doing so, Del Castillo 
offers us an effective critique that is urgent yet timeless. But, it is not only 
his content that draws praise, but his use of materials as well. Most of 
Del Castillo’s works integrate the use of gold. Despite being particularly 
taxing material to work with, Anton Del Castillo’s deft and meticulous 
hand carefully unravels the artistic potential of gold beyond its more 
conventional uses. Consequently, the use of gold has become synonymous 
with Del Castillo’s unique artistic style.
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Ronson Culibrina (b. 1991)
Unt i t l ed  (A f te r  The  Rape o f  P roserp ina )
s igned and da ted  2011 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
72” x  48” (183 cm x  122 cm)

P 500,000

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist

Irony, paradox, and critique are core themes in Culibrina’s work. As 
someone born into an already deeply globalized and hyperconnected 
world, Culibrina is interested in showing the nuances at play in the 
reality of everyday life. Thus his works often explore the various 
contradictions at work, such as tradition and modernization, culture 
and change, and subjectivity and objectivity. In this particular piece, 
Culibrina tackles a timeless dichotomy: life and death. Though 
macabre, the piece is not downright dour, but wistfully introspective. 
The color scheme clearly divides the piece into the clutches of death 
and the vitality of life, yet the flow and shape of the subject-matter 
suggests the two are deeply connected. What makes Culibrina’s 
aesthetic paradoxes deeply arresting is his understanding that no pure 
dichotomies exist. Though contrasting ideals are naturally opposed, 
they cannot exist without the other. Culibrina’s piece does not depict 
the eventuality of death or the radical hopefulness of life, but the 
eternal dance that showcases a timeless dialectic. 
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Suraji ( Indonesia, b. 1970)
Pada t  Dan Sesak  (Dense  and Conges ted )
s igned and da ted  2013 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  and  acr y l i c  on  canvas
90 1/2” x  136” (230 cm x  345 cm)

P 1,000,000

Provenance:
Christ ie’s Asian Contemporary Art, Hong Kong, HKCEC Grand 
Hal l , 27 November 2016. Lot 131

Exhibited:
Jakarta, Indonesia, Gal lery Canna, Visual Voice The Wild & 
The Domestic, 1-22 March 2014

Indonesian contemporary painter and sculptor Suraji’s 
works address environmental and social issues. Charged 
with figures, forms, and complex lines, his canvases present 
not just the corruption, deceit, and fraudulence, but also 
his personal hardships in life. Suraji’s sensitivity to present 
realities in Indonesia shows in the intensity of his works 
that show both concern and hope. He said in an interview: 
“Indonesia is a great nation but fragile at the same time.”

Greediness is captured visually in this work by rendering 
human forms in green and faces of mice, lions, wolves, and 
tigers with human-like body forms in coexistence. Natural 
resources such as trees are being destroyed and there is a 
sense of corruption and lack of empathy evoked in Suraji’s 
three-dimensional piece.

Born in Bantul, Yogyakarta, Suraji graduated in the Fine 
Art Indonesia Institute of Art. He has held one-man shows 
and participated in various group exhibits in different places 
in his home country. He was also one of the semi-finalists 
in the Philip Morris Indonesian Art Award in 1998, 1999, 
and 2000. Among his awards include the Osaka Century 
Association Prize at the Osaka Triennial 2001 and the Best 
Award in the Indofood Art Awards 2003.
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39
Ramon Orlina (b. 1944)
N ingn ing  Ser ies
s igned and da ted  2012 ( l ower  r igh t )
ca r ved  g reen  Asah i  g lass
15” x  11” x  10” (38 cm x  28 cm x  25 cm)

P 800,000

Glass is difficult to work with in the world of sculpting, but Ramon 
Orlina is always up for this challenge. He is a pioneer of using Asahi 
glass in the Philippines, producing elegant sculptures in which his 
structural approach is seen. This approach is most likely cultivated 
by his architecture practice; he took an architecture degree at 
the University of Santo Tomas. His glass sculptures leave viewers 
awestruck in its mesmerizing details out of his sensitivity toward his 
chosen material. This work is part of his Ningning series, inspired by 
the beauty of femininity and motherhood. Ning-ning is a Malaysian 
term which pertains to “breastfeeding of up to two years.” Here, 
Orlina takes upon the female form in a less erotic context. Art critic 
Eric Torres also took note of Orlina’s renditions of women attributes: 
“The female breast Orlina exhorts is no mere object of voyeuristic 
prurience. [...] It is also a salute to the curve and the sphere as with 
an eye to perfection of form and finish. Orlina goes beyond the 
sensuous in the metaphysical.”
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40
Abi Dionisio (b. 1987)
The  Dance
s igned and da ted  2018 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
48” x  36” (122 cm x  91 cm)

P 180,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the art ist 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Exhibited:
Travel Light, One East Asia Gal lery, Singapore, 
September 2018

Featuring her signature use of hyperrealism, contemporary visual artist 
Abigail Dionisio explores the themes of movement, physicality, and 
memory. A highlight of the One East Asia Gallery entitled Travel Light 
in Singapore, the piece is said to symbolize the artist’s journey towards 
motherhood and femininity. The piece was done in conjunction 
with her partner’s own painting in order to represent the shared 
struggles, challenges, and obstacles they had faced. Dionisio’s use 
of hyperrealism seemingly plays with her subject’s physical form. The 
meticulous balance between the lights and shadows that populate her 
subject matter gives them an agile and airy feel. This goes against the 
seemingly dense and full-bodied characteristic of the subject’s size and 
form. Thus, by seemingly defying the normal conventions of weight 
and form, Dionisio presents us with a metaphysical subject; one that 
is closely tied to her idea of memory. The patterned textile represents 
the boundless and often perilous sea, while the striped fabric signifies 
the hope one must carry throughout the voyage. For Dionisio the true 
challenge of any important voyage is not the physical objects one takes 
along, but the emotions that anchor themselves to one’s feet. Though 
they may seem heavy on the mind, trust and compassion, through 
tireless cooperation, renders them as light as air. 
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As an abstractionist and pop artist, among the foremost modernists Lee 
Aguinaldo was committed to exploring new techniques throughout his 
artistic career; in the 1965 issue of the Weekly Women’s Magazine that 
featured the versatile Filipino artist, his “insatiable devotion” was praised. 
He also openly discussed the foreign influences behind the progression 
of his styles and techniques, from Rembrandt to Pollock and Rothko. Two 
best-known series of his are his Galumph and Linear series in which he 
was given credit for championing the professional use of acrylic as one’s 
medium in the country.

Considered an avant-garde artist, Aguinaldo veered away from the 
conventions of painting in the country during his time. He is situated in 
the evolution of the Philippine modern art as a significant contributor 
with his eclectic modernist styles, finding artistic freedom in abstraction 
and progressive approaches to art.

Aguinaldo’s Linear series boast of heavy-bordered linear works 
characterized by distinct color fields, unleashing the expressive qualities 
of color. This widely recognized series reveals not just his foreign 
contemporary influences, but also his perfectionist approach to art 
making. When asked by art critic Cid Reyes if he ever wondered whether 

Lot 41 is fused with Lot 42 
and sold as a single lot

Lee Aguinaldo (1933 -  2007) 
L inear  No .  98  and  99
s igned and da ted  1969 ( ve rso )
ac ry l i c  (aqua- tec )  on  mar ine  p l ywood 
38”  x  38”  (97 cm x  97 cm)  each

Literature: 
Herrera, Ma. Victoria . . . [et al.]. The Life and 
Art of Lee Aguinaldo. Quezon City: Vibal 
Foundation, 2011, p. 200 (half fold)

P 8,400,000 

Provenance:

Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la
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his paintings are Filipino or not, Lee Aguinaldo answered: “That is the 
least of my worries. My only concern is that the painting is well-made.”

Linear No. 98 and Linear No. 99 are two 1969 works that present 
Aguinaldo’s powerful chromatic contrasts and genius geometric 
articulations as he logically utilizes his medium of choice. These reveal 
his virtuosity in achieving elegant compositions and smooth surfaces 
through his calculated techniques—estimations that demonstrate elegant 
sparseness. For his Linears, Aguinaldo often took upon the “window” 
theme as a frame with an inner composition, noted to be a metaphor 
for his personal view of life. These two masterpieces feature windows 
framing an iridescent blue gradient radiating over a black horizon.

In art critic Alice Coseteng’s review of Aguinaldo’s exhibition of his 
Linear works which first came out in 1965, she pointed out that even 
his choice of medium in his two-dimensional surfaces that “reflect light 
as they glow in brilliant tones or opaquely subdued” engages with the 
viewers. This point is evident in the two particular pieces with carefully 
orchestrated colors that reflect luminous space and framed or bordered-
like compositions.

Lot 42 is fused with Lot 41 
and sold as a single lot

Lee Aguinaldo (1933 -  2007) 
L inear  No .  98  and  99
s igned and da ted  1969 ( ve rso )
ac ry l i c  (aqua- tec )  on  mar ine  p l ywood 
38”  x  38”  (97 cm(97 97 cm)  each
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Romulo Galicano, the master landscape artist and portraitist 
from Carcar, continues to bring pride to Cebu with his intimate 
land and seascape works. Born to a family of artists, Galicano 
was mentored by his uncle, Cebuano realist master Martino 
Abellana—who was also called the “Amorsolo of the South” 
and the “Dean of Cebuano Painters.” Abellana’s influence on 
Galicano shows in his works of exacting pictorial approximation. 

This painting captures the beauty of Mactan, a nostalgic and 
serene depiction of one of its beaches in summer glory. Rich in 
detail, Galicano approaches his composition with a distinct sense 
of perspective and balance.

43
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
Summer  Morn ing  on  Mactan  Beach
s igned and da ted  1993 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
35” x  48” (89 cm x  122 cm)

P 500,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the artst 
confirming the authenticty of this lot
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44
Antonio Mahilum (1948 - 2008)
Bar r io  Scene
s igned and da ted  2001 ( l ower  le f t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
36” x  48” (91 cm x  122 cm)

P 200,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

In his earlier works, Filipino illustrator and painter Antonio 
Mahilum used dark tones. This is in contrast to his later 
works in which he utilized more colors and lighter palettes. 
Barrio Scene is one of his pieces that displays a rural-life 
scene through light tones of colors. It showcases Mahilum’s 
attention to detail, fine brushstrokes, and lighthearted 

approach toward depicting folk themes and settings. It also 
features his signature rendering of a crowd of rural folk from 
a high viewpoint, which results in small figures in a distinct 
town setting. Peasant life truly becomes more festive and 
vibrant in Mahilum’s canvases.

The works of Bernardo Pacquing are often seen as the next 
logical step in the development of modern abstraction. 
Pacquing subverts the Jungian idealism often attributed to 
the medium of abstraction by abandoning the lofty ideals 
that often come with them. Instead, Pacquing’s works draw 
upon the familiar and personal in order to put the uniqueness 
of its subject matter shine through. Rather than unearthing 
the universal, Pacquing’s works show the primacy of the 
individual over the collective; showcasing how it is only 
through subjectivity one can be truly free. Thus, his works 
often feature a plethora of contemporary elements found 
within a predominantly urban space, showcasing the history 
and narrativity of both the artist and the viewer. 

45
Bernardo Pacquing (b. 1967)
Unt i t l ed
s igned and da ted  2003 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  paper
12” x  16 1/2” (30  cm x  42 cm)

P 50,000
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46
Ang Kiukok (1931 -  2005) 
Man
s igned and da ted  1968 ( l ower  r igh t ) 
o i l  on  canvas
42”  x  34”  (107 cm x  86 cm)

P 6,000,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Finale 
Art Fi le confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

O           ne of the most respected masters of contemporary Philippine   
           painting, National Artist Ang Kiukok does not confine himself to 
           one style of expression, but adapts other modes that best suit his 
chosen subject matters. His masterpieces manifest not just professional 
draftsmanship but introspective quality through symbolic use of color and 
sense of rationality alongside emotionality of forms. Facets of contemporary 
society are also Ang’s creative inspirations throughout his artistic life.

Beauty and Mystery

Ang Kiukok

This particular work, for example, is a closer look at Ang’s personal vision of 
themes taken upon frequently by many Filipino painters made 
contemporary as he combines aspects of Cubism, Surrealism, and 
Expressionism. Various critics have noted his distinct synthesis of styles and 
the provocativeness of his works, offering glimpses into man’s condition 
and nature. Here, humanness is expressed through stressed unnaturally yet 
powerful colors and complex shapes and overall structure. Set against a 
black-and-red background, the forms appear more heightened in this work, 
showcasing his ways of translating his vision into the canvas.

Ang indeed mastered the projection of various planes or “multiple spatial 
observations” in his paintings of disembodied figures and deconstructed 
abstract forms, making these visually stimulating. In this piece, Ang 
successfully synthesizes broken down elements to achieve a unified 
interpretation.

As Ang played with lines and texture, his end goal was not creating 
decorative works but showing the sharp edges of the everyday experience. 
He did not make art for art’s sake. Instead, his works display engaging 
distortions of color, shape, surface, and space. Some of his recurring motifs 
are the crucifixion, dogs, cats, birds, mother and child, lovers, fishermen, 
and screaming figures. Leaving a lasting legacy to Philippine art, Ang was 
said to be ahead of his times and his masterpieces are some of the most 
sought-after works of the ardent collectors in the present.
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47
J. Elizalde Navarro (1924 - 1999)
The  Insc ru tab le  Eas t
s igned and da ted  1991 ( l e f t )
o i l  on  canvas
37” x  18” (94 cm x  46 cm)

P 700,000

Provenance:
Leon Gal lery, The Magnif icent September Auction, 
Makati  City, 2017, Lot 10

Navarro was a certified globetrotter and cultural savant. During his 
lifetime, he not only explored various cultural and artistic centers and 
hotspots, but also took the time to study their local and traditional 
techniques, styles, and philosophies. Hence, one can find elements of 
Japanese, Balinese, and Western painting traditions in Navarro’s style 
that merge to make singularly intimate works. His gestural painting 
draws its sources not only from surrealism but from Asian aesthetics 
as well, which places a premium on spontaneity and quick insight. In 
this particular piece entitled The Inscrutable East, Navarro pays homage 
to his eastern and oriental influences. Clearly inspired by traditional 
calligraphy scroll paintings, Navarro expresses the enigmatic beauty of 
the quick yet succinct methodology of the medium. One can clearly 
see remnants of what appears to be logographic, or word-based 
characters positioned around the canvas, yet their intentions are to be 
felt rather than read. What Navarro expresses in this piece is the value 
of spontaneity as a form of artistic expression. Though careful and 
meticulous restraint when it comes to creation is still a worthy endeavor, 
Navarro understands that sometimes spontaneous practice unearths 
previously unknown boundaries. 
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48
Julie Lluch (b. 1944)
Bus t  o f  a  Man
p las te r
31” x  14” x  18” (79 cm x  36 cm x  46 cm)

P 100,000

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist

The ouvre of celebrated sculptress Julie Lluch consists mostly of portrait 
sculptures made of terracotta. Main themes include feminist and religious 
matters and convictions. Though most of Lluch’s sculptures feature 
women, she also renders images of men as seen in this specific work. Her 
humanist approach shows in her depictions of male figures with self-
awareness as a mature feminist who fights for gender equality. Moreover, 
she produced public sculpture commissions such as the monuments in 
bronze of Carlos P. Romulo on UN Avenue, Manila, Ninoy Aquino on 
Roxas Boulevard, among other prominent Filipino individuals. This revered 
artist rendered trophies in her artistic career, known to be meticulous in 
selecting commission projects as she creates on a deeply personal level and 
holds high standards in the field of Philippine sculpture.

Some of the awards Lluch received are the following: The CCP Thirteen 
Artists Award, Outstanding Citizenship in Art given by City of Iligan in 
1992, and the Most Outstanding Woman Artist awarded by Quezon City 
Government in 1995. She also represented the Philippines in significant 
exhibitions in Australia, Japan, Indonesia, Malaysia, and South Korea.

49
Norma Belleza (b. 1939)
Ha lo-ha lo  Vendor
s igned and da ted  1989 (upper  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
24” x  30” (61 cm x  76 cm)

P 100,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

In this particular oil painting, renowned Filipina modernist 
Norma Belleza reveals an intimate depiction of a woman 
vendor through stylized figuration, made more fascinating 
with the subject’s wide-eyed features and expressive face. 
The halo-halo vendor is rendered as if in a candid moment 
in her everyday life, a quality that makes Belleza’s works 
highly sought after. Vibrant colors are also utilized to add 

life in depicted folk scenes—noticeable in the latter years 
of her artistic career, compared to the somber colors she 
used in her earlier years. Her canvases feature everyday 
folk with contented disposition and inner joy, from vendors 
like this one to potters and fishermen, all depicted with 
qualities that empower and uplift.
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Jigger Cruz ( b .  1984)
Abs t rac t  I  and  I I
s igned and da ted  2015 (bo t tom)  mixed  
med ia
48”  x  48”  (121 cm x  121 cm)  each

Most of Jigger Cruz’s body of work exists within a state of 
dialectical tension. On one hand, it is easy to see his pieces as 
pure and unfiltered abstraction, born out of the anarchic disorder 
of the mind. But, on the other hand, a critical and careful eye 
reveals a sense of harmony, place, and framing often attributed to 
classical and academic techniques and treatments. It is this struggle 
between abstraction and representation that makes Cruz’s art 
engaging. It consistently reveals different aspects of itself with each 
viewing. Each aspect of his work is imbued with meticulous detail, 
but Jigger Cruz has perfectly encapsulated within his works an 
eternal duel of the fates.

P 6,000,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the 
art ist confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Lot 50 is fused with Lot 51 
and sold as a single lot
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A graduate of the Far Eastern University’s Fine Arts program and 
the De La Salle-College of St. Benilde’s Design program, he was 
a finalist of the Metrobank Art and Design Competition in 2003 
and the Philip Morris Philippine Art Award in 2006. Cruz has 
since landed landmark exhibits both here and abroad, such as 
his Watching the Wheels exhibit at the Ayala Museum in 2010, 
Glitch Habitation at Primae Noctis Gallery in Switzerland, and 
SUBTRACTION PARADISE Art Stage Singapore. Cruz was also part 
of the groundbreaking WASAK! Filipino Art Today group exhibition 
in Berlin. 

Lot 51 is fused with Lot 50 
and sold as a single lot

Jigger Cruz ( b .  1984)
Abs t rac t  I  and  I I
s igned and da ted  2015 (bo t tom)
mixed  med ia
48”  x  48”  (121 cm x  121 cm)  each
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52
Victorio Edades (1895 - 1985)  
Unt i t l ed
ca .  1937
s igned ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
24”  x  20”  (61 cm x  51 cm)

P 700,000

Provenance:
Acquired from Odette Alcantara by the present 
owner

Heralded as the “Father of Philippine Modern Art”, Victorio Edades’ works 
signified an epochal shift within the canons of Filipino art. By introducing 
modern ideas into the Philippine art scene, Victorio Edades managed to 
revolutionize the conventions of Filipino art by broadening the possibilities 
of artistic practice and aesthetic value beyond the likes of the Classical 
and Traditional schools of art. His defiance to what the Conservatives 
structured as ‘art’ was a conscious call for real artistic expression. Thus, his 
pieces were in stark opposition to the bright, nostalgic, and idyllic scenes 
that pervaded the hegemonic artistic canon. His pieces often featured 
roughly constructed figures of laborers burdened by the realities of their 
work.  He attested that “art is ever the expression of man’s emotion, 
and not a mere photographic likeness of nature.” Thus, to express his 
individual emotion, the artist is privileged to create in that distinctive form 
that best interprets his own experience. To quote curator Ditas Samson: 
“What was the first exposure of Filipino artists to modernism? Aside from 
photographs from Life magazine and conversations with each other, it had 
to be from the works of Victorio Edades.”
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The frenetic and chaotic works of abstractionist 
Bernardo Pacquing delve into the built reality of our 
contemporary world. Unlike most works of abstract 
art, Pacquing forgoes any primordial investigation into 
the collective unconscious. Instead, Pacquing’s works 
are imbued with a sense of familiarity and place, given 
that the artist often draws inspiration from the everyday 
objects that surround him. Thus, Pacquing’s works are 
imbued with subjectivity, wherein its inherent meaning 
stems from the experience of the viewer upon viewing 
the piece itself. Such an encounter is rare even amongst 
works of art; hence Pacquing’s works can be seen as 
unique points of convergence between our inner and 
outer worlds. 

54
Bernardo Pacquing (b. 1967)
Unt i t l ed
s igned and da ted  2003 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  paper
12” x  9” (31  cm x  23 cm)

P 60,000

53
Federico Aguilar Alcuaz (1932 - 2011)
Abs t rac t ion
s igned and da ted  1983 ( top )
o i l  on  canvas
17” x  19” (43 cm x  48 cm)

P 200,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Christ ian 
M. Agui lar confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

The dissonant yet structured works of Federico Aguilar-
Alcuaz seemingly adhere to a novel yet natural rhythm. The 
seemingly random colors, textures, patterns, and shapes 
are soon directed to their proper predestined positions by 
virtue of Alcuaz’s deft and meticulous eye for composition.
The structural rhythm of the picture surface prevents the 
fragmentation of elements, while the color contrasts—the 
brighter colors and the darker tones—aid this harmony 

by their interaction. As this work shows, Alcuaz had 
moved beyond orthodox Cubism and Abstraction, though 
it had been invaluable to his development. For him, the 
opportunity to travel the world constituted but one step on 
the road towards a more personal art form entirely detached 
from the visible world. What makes Alcuaz’s abstractions 
uniquely striking is not merely its unrestrained directness, but 
its ability to find harmony amidst chaos.
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PROPERTY FROM A VERY IMPORTANT 
PR IVATE COLLECT ION

55
Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 -  1978)
Putungan
s igned and da ted  1974 ( l ower  r igh t  and  ve rso )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
40” x  30” (112 cm x  76 cm)

P 6,000,000

Literature:
De Jesus, Angel. H.R. Ocampo: The Art ist as Fi l ipino . 
Quezon: Heritage Publ ishing, 1979, p. 84

An abstract visual language distinctly his, canvases 
with strikingly original interlocking shapes, 
and the use of various tonalities capturing the 

Philippine tropical lushness—all these bring National 
Artist H.R. Ocampo to mind.

Ocampo’s emotionally charged abstraction pieces are 
profound results of his everyday observations in what 
surrounded him, from Philippine flora and fauna as well 
as animals to rain and sunshine. Television and big-
screen films also influenced his oeuvre, and it is noted 
by critics that the evolutions of his works correlated with 
his personal life. In his journal dated 1953, he noted 
his interest in “how shapes, hues, values, textures and 
lines interact with one another in space, rather than in 
capturing a photographic semblance of nature.”

His art is far from merely decorative masterpieces and 
considered personal reactions to the stimuli of the times 

Movement in Color

he lived in. He was also able to outline the periods of 
his art; this particular piece belongs to his Visual Melody 
Period (from 1968 onwards) when he “created pure 
painting, something akin to chamber music.” Here, his 
mastery of color—combinations of hues, tonal values, 
and textures—is organically displayed, providing one a 
total aesthetic experience.

Ocampo is a pioneer of the Philippine Modernist 
movement along with the other Thirteen Moderns, 
one of the main names during the glory days of the 
Philippine Art Gallery, having won the first prize in the 
Art Association of the Philippines’ (AAP) influential 
competition in 1951 and 1969. Also called the Father 
of Philippine Modern Abstraction, Ocampo was in 
the august company of neo-realists such as Vicente 
Manansala, Cesar Legaspi, and Romeo Tabuena, among 
other celebrated modernists in the country.

H.R. Ocampo
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56
Hugo Yonzon Jr. (1924 -  1994)
F ishermen
s igned and da ted  1979 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
25” x  33” (64 cm x  84 cm)

P 100,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Hugo Yonzon Jr., a prolific and versatile modern artist from 
the post-war era, shifts through various styles in his career, 
from classicism, cubism, or abstract expressionism. It is said 
that he did not exhibit more often than his peers; collectors 
would buy his paintings as fast as he could finish them. 
Influenced by National Artist Cesar Legaspi, Yonzon said 

that Legaspi taught him “the tangents in composition.” 
This piece is part of his earlier body of works that features 
darker colors and his refined cubist techniques. In contrast 
to his later works that feature lighter colors and happier 
faces of common folk, the fishermen endure the toil of the 
sea in this detailed work.

57
Emmanuel Garibay ( b . 1962)
Pen i tens i ya
s igned and da ted  2008 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
42” x  30” (107 cm x  76 cm)

P 400,000

Filipino social realist Emmanuel Garibay often depicts 
everyday people in socio-political and religious 
scenes as he vigorously tackles various human 
conditions, issues, and realities. Garibay, recognized 
as a powerful storyteller, combines social realism 
and figurative expression in his humanistic approach 
to character depiction. Here, he renders a figure in 
repentance or a strong desire to be forgiven. The 
spiritual act of literally experiencing the Crucifixion 
that is part of Filipino culture, specifically of Catholic 
faith and practices, is captured in expressive colors 
and strokes. One intriguing, notable feature in this 
work is the subject’s seemingly smug smile, which 
shows the opposite of a state of lamentation. It 
makes the work more open to interpretation and 
questions whether the facial expression reveals the 
joy in being freed from one’s sins or the lack of 
sincerity in this act.
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Yeo Kaa (b. 1989)
Sur rounded by  Many  and S t i l l  Fee l ing  Lone l y
s igned and da ted  2017 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  and  f ine  a r t  p r in t 
on  Hahnemuh le  paper
48” x  36” (122 cm x  91 cm)

P 130,000

Though known for her eye-catching and candy colored aesthetics, this 
piece by contemporary artist Yeo Kaa seemingly breaks from her own 
artistic conventions in order to emphasize the darkly profound depths 
that often inhabit the underbellies of her works. Despite being known 
for her style’s eclectic energy and accessibility given her influences from 
modern and contemporary styles such as Pop art and the Superflat 
style, Yeo’s works often carry with them deep and personal experiences. 
Consequently, her pieces come off as real and genuine tableaus of both 
her personal experiences and the overarching human condition. In this 
piece entitled Surrounded By Many and Still Feeling Lonely, Yeo does 
not obscure her intention behind multiple layers. Instead her message 
and theme is clear. From the direct and succinct nature of her title, 
to her use of familiar and recognizable symbolisms and archetypes, 
her piece is accessible and free from showy prerequisites. Despite 
being deeply personal, Yeo’s work shows how individual problems 
often require a social solution. Much like how being lonely can only 
be amended by wholistic communication, art can only reach its fullest 
potential when it invites understanding from all walks of life, and not 
only from a select few.
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Arturo Luz ( b . 1926)
Ce lebra t ion : Var ia t i on  on  the  Jugg le r  Theme
s igned and da ted  1991 ( ve rso )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
60” x  48” (153 cm x  122 cm)

P 1,200,000

Provenance:
Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la

One of the most recognizable Filipino Modernists, Arturo Luz is 
a multidisciplinary artist best known for his pioneering works in 
minimalist, abstract, and geometric Filipino art. He received his formal 
training in Fine Arts from the University of the Philippines’ School of 
Fine Arts. He then supplemented his expertise with further studies 
at the California College of Arts and Crafts, the Brooklyn Museum 
Art School, and the Académie de la Grande Chaumière in Paris. He 
was first noticed within the Philippine art scene during his first solo 
exhibition at the Manila Hotel in 1951. He then followed this up with 
a solo exhibition in Paris at Raymond Duncan Gallery in 1954, and 
another solo show at the Metropolitan Museum of Manila in 1955. He 
then established Luz Gallery in 1960 and continued to revolutionize 
the local art scene with key developments in minimalist, abstract, and 
geometric art. 

Much of Arturo Luz’s works revolve around acrobats, musicians, and 
cyclists. The combination of themes indicates the artistic direction 
and aesthetic temperament  in which Luz was headed in the 1960s 
and 1970s. The direction had to do with abstract painting of a 
geometric planar kind. All of Luz’ stylish works feature his instantly 
recognizable and concise use of line to create geometric scenes of 
precision balance. He began to use the formal and spatial procedures 
of Cubism as a structure, a means of controlling the high levels of 
fantasy and irrationality that invaded his imagery from the early 
1960s onwards. Gradually simplifying his style, he developed an 
approach with key works consisting of pure geometric forms and their 
relationships to one another, set against minimal grounds. The picture 
is structured to emphasize straight lines and circular shapes. Straight, 
vertical, and diagonal lines are present in the figures’ bodies. With the 
predominance of the deep red backdrop, Luz unifies the color element 
to highlight the straight lines of his composition. Their heads, faceless 
and pin-shaped, are reduced to their basic geometric components. Luz 
reduces his subject to large, solid, and uncomplicated masses because 
such forms are suggestive of eternal values. Hence, while the color 
range of this work is limited, the formal qualities are highlighted by the 
strictly geometrical lines and precise modelling, elements that further 
reflect Luz’s pragmatist ideals.

Art of Utmost Simplicity

Arturo Luz in his studio
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60
Federico Aguilar Alcuaz (1932 - 2011)
Qua t ro  Mar ias
s igned and da ted  1989 (upper  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
26” x  32” (66 cm x  81 cm)

P 500,000

Leon Gal lery wishes to thank Christ ian M. Agui lar for 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Starting from the late 1970s, National Artist Federico 
Aguilar Alcuaz painted his Tres Marias series, using 
expressionistic brushstrokes as he depicts lyrical scenes of 
women. The hotel staff and waitresses in Manila Hilton 
became his models. Alcuaz would also go beyond depicting 
three beautiful female figures, visually articulating their 
gestures and poses and defining the laidback space they 
inhibit. This masterpiece showcases his sophisticated 
approach to portraiture as he captured the beauty, charm, 
and grace of his women subjects. Somber colors are used 
yet a certain glow is evoked with his play of light and 
shadow. Alcuaz’s women appear relaxed, rendered with his 
assured brushstrokes, refined figurative style, and sense of 
color that sets the overall mood. Here, one also sees the 
master artist’s compositional playfulness toward his artistry.
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61
Lydia Velasco ( b . 1942)
Ang Pami l ya
s igned and da ted  1995 ( ve rso )
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  60” (91 cm x  152 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Lydia Velasco’s figures, mostly women, are highly stylized with strong 
features beyond the noticeable long limbs and torsos and muscular 
physique—they project assertiveness, inner strength, and beauty. Their 
facial expressions are also distinct and open for interpretation as these 
give off a sense of mystery. Familiar themes in which women have 
significant roles such as family are depicted through her signature 
contemporary style and use of color. Here, the family members’ gestures 
showcase Velasco’s unique color palette and refined brushstrokes. 

Since 1993, Velasco has participated in many group shows and started 
holding solo exhibitions in 1996. Her works are also included in local and 
international auction houses and celebrated by various art collectors and 
critics.
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62
Bernardo Pacquing (b. 1967)
Unt i t l ed  (Human Ske le ton  Ser ies )
s igned and da ted  2009 ( ve rso )
mixed  med ia
56” x  72” (142 cm x  183 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Despite the long and varied history of abstract 
art, new and novel expressions of the medium still 
continue to excite and revolutionize the tradition. 
Bernardo Pacquing’s approach toward his art, style, 
and medium reveals the expressive potential of 
Abstraction. Though Abstraction is often attributed to 
having a moral dimension such as a purity or simplicity, 
Pacquing’s radical formulation of the genre posits 
that abstraction’s capabilities lie in a more expressive 
and figurative treatment. Thus, unlike popular works 
of abstract art, Pacquing’s style is not purely non-
representational. Instead he draws upon the forms and 
figures of found objects and nature. Yet his subjects 
still remain vague and obscure enough to benefit from 
the mysterious ephemeral allure that guided the very 
first patrons of the style. His abstractions carry with 
them a sense of familiarity that welcomes nuanced 
particularity and universal understanding. 

What Pacquing offers the school of Abstraction is a 
release from the uncritical orthodox dogmatism that 
often plagues extensive schools of style and thought. 
Pacquing’s signature form of abstraction tests the 
limits of creativity by going against the grain, and he 
suggests that everyone do the same. 
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63
Cesar Legaspi (1917 - 1994)
So la rmuta t ion
s igned and da ted  1993 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
39” x  26” (98 cm x  65 cm)

P 1,200,000

One of the Thirteen Moderns, National Artist Cesar Legaspi is credited 
as a pioneer neo-realist, together with fellow National Artists H.R. 
Ocampo and Vicente Manansala. He is also revered for “refining cubism 
in the Philippine context” with his signature geometric fragmentation 
technique. 

Art critic-historian Alice Guillermo wrote: “The power and fascinating 
quality of Legaspi’s later works strike from the feeling that they strike 
deep into subconscious reserves of energy and imagination.” This 
particular 1993 piece titled Solarmutation is an imaginative vigorous 
composition of a man rendered in strong, expressive geometric shapes 
and distinct colors, along with the pronounced powerful sun above him. 
There is an impression of the interacting forms about to merge into 
one in Legaspi’s dynamic work, also of energy and rhythmic movement. 
It is notable as well that his color blindness did not hinder him from 
producing works that showcase the expressive qualities of color.
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A Collaboration with
Mauro Malang Santos  (1928 - 2017)
Mother  and  Ch i ld
s igned and da ted  1997 ( l ower  le f t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
48” x  48” (122 cm x  122 cm)

P 1,000,000

Provenance:
The Saturday Group of art ists’ col laborat ion with Mauro 
Malang Santos

The art of Malang celebrates the life of urban folk and the 
fiesta spirit, done through his abstractions of Filipino women 
sans the lugubriousness that other artists would rather add in 
depicting common folk. Mother and Child is the representative 
of his countless icons of an idee fixe, a woman from among 
the common folk, with an elegantly long neck, dressed in 
bright colors while tending to her child. Another notable 
feature of the piece is that it was done in collaboration with 
the famous Saturday Group. The weekend collective consisted 
of acclaimed painters and sculptors such as H.R. Ocampo, 
Cesar Legaspi, and Federico Alcuaz. Malang himself was 
very open to criticism and improvements, citing his various 
interactions as one of the hallmarks of his artistic development. 
Thus, one can see traces of Vicente Manansala’s angular forms 
and Ang Kiukok’s Expressionist disposition in the development 
of Malang’s signature Cubist style. Malang’s Pictorialism, in 
its multi-sectoral and bracketed treatment can be seen as an 
aesthetic form of idealism molded for the modern age.
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65
Eduardo Castrillo (1942 - 2016)
Unt i t l ed
s igned and da ted  2004 (bo t tom)
brass
26” x  22” x  16” (66 cm x  56 cm x  41 cm)

P 200,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Nixxio Castr i l lo 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Among the most revered Filipino sculptors considered avant-garde 
in the truest sense, Eduardo Castrillo is an ingenious master of 
using metal for his masterpieces, known for bold explorations of 
various materials and utilizing its qualities. In his abstract sculptures, 
may it be the large-scale or the smaller ones, his progressiveness is 
apparent. Castrillo’s oeuvre includes grand monuments which can be 
found all over the country and reliefs as well as intricate jewelry; he 
is also an excellent jeweler whose pieces were exhibited in Manila, 
Rome, Milan, New York, and other cities abroad. This untitled piece 
made of brass is among his great works that reflects Castrillo’s 
soulful artistic expression and the notable aspect of his sculptures: 
the interaction and interplay of irregular objects or forms and space.

66
Solomon Saprid (1917 - 2003)
Mother  and  Ch i ld
s igned and da ted  1979 ( l ower  r igh t )
b rass
22 1/2” x  7  1/2” x  9  1/2” (57  cm x  19 cm x  24 cm)

P 300,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by the heirs of the art ist 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Imuseño Solomon Saprid was an illustrator for scientific and 
textbooks before he ventured into creating masterful metal 
sculptures with characteristic strips made otherworldly in his 
stylized soldering. The mother and child theme, which this 
specific work features, is one of the multi-awarded artist’s main 
subject matters in his brass pieces. It reflects how he captures 
figurative intricacies, pronounced angles, and gracefulness of 
mid-motions through his distinct welding techniques. Brass is 
also his signature material, utilizing its qualities to create “live” 
sculptures in “frozen motion,” a term used to describe the 
movement detected by the viewer upon encountering a static 
object. Saprid is best known for his portrayals of Philippine 
folklore, genre, and religious characters in his body of works.
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Geraldine Javier (b. 1973)
Ha l f  F in i shed  Peop le  Ser ies 
-  Case  3  o f  a  Man
s igned and da ted  2006 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
72” x  48” (183 cm x  122 cm) )

P 1,000,000

Provenance:
Finale Art Fi le, Makati  City 

As an artist, Geraldine Javier sought to break away from her generation’s 
overarching hegemonic canon that was dominated by the works of Social 
Realists and Traditionalists. Thus, in her pursuit of groundbreaking and novel 
forms of expression, Javier is now regarded as one of the pioneering voices 
of the contemporary Filipino art scene. Her macabre works are imbued 
with a sense of profundity, given that Javier herself often focuses on the 
conceptual aspect of her work rather than any sort of emotional response. 
To properly view Javier works is to internalize its subject matter through 
quiet reflection. In this piece entitled Half Finished People Series - Case 3 of 
a Man, one is immediately drawn to a lingering sense of loss and dread; as 
if though something is amiss. From there, we are directed to various parts 
of the piece, from the surface of the couch to the austere painting on the 
wall and the clothes on the figure’s back. Each part feels palpable and real, 
evoking a sense of history and narrativity in every nook and cranny. Though 
the inherent message of the piece is entirely up to the viewer’s interpretation 
and connection to it. What Javier presents us is a fragmented passage whose 
completion is entirely dependent on our own relationship to it.
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For National Artist for Visual Arts Benedicto “Bencab” 
Cabrera, Filipinos have an extreme endurance, and 
this resiliency is both a blessing and a curse. Filipinos 

also assist each other in joint efforts in mutual protection 
from danger. National Artist for Literature Nick Joaquin once 
described Bencab’s depictions of Filipinos facing natural 
disasters: “If he chills us with these pictures of Filipinos 
sitting, crouching, squatting, huddling together impassively, 
it may be to burn us with the thought that Filipinos must no 
longer sit, crouch, squat and huddle together so passively.”

Bencab lives in Baguio, a city nestled within the Cordillera 
mountain range which is also geographically prone 
to natural disasters such as earthquakes. On July 6, 
1990, this city in Northern Luzon was devastated by an 
earthquake that left hundreds of people dead. The master 
artist witnessed the city he considered home in ruins, 
armed with his paintbrush as he coped with the aftermath 
anguish and trauma.

Capturing a Gripping Moment

This 1992 piece titled Boy Afraid of Tremors, wherein 
the young boy appears to cling into his also-traumatized 
mother in fear of danger, was Bencab’s award-winning 
entry in the 12th Shell National Students Art Competition 
in which he won Second Place. It showcases his 
developed figurative style that captures archetypes of 
the Filipino psychological behaviors, body language, and 
emotional states, from gestures to facial expressions. 

It is also part of his “Disaster” paintings that feature 
emotions of fear, anxiety, and terror of figures in the 
face of a natural calamity—all depicted in monumental, 
distorted proportions and facial features that reveal the 
implications of a traumatizing experience. Here, Bencab 
renders Filipinos from the psychological point of view and 
in a humanist context.

68
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
Boy  A f ra id  o f  Tremors
s igned and da ted  1992 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
48” x  40” (122 cm x  102 cm)

P 5,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila
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Andres Barrioquinto (b. 1975)
F lowers  in  December
s igned and da ted  2001 (bo t tom)
mixed  med ia  on  canvas
72” x  60” (183 cm x  152 cm)

P 900,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

One gets to appreciate widely recognized visual artist Andres 
Barrioquinto’s intricate details and color palette that evoke nostalgia 
and a sense of longing in this work. The overall composition’s 
poignant quality brings the viewer into a moment of yearning for 
a certain memory or emotion, into Barrioquinto’s inner world. It 
appears as an ode to a feeling in which his artistic sensibilities shine 
through. Known for works that are charged with symbolism and vivid 
imagery, Barrioquinto is a multi-awarded artist who has participated 
in various solo and group exhibitions held in major cities across the 
globe, from Taiwan and Singapore to the U.S. and the UK. He won 
the Metrobank Young Painters Competition in 1998, and was one of 
the recipients of the CCP Thirteen Artists Awards in 2003. He is the 
son of veteran business journalist Cesar Barrioquinto.
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70
Winner Jumalon (b. 1983)
Watch ing  My Chance
s igned and da ted  2010 (upper  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
72” x  60” (183 cm x  152 cm)

P 400,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

With his highly detailed portraiture, Filipino contemporary artist 
Winner Jumalon taps into the viewers’ subconscious. Personal, 
cultural, and artistic identities are his main themes, and he is usually 
drawn from surrounding faces and places. His compositions are 
thought-provoking; human figures are always depicted beyond 
physical attributes. There is a concern for the human condition and 
spirituality as shown in his works. This particular piece reveals this 
quality that many collectors and critics have noted. Emotive and 
narrative in composition, the figure makes the viewers curious of 
its subliminal context. Jumalon indeed creates portraits that are 
thoroughly engaging and uniquely composed. The Zamboanga-born 
multi-awarded visual artist is a two-time finalist of the Philip Morris 
Art Awards. He won the CCP Thirteen Artists Awards in 2009.
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Annie Cabigting (b. 1971)
Compos i t i on  in  B lack  and  Whi te  (Pa in t ing  1 )
2018
o i l  on  canvas
48” x  52” (122 cm x  132 cm)

P 5,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Annie Cabigting has used the art viewer situated in 
museums and galleries as a main subject for a few 
years and ongoing, creating high art made accessible 
and earning wide following among art enthusiasts and 
collectors. Her works are immersive and meta, charming 
in overall composition, out of explorations on the 
traditions of presenting and viewing art. Viewers are 
depicted in detail as they look at paintings, from their 
poses to their clothes, set in highly relatable settings as 
shown in this specific piece. There is an inherent aura 
both in the subject, art work, and the space where a 
spectrum of art-related activities transpires, all depicted 
through Cabigting’s refined hyperrealism techniques. 
It serves as a more introspective look on how art is 
consumed and how viewers identify with it or scrutinize 
it. All in all, she questions what constitutes art.

Cabigting is also known for her appropriations of world-
renowned masterpieces from artists such as Rothkho 
and Pollock, among others. She graduated with a major 
in painting at the University of the Philippines – Diliman 
and has exhibited in various solo and group shows 
in the country and abroad. Her work was included in 
the Prague Biennale in Czechoslovakia, and she was a 
finalist of the 2005 Ateneo Art Awards.
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72
Norberto Carating (b. 1948)
S i l ve r  Square
s igned and da ted  2002 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
52” x  72” (132 cm x  183 cm)

P 400,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

From 2000 onwards, Norberto Carating’s works such as this 
specific painting are quieter and meditative, compared to his earlier 
works featuring splashes, drips, and strokes of paint and thick 
overlays. He also utilizes metallic acrylic in his signature version of 
color field painting. Through his language of abstraction, he has 
achieved visual compactness and geometrical coherence, resulting 
in captivating and calming pieces. Carating, one of the foremost 
abstract expressionists in the Philippines, studied fine arts under 
the tutelage of the great National Artist Jose Joya. His refined 
techniques execute textured geometric, minimalist compositions 
considered glimpses into his soul; his works are also characterized 
dominantly by texture, as noted by critics.
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED GENTLEMAN

73
Hugo Yonzon Jr. (1924 - 1994)
Ch inese-F i l i p ino  Bar te r  Trade
s igned and da ted  1994 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
55” x  83” (140 cm x  211 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist

The great Filipino painter Hugo Yonzon Jr. explored a variety of art 
styles throughout his evolution as an artist. As he shifted back and 
forth between different approaches, what remains constant is his 
subject matter, from the everyday people to those part of Philippine 
myths and history. One of the major postwar Filipino modernists, 
Yonzon also depicts significant historical events and scenes in the 
country. Here, he gives a representation of the barter trade as an early 
economic system during the early days and the relationship of the 
Filipinos and the Chinese recorded in history. Most of his works are 
in oil, his most preferred medium as a visual storyteller. This work is a 
great example of Yonzon’s masterful techniques and the naturalness of 
the narrative quality of his rendered imagery. Coloration is also distinct 
here, and the features of his figures are stylistically detailed.
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Fernando Zobel (1924 - 1984)
La  Fuente  (Sev i l l e )
s igned and da ted  1972 ( l ower  r igh t  and  ve rso )
o i l  on  canvas
31” x  31” (80 cm x  80 cm)

P 5,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Madrid

Often described as a transnational master artist, Fernando Zobel had the aptitude 
for achieving a sense of order and simplicity in his compositions, contributing 
immensely to Philippine abstraction. Zobel’s signature artistic order is linked by 
art critics to the influence of their family enterprise, specifically architecture, to 
his styles and techniques. It is also noted that he found his motif in the expanses 
of land and sky—even from the scaffolding lines to silhouettes—he encountered 
upon travel.

Zobel established the Museo 
de Arte Abstracto Español 
in 1966, situated at the 
Casas Colgadas, Cuenca in 
central Spain. During the 
seventies, he caught the 
spirit of the Spanish modern 
art movement that was 
getting international renown. 
Painting was regarded 
by Zobel as a distillation, 
“paring down” or a process 
of removing distractions, 
evident in his sought-
after Serie Blanca series, 
setting him apart from his 
contemporaries. For instance, 
he painted landscapes by 
focusing on its sense of 

form and underlying structure through abstraction. This resulted in subdued, 
“whispering” contemplative masterpieces composed of his masterful rendering of 
lines, gestures, movements, tensions, and pigment.

Cuenca also became his muse, often painting its surrounding rivers and landscapes 
in his later years. In La Fuente (Seville), subtle and elegant space sectioning is 
readily recognized, evoking distinct visual ethereality and stillness. This piece is 
also suggestive of Zobel’s memories in Spain and its charming, serene skies and 
landscapes upon deciding to stay in the country. Retrospective traveling exhibits in 
honor of Zobel were held in Cuenca and Seville in 2003.
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Emmanuel Garibay ( b . 1962)
Mangangara l
s igned and da ted  2009 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
29” x  26” (74 cm x  66 cm)

P 200,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the art ist 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Most art critics, theorists, and historians have always seen the 
artistic career of Juvenal Sansó as one marked by delineated 
progression.Thus, individuals treat Sansó’s current style and 
technique, which is characterized by his poetically surreal 
landscapes and still lifes, as a clear-cut departure from his 
older works that delved into an irreverent sense of the 
macabre. Yet, this view is ultimately dichotomous and leaves 
out the nuances of subjective artistic development. Rather 
than an act of shedding one’s own skin to reveal a new and 
better one beneath, Sansó’s artistic development can be seen 
as restitution. The experiences that led him to create dour 
and dark scenes and images, still lurk within the recesses 
of his mind, but Sansó has seemingly made amends with 

them; learning to live with his past in order to create a better 
tomorrow. This piece showcases Sansó’s epochal yet subdued 
shift from his Black Period to landscapes. In the mid 1960’s, 
Sansó was invited to the country home of Agnes Roualt and 
Yves le Dantec. Agnes’ father, George Roualt, was a pillar 
of French Impression. Thus, the alluring works of Roualt 
combined with the enamoring coastline that enveloped the 
French country home ultimately inspired Sansó’s future works. 
Sansó reportedly spent 24 summers in the Brittany home. In 
this work, one can clearly see how the dark yet airy lines that 
used to populate his more macabre images during his Black 
Period have now been reappropriated in this moving piece. 

Emmanuel Garibay’s directed and conscious approach to his 
creations has undoubtedly imbued his work with an inherent 
moral and social dimension. With formal training in certain 
academic disciplines such as theology and sociology, Garibay’s 
artistic endeavors often tackle subjects and problems that revolve 
around society, human nature, and the soul. In this piece entitled 
Mangangaral, Garibay confronts the dualistic nature of man. The 
subject is seemingly positioned in a state of enlightenment, but is 
held back  by an internal contradiction. Its main set of eyes shows 
us that the subject has achieved a certain degree of insight. But, 
towards the right side of the figure, a third eye has manifested. 
With its gaze looking up, it feigns ignorance in the face of its 
understanding; aware of the consequences of forbidden. Thus, 
Garibay shows us that, when faced with the truth, we may still 
consciously turn a blind eye. 

75
Juvenal Sansó ( b . 1929) 
Unt i t l ed
ca . 1990
s igned ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
24” x   29” (61 cm x  74 cm) 

P 400,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila
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The works of H.R. Ocampo are heavily inspired by 
the environmental and biological forms that govern 
our everyday life. His works express the inherent 
fundamental life processes amidst a much grander 
cosmic setting. Thus, collectors, historians, and artists 
describe his works as biomorphic, an important and 
fruitful element that Ocampo has wholeheartedly 
accepted in his visual language. Using movement and 
bold colors, Ocampo utilized fantasy as the basis for his 
works. His art is described as abstract compositions of 
biological forms that seemed to oscillate, quiver, and 
multiply, much like brief yet alluring flames.

77
Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 -  1978)
More  on  When Ar ies  Became a  Bu l l
s igned and da ted  1978 ( l ower  le f t  and  ve rso )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
40” x  30” (102 cm x  76 cm)

P 4,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila
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78
Anita Magsaysay-Ho (1914 - 2012)
P lan t  Vendor
s igned and da ted  1952 ( l ower  r igh t )
tempera  on  board
11 1/2” x  14” (29 cm x  36 cm)

P 2,000,000

Leon Gal lery wishes to thank Doris Magsaysay-Ho
for confirming the authentici ty of this lot .

Anita Magsaysay-Ho’s treatment of light and color and 
distinct touch on traditional genre themes are apparent 
in this early work of high value that features a plant 
vendor characterized with a distended figure. Her works 
are mostly composed of women figures, but in this piece, 
she did not render her dominant subject. Also noticeable 
is how fine she captured the vendor’s gesture in the 
context of the whole composition. Daily rural life is truly 
made more charming by her disarming casual approach 
in her visual recreations, noted by various critics who 
studied her works. Magsaysay-Ho has been always known 
to capture men and women engaging in various local 
industries  celebrating them with her charming flair in their 
depictions. Despite Anita’s upper-class background, she 
felt a certain kind of solidarity  with the working-class, and 
hence depicted them as a way of appreciating their toil 
and hardwork. She gave praise and honor to the working 
class by rendering them and their work with a meticulous 
eye for detail.

One of the Thirteen Moderns, Magsaysay-Ho is known for 
her progressiveness and persistence as a Filipina painter 
and revered not just for her immense talent, but also for 
her kindness and humility as a great person.

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, U.S.A
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79
Yasmin Sison (b. 1972)
L i t t l e  Mouse
s igned and da ted  2007 ( ve rso )
o i l  on  canvas
60” x  36” (152 cm x  91 cm)

P 500,000

Mid-career Filipina artist Yasmin Sison-Ching’s early abstract expressionist 
works show her utilization of bright and splashy colors and approach 
on concerns on form, space, and color. Later on, she shifted into 
creating portraits of children as seen in this specific work, capturing their 
emotions, physical states, and psychological phases. She renders her 
subjects with attention to detail, polished techniques, and conceptual 
approaches that are authentic and often connected to her experiences 
and wide interests. One can say that this transition is inspired by her stint 
as a preschool teacher; her son, nephew, nieces, and students became 
some of her models for her portraits as well. Here, the child seems 
introverted, suggested by her facial expression and pose, heightened by 
the utilized dark colors. It is truly in her canvases in which her perceptive 
reading of the child shows through.
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED COUPLE

80
Emmanuel Garibay ( b . 1962)
Se l f -Por t ra i t
s igned and da ted  2005 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
32” x  24” (81 cm x  61 cm)

P 200,000

For Emmanuel Garibay, art is a form of political and social speech that inevitably 
shapes our conscience. He believes that art’s true power lies in its capacity to 
spark insight and foster systematic change. His methodology and pedagogy 
is one thoroughly rooted in art and theological training. Thus, his works often 
give off a primordial feeling that is anchored in a deep understanding of the 
human soul and our collective spiritualism. Garibay’s signature style features a 
stunning combination of social realism and avant-garde figurative expression, 
humor and seriousness, social critique and character depiction

In this piece, Garibay redirects his critical eye to what is undoubtedly the most 
important subject, the self. Garibay’s Self-Portrait unearths the artist’s own 
reflection regarding his own past, present, and future. The figure in the piece, 
which is undeniably a symbolic representation of Garibay himself, is constructed 
out of various elements and forms, signifying the nuances of his own self as a 
result of his experiences. Garibay’s Self-Portrait the reality of the individual; one 
that is powered by human will, but tempered by the world and experience. 

This piece still embodies  an effective storytelling of people within a social, 
political, and religious environment. After completing a degree in sociology, he 
went on to earn a master’s degree from a theological seminary. His combined 
studies have provided him a unique language for cultural imagination.
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81
Ang Kiukok (1931 -  2005)
Roos te r
s igned and da ted  1985 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
24” x  24” (61 cm x  61 cm)

P 2,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Literature:
Roces, Alfredo. KIUKOK: Deconstruct ing 
Despair. Finale Art Fi le, Mandaluyong 
City. 2000. plate 366

Like his mentor, National Artist Vicente Manansala, Ang Kiukok’s 
subjects of interest include fighting cocks, the typical feathered 
pet of the Filipino sabungero. Also a National Artist, the latter’s 

distorted roosters are rendered in strong strokes, lines, and forms, 
with features far from the usual pampered ones. Colors are vibrant 
and contrasting in his rooster paintings in which the animal is depicted 
through a multi-dimensional perspective. Art critic Alfredo Roces notes 
in Kiukok: Deconstructing Despair that Ang’s fighting cocks made 
their appearance in his works not long after his return from the United 
States, where he painted machine landscapes and robot faces.

May it be roosters in aerial combat or one fighting cock with a 
commanding presence, Ang showcased his stylistic developments 
through this animal that caught his interest. In this 1985 Rooster piece, 
the fierce animal stands firm with its expressive eyes, appearing as a 
survivor in a harsh environment, set against a background of intense 
red-orange hues. The beast-like features are pronounced, from its 
towering wings to enlarged feet.

This work is a display of his masterful fusion of Cubist, Surrealist, and 
Expressionist techniques that resulted in a painterly style influenced 
by Mexican modernist Rufino Tamayo, Pablo Picasso, and Cuban artist 
Wilfredo Lam but still distinctly his.

Commanding Presence
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82
Edwin Wilwayco (b. 1958) 
F lag  Ser ies  -  1897 ( Im i ta t ions  o f  a 
F lag  in  F l igh t )
s igned and da ted  1978 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
35 1/5” x  35” (90 cm x  89 cm)

P 300,000

Literature:
Reyes, Cid. EDWIN WILWAYCO .  Fat ima 
University Gal lery Foundation Inc., Antipolo 
City. 2017. p. 51

Wilwayco has an illustrious career spanning several decades, with 
accolades and citations granted to him by both local and international 
award-giving bodies. His paintings are a lush and vivid homage to 
nature, rendered in oil on canvas. Largely inspired by Mondrian’s 
signature rectilinear style and bold use of color, he found himself 
experimenting with realistic forms to come up  with his own abstract 
imagery.  He also acknowledges the influence of his American and  
British-educated mentors on his art, mixed with his personal meditative 
process.  His palette  holds hues that do not clash, but seem to translate 
themselves on canvas in a manner that is almost intuitive.  This artist’s 
personal relationship with color seems to highlight this observation,  as 
he describes it as the very air he breathes.

In this piece entitled Intimations of a Flag in Flight, Wilwayco attempts 
to capture the ephemeral beauty of movement into the solid medium 
of the canvas. The result is an intricate and complex rendition of a 
simple gesture. The piece reveals the complex coherency that governs 
over everyday life. By capturing an inherently fleeting moment in time, 
Wilwayco has opened up the path towards new and novel forms of 
seeing and expression.
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The composition of the great Cebuano painter Romulo 
Galicano’s Porch piece has a tranquil yet powerful quality, 
featuring a Giverny scene made dramatic through his masterful 
use of the expressive possibilities of color. He truly has the 
eye and techniques for both traditional and contemporary 
compositions of scenes, may it be in the local countryside 
or gardens and spots abroad, being mainly influenced by his 
uncle Martino Abellana’s painterly techniques. Much can also 
be said about his fondness of France and painting gardens, 
porches, and backyards with flowers in full bloom as well 
as how his travels to Europe impacted his art. This work is a 
tribute to the widely recognized French impressionist style of 
Claude Monet, a style highly favored by Galicano. It gives one 
a glimpse of a summer day in France and a calming feeling of 
being surrounded with beautiful flowers, of experiencing the 
lushness of life with nature.

PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED GENTLEMAN

83
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
The  Porch  o f  Monet ’s  Home (G ive rny, F rance )
s igned and da ted  1990 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
35” x  45” (89 cm x  114 cm)

P 500,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the artst 
confirming the authenticty of this lot

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist
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Social realist Mark Justiniani, during the eighties, painted unflinching 
symbol-laden paintings that serve as critical and combative 
commentaries on socio-political issues and identity. His later works 

still deal with the many facets of the Filipino consciousness and history, 
but in a more matured approach and style that developed over the years 
of his artistic growth. Along with his masterful technique and insightful 
depictions, Justiniani has led viewers not merely in asking questions but 
also in a moment of introspection on narratives both part of history or 
still happening.

This thought-provoking piece presents Justiniani’s fascinating version of the 
national personification of America, Uncle Sam, face-to-face with a Filipino 
who has to step into a chair to be able to reach the human icon’s hand 
to show respect. The title itself is suggestive, inviting one to ponder on 
national identity and the implications of colonialism in the ways of thinking 
of Filipinos, translated into the canvas through an inward-looking approach 
than the usual goal to create evocative social realist works.

84
Mark Justiniani ( b .1966)
Mano Po
s igned and da ted  2006 (upper  l e f t )
o i l  on  canvas
45” x  39” (114 cm x  99 cm)

P 2,800,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

An Evocative Commentary
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85
Juvenal Sansó ( b . 1929) 
Unt i t l ed
Ca. 1990
s igned ( l ower  r igh t )
wa te rco lo r  on  paper
20” x  31” (51 cm x  79 cm)

P 200,000

The watercolors of Juvenal Sansó exhibit his sweeping 
gestural brushstrokes, charming and exuding gentleness as 
evoked by the chosen medium. Here, soft colors are easy 
on the eyes. His strokes suggest emotion and his color use 
provides mood. This work, all in all, emphasizes the striking 
originality of Sansó’s skill in reimagining images of nature and 

rendering these through his distinct means of expression. As 
Sansó creates textures through his craftsmanship, both sense 
of movement and stillness are achieved. Known to be deeply 
inspired by nature, from landscapes to sea coasts as well as 
flora and rocks, Sansó paints with such profoundness that 
natural elements are depicted poetically.

86
Angelito Antonio (b.1939) 
Fami l y
s igned and da ted  1998 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
24” x  30” (61 cm x  76 cm)

P 140,000

It is clear that Angelito Antonio’s style is influenced by 
Vicente Manansala’s transparent cubism, but what sets 
him apart from his mentor is his sharper linear clarity and 
distinct washed-out color tones, as exemplified in this work. 
Stylistically depicted family members also show the Filipino-
ness that characterizes Antonio’s works. With his strong 
cubist style—also his nationalist style of Modernism—and use 

of colors’ emotional properties, everyday people and scenes 
are poetically rendered, making him one of the finest genre 
artists in the country. Along with Antonio Austria, Norma 
Belleza, and Mario Parial, among other second-wave Filipino 
modernists, Antonio continues to champion expressionism in 
the country’s art scene.
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87
Andres Barrioquinto (b. 1975)
Unt i t l ed
s igned and da ted  2014 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
50” X  38” (127 cm x  97 cm)

P 800,000

In a surprising act of self-subversion, acclaimed visual artist Andres 
Barrioquinto forgoes his signature technicolor palette for a more 
restrained and neutral treatment. The usual multicolored elements that 
populate Barrioquinto’s poetically hyper-realistic oeuvres take a step 
back in this monochromatic masterpiece. Throughout the piece, one 
is confronted with a sense of purity and mystery through the artist’s 
meticulous balance between traditional realism and creative figurations. 
Despite the subversion, Barrioquinto’s signature style still resonates within 
each element of the canvas; from his use of natural details to the stoic 
yet profound expression on the subject’s face, the piece is a welcome 
addition to Barrioquinto’s groundbreaking artistic canon. 
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88
Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)
Cage
s igned and da ted  2013 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
84” x  60” (213 cm x  152 cm)

P 10,000,000

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist 

As a true bastion of the contemporary Filipino 
art scene, Ronald Ventura is constantly shaking 
things up by combining traditional techniques 

with contemporary dispositions in order to produce truly 
groundbreaking masterpieces. In this piece entitled Cage 
Ventura subverts the traditional canon of classical art by 
imbuing his elements with the essence of contemporary 
subjectivity. Ventura undoubtedly utilizes the Rococo style 
in order to suffuse his pieces with a sense of hyperrealism, 
but foregoes the usual elements of the tradition such as 

Surreal Juxtaposition

scenes of love, nature, and amorous encounters. Instead, 
his delicate and soft images are contrasted with darkly 
humorous yet profound details. By doing so, Ventura 
subverts the classical mode of painting by reinventing its 
foundation, effectively rendering its timeless allure with a 
sense of urgency and timeliness. Ventura’s work, through 
its synthesis of traditional and contemporary techniques, 
can be seen as a pioneering achievement that marks the 
necessary progression of art for the current era.
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89
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
Drapes
s igned and da ted  1971 ( l ower  r igh t )
pen  and acr y l i c  on  paper
10 1/2” x  14” (27 cm x  36 cm)

P 1,200,000

Provenance:
Leon Gal lery, The Asian Cultural Counci l  
Auction, Makati  City, 2018. Lot 107

Private Col lect ion, San Francisco

National Artist BenCab’s draftsmanship and emotion are 
displayed intimately in his art of drapery, bringing to mind the 
approach of classic Greek sculptors toward movement. In these 
works, he shares his interest in movement and the illusion of 
life impelled by gesture, appreciated through the invigoration of 
detailed folds and greyed acrylics.

Drama is heightened in this elegant Drapes piece featuring 
Bencab’s distinct configuration of folds and play of light and 
shadows. Here, he adds life to the unseen body despite its 
seemingly lamenting gesture as he renders the continuous 
motion of cloth. It is part of the master artist’s widely acclaimed 
drapery and shroud series that exhibits the energy and rhythm 
of the human anatomy even in concealment as well as the 
assertion of his sensitivity into art and society which he calls the 
“Philippine interest.”
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90
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
Drapes  on  Tab le
s igned and da ted  1971 ( l ower  r igh t )
m ixed  med ia  on  paper
15.2” x  13.4” (39  cm x  34 cm)

P 1,000,000

Provenance:
So theby ’s : Modern  and  Contemporar y 
Sou theas t  As ian  Ar t , Hong Kong, 1  Apr i l 
2018, Lo t  325

Private Col lect ion, U.K.

One of BenCab’s avowed passions is said to be the work of 
Spanish Renaissance painter, sculptor, and architect El Greco’s 
works with elaborately rendered drapes. This fondness is 
apparent in the National Artist’s exceptional drapery pieces that 
manifest contrasts of light and shadow and fine detailed in 
pen and ink. This 1971 piece in particular, exhibiting a draped 
sculpture of a head, has haunting and somber qualities evoked 
by subdued tones and intricate folds. Illustrated are both hints 
of sorrow as well as redemption, and in the invigoration of the 
drape, a sense of flesh and life are also given off. The used dark 
acrylics all the more sets the captivating dramatic quality of the 
piece, remarkable for the details that reveal the weight of the 
wrapped cloth. It is undoubtedly in his enduring penchant for 
drapery in which his artistic temper and spirit can be seen.
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED FAMILY

91
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Dampi lan  (Count r y  Scene )
s igned and da ted  1924 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  pane l
10” x  13 1/2” (25  cm x  34 cm)

P 2,600,000

Leon Gal lery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia Amorsolo-Lazo for 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

In 1919, the industrialist Enrique Zobel de Ayala would send the 
young Fernando Amorsolo to further his education in Spain. He 
would enrol in the very same academy, the Real Academia de 
Bellas Artes de San Fernando, where all the Filipino greats had 
gone from Luna to Resurreccion Hidalgo to Zaragoza. Ramon N. 
Villegas noted that Amorsolo’s test results were so excellent that 
he was invited to join the academy not as a student but as an 
instructor.

It was in Madrid that Amorsolo would fall under the influence 
of the impressionistic light of Joaquin Sorolla (1863 - 1923). 
It was thanks to Sorolla that Amorsolo discovered the infinite 
possibilities of the Philippine sun: The rose-colored streaks of its 
sunrises and sunsets; the reflections on dappled rice fields; the 
shade of a gnarled mango tree; even the dancing flames of a 
campfire.

Amorsolo would return to Manila after traveling through Europe 
and the United States in 1920. He would reprise his uncle Fabian 
de la Rosa’s prize-winning work, calling it Rice Planting, in 1921.

By 1924, Fernando Amorsolo was a name to reckon with.

In this rare view of a hacienda. it is a bright, summer’s day. A 
red-pantalooned farmer cuts away at the last of the harvest, 
having cleared a neat square beside what looks like the tracks of 
a mechanized rail. At one end are two thatch-covered huts, one 
covers a primitive mill. There are two bovines. One senses the 
cool of the shade under two lush trees. This painting is a parable 
of the just reward of a hard day’s work. 

- Lisa Guerrero Nakpil
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92
Romulo Olazo (1921 -  2015)
“D iaphanous   B-XXXV I I ” 1980
s igned and da ted  1980 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
60” x  48” (152 cm x  122 cm)

P 4,000,000

Provenance:
Leon Gal lery, The Asian Cultural Counci l  Auction, 
Makati  City, 2015, Lot 95

Literature:
Gatbonton, Juan etal. Art Phi l ippines: A History: 
1521 - Present . The Crucible Workshop, Pasig. 
1992. p. 246

Reyes, Cid.  ROMULO OLAZO . Paseo Gal lery, 
Makati . 2013. pp. 58 - 59

Starting in 1972, Romulo Olazo developed serigraphic 
and collage intaglio processes and techniques that 
he used in his Diaphanous series—his signature 

masterpieces with such delicate, ephemeral compositions. 
The term originated from the Greek words dia which 
means “through” and phainein or “to show.” In his works 
from this series, one is introduced to his experiments 
on switching pigment types to create translucent layers, 
achieving effects of light and texture.

Olazo used a system for his Diaphanous series—designed 
by his wife for easy cataloging—of assigning a serial 
number composed of letter codes followed by Roman 
or Arabic numerals, as shown in this work. Here, a fine 
progression of light, texture, color, and form is at work; 
the overall visual effect is achieved by a combination of 
light and transparency techniques, evoking both a sense of 
awe and splendor on the viewer. 

Quintessentially Olazo

It is also his depictions of irregular but highly geometric 
layered forms that make his oeuvre notably distinct 
from other senior abstractionists. Successive layers 
of transparent films of color on each form overlap 
and interact in rhythm in Olazo’s distinct approach to 
abstraction. This piece reveals resonance in tone and 
texture as well as elegant chromaticism—noted as 
therapeutic gossamer colors—and opacity.

The great artist was both deft at painting and 
printmaking, best known for his major series Diaphanous 
and Permutation. In 1981, he was selected as one of the 
“Five Outstanding Living Artists” by esteemed art critics 
Leo Benesa, Rod. Paras-Perez, and Emmanuel Torres, 
joining the likes of National Artists Cesar Legaspi, Ang 
Kiukok, Arturo Luz, and Napoleon Abueva. In 1972, 
Olazo was one of the recipients of the CCP Thirteen 
Artists Awards.
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93
Eduardo Castrillo (1942 - 2016)
E f fe r vescent  Growth
s igned and da ted  2013 (bo t tom)
brass
67” x  13” x  13” (170 cm x  33 cm x  33 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Castr i l lo Hands On Care to Bid, Bid to Care, Hands On Manila 
(HOM), in South Forbes, Makati ,  Sept. 26, 2013

Private Col lect ion, Manila

Eduardo Castrillo’s sculptures attract anyone who wants 
something new. This great sculptor has created his own 
brand of constructivism in his art; his innovations resulted 
in works with a contemporary feel. His monumental 
sculptures are also installed in various places in the country, 
and he left behind a body of work spanning more than 
four decades. 

Castrillo took humanistic, spiritual, and philosophical 
themes and translated them into his pieces that explore 
human aspirations and spiritual redemption. This sculpture, 
for instance, beautifully captures the enthusiasm for 
growth. This is one of his metallic works that show how he 
created with a pioneering, progressive spirit and without 
fear. Starting as a jewelry designer for the famed Estrella 
del Norte in 1964, Castrillo mastered the use of various 
materials for his unique works.

Eduardo Castrillo posing 
with his work. From Jose, 
John Ernesto. Ed Castrillo 
remembers his years of 
juvenile delinquency. 
Philippine Daily Inquirer, 
14 October, 2013

This piece is accompanied with a cert i f icate  of authentici ty 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot
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94
Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)
Surpr i se
s igned and da ted  2013 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  24” (91 cm x  61 cm)

P 2,600,000 

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the artst 
confirming the authenticty of this lot

Ronald Ventura is arguably the most-renowned contemporary 
Filipino artist today. With his hyperrealist concoctions that border 
on the surreal, Ventura’s intellectual play on themes melded with 
his technical prowess has allowed the genius maestro to craft awe-
inspiring works of meticulous detail. A collage of different elements 
from pop culture, art history, and everyday life characterizes his 
works, suggestive of the postmodern condition. Located in different 
areas of the canvas, they resist offering a coherent narrative but 
instead delight in multiplicity and fragmentation. Ronald Ventura’s 
style is exemplified by this piece. A multifaceted artist, Ventura’s deft 
hand shows no qualms in working with any medium—be it in a two 
or three-dimensional plane.
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95
Lee Aguinaldo (1933 -  2007)
L inear  No . 92
s igned and da ted  1969 ( ve rso )
ac r y l i c  (aqua- tec )  on  mar ine  p l ywood
48” x  48” (122 cm x  122 cm)

P 3,400,000

Provenance:
Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la

A pioneer of Philippine modernism, Lee Aguinaldo was among the first 
generation of Filipino abstractionists best recognized for his oil and 
acrylic gestural and linear masterpieces. Coming from an influential 

family descended from the military leader and the first president of the 
Philippines, Emilio Aguinaldo, the highly self-taught artist was celebrated 
among Manila’s elite from the 1950s to the 1970s and among the art circles 
in the country and abroad. Lee Aguinaldo was close with Arturo Luz, Roberto 
Chabet, and Eric Torres, and Fernando Zobel was his friend and mentor.

Since his childhood days, Lee Aguinaldo already showed a passion for art. 
The first group show he entered was the annual exhibit at the Philippine Art 
Gallery (PAG). He also participated in the first non-objective group art exhibit 
with the likes of Fernando Zobel, Vicente Manansala, H.R. Ocampo, Arturo 
Luz, Victor Oteyza, and Nena Saguil. The PAG would later on exhibit his 
works several times.

Among his most popular works is his Linear series that exhibit his distinct 
color sensibilities and perspective on beauty that defies the conventional 
Filipino’s perceptions on the said quality. Acrylic pigments are applied 
constantly and repeatedly in a calculated, precise painterly technique to 
achieve the smoothness of the surface.

Linear No. 82 belongs to Lee Aguinaldo’s bold and minimalist acrylic 
hard-edge Linear works that engage the viewer with the featured frame 
presenting an alluring geometric quality. There is a sense of conscious, 
rational order at work in the sparseness and directness of the piece, a feature 
in his paintings noted by art critics who studied his oeuvre. His expressive use 
of color, which he considered a sufficient physical presence that gives the 
perceiver’s senses an objective exercise, adds to its overall visual impact.

His artistic evolution was influenced by the styles and techniques of Jackson 
Pollock, Mark Rothko, Ad Reinhart, and Robert Rauschenberg. He also 
derived concepts from the works of European Baroque painters that he 
studied. Aguinaldo was also one of the first Filipino artists who adopted 
Pop Art ideas and applied it in his art—a towering figure and visionary artist 
whose deftness in rendering the visual non-figurative idiom is indisputable.

Alluring Geometry

Lee Aguinaldo 
in his studio
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96
Ramusio, Giovanni Battista 
& Gastaldi, Giacomo
Terza  Os t ro  Tavo la  (The  Ramus io-Gas ta ld i  Map o f  1563)  
copperp la te  engrav ing
map i s  hexagona l  measur ing  38 cm a t  the  top ,  39.2  cm a t  the  
midd le ,  36 cm a t  the  bo t tom wi th  a  he igh t  o f  28 cm

P 2,000,000

The extremely rare Ramusio-Gastaldi map, which may be considered as 
the “birth certificate” of the Philippines, is the antique map that should 
remind us of our identity and enhance our self-esteem.

In this “upside-down” map, the name “Filipina” appears for the very first time on 
a European document. This map, which does not yet show Luzon, gives the name 
“Filipina” to a narrow island to the east of Mindanao. As a matter of fact, the 
Spanish expedition leader Ruy Lopez de Villalobos bestowed the name “Felipina” 
on either Leyte or Samar in honor of the young Crown Prince Philip (later Philip II) 
in1543.

Although Italy never sent expeditions to Southeast Asia, it pioneered in 
mapmaking in the 16th century. Acknowledged as one of the most excellent 
cartographers of the time, the Italian Giacomo Gastaldi, who lived from ca. 1500 
to ca. 1565, produced three fine maps of Southeast Asia: the first in 1548, the 
second in 1554, and the third in 1561.

In question here is Gastaldi’s 1554 woodblock map “Terza Ostro Tavola” which 
first appeared in the second edition of Volume One of Giovanni Battista Ramusio’s 
Delle navigationi et viaggi racolte de Maximiliano Transilvano. For this reason, it is 
called the Ramusio-Gastaldi map. The map offered here is the copperplate version 
in the third edition of Volume One of Ramusio’s collection of voyages in 1563. The 
1554 woodblock map was destroyed by fire in 1557.

How did “Filipina” come to appear on this map, barely eleven years after the 
naming of the island by Villalobos? The 1554 Ramusio-Gastaldi map not only 
relied on Antonio Pigafetta’s account of Magellan’s voyage but also benefited from 
newly published sources at the time. Among these sources prominently figure the 
account of the voyage from Mexico to the Philippines by Juan Gaytan (Italianicized 
by Ramusio as Gaetano) and that of Ruy Lopez de Villalobos.

In 1554, Giovanni Battista Ramusio and Giacomo Gastaldi literally put the 
Philippines on the map, by choosing its Italian version. Aptly, they named our 
Inang-Bayan “Filipina”.

Mr. Leovino Ma. Gavino is the first lay dean of the School of Arts and Sciences of the Ateneo de Manila 
University, 1988 - 1994, a philosophy professor.

The Birth Certificate of the Philippines
The Ramusio-Gastaldi Map of 1563

by  Leov ino  Ma. Garc ia
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97
Jan Huygen van Linschoten (1563 - 1611)
Exac ta  &  Acuura ta  De l inea t io  cum Orarum Mar i t imarum tum 
e t jam locorum te r res t ium quae  in  Reg ion ibus  Ch ina , Cambo ja 
s i ve  Champa, Syao , Ma lacca , e tc .
ca . 1596, Amsterdam
hand-co lo red  copperp la te  engrav ing
15” x  20 1/2” (38  cm x  52 cm)

P 600,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Barry Lawrence Ruderman Antique 
Maps Inc. confirming the authentici ty of this lot

This is a gorgeous 16th-century map of China, Japan, Korea, Southeast Asia, the 
Philippines, Straits of Malacca, Borneo, Java, and Beach engraved by Henricus Van 
Langren for Linschoten’s Itinerario. Linschoten’s map extends from Marco Polo’s 
Beach, Java, Timor and part of Nova Guinea in the south to Japan, the Island of Korea 
and China in the north. The map includes a tremendously detailed treatment of the 
region, displaying a marvelous blend of mythical cartographic detail and contemporary 
Portuguese knowledge in the region, embellished by Sea Monsters, indigenous 
animals, two compass roses and sailing vessels.

Linschoten’s map is the first published map of the Far East to be prepared primarily 
from Portuguese sources. The map is emblematic of the end of the Portuguese 
monopoly on the East Indian trade and was among the most important sources of 
information on Southeast Asia during the 16th Century. The map is oriented with 
west at the top. While based primarily on Portuguese portolan charts, Linschoten also 
drew on the cartographic work of Plancius. Southeast Asia and Japan are based on the 
cartography of Ferñao Vaz Dourado, and China on the map of Barbuda. The Philippines 
is drawn from de Lasso with the curious orientation of Palawan.

Linschoten also depicts information from the travel account of Marco Polo, including 
the location of the mythical land of Beach provincia auriferain, the region where 
Australia would eventually be discovered. On the mainland, the course of the Mekong 
is placed too far west, significantly distorting the region. The four large lakes in the 
interior are based on Chinese legend. Korea is shown as a large circular island.

Linschoten’s maps are styled after Portuguese portolan charts of the 16th Century, 
upon which the map is based. Even in printed form, these maps retain the lush 
decorative flourishes of their sources. Linschoten acquired most of the information 
for the map while serving as the secretary to the Portuguese archbishop in Goa, India 
from 1583 to 1589. Of particular value were the sailing guides he obtained that not 
only provided the best sailing routes to the East Indies and its lucrative spice trade but 
also showed the way from port to port once there. Upon his return to the Netherlands, 
Linschoten published these documents with accompanying maps and his own 
descriptions of the area in his monumental Itinerario. Few books have had a greater 
influence on historical events.

The extensive details of coastal and other navigational points are likely based on 
portolan charts of the Portuguese, especially those by Bartolomeu Lasso. Linschoten 
was “one of the pathfinders for the first Dutch voyages to the East” (Schilder, p. 195). 
He was in the service of the Portuguese as Secretary to the Portuguese Archbishop of 
Goa in India from 1583 to 1589. Here, he had access to many Portuguese portolans as 
well as other valuable commercial information, especially as Goa at this time was the 
commercial and political center for the Portugal Empire in the East. Van Linschoten left 
Goa for home in January 1589. On the way to Portugal, his ship was pursued by an 
English fleet and lost its cargo in a storm while anchored off the Azores. After the loss 
of the cargo, Van Linschoten was persuaded to stay and help recover it; he spent two 
years on Tercera, working and preparing his notes from Goa. Van Linschoten eventually 
arrived in Lisbon early in 1592, and then sailed home to the Netherlands. His account 
of his experiences is one of the most important travel works of the period.
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98
P. Pedro Murillo Velarde  (1696 -  1753)
His to r i a  de  l a  P rov i nc i a  de  Ph i l i p i nas
Mani la , 1749 ( in  o r ig ina l  l imp ve l lum b ind ing  w i th 
a  modern  hardbound s l ipcase )
419 pages
Pr in ted  by  D . N ico lás  de  la  Cruz  Bagay  a t  the 
Impren ta  de  la  Compañ ía  de  Jesús , Man i la
Inc ludes  a  fo ldou t  map, Mapa de  las  Ys las 
Ph i l i p inas  hecho  por  e l  Padre  Pedro  Mur i l l o 
Ve la rde  de  la  Compañ ía  de  Jesús , 1749
A lso  p resen t  as  ca l l ed  fo r  i s  the  famous  fu l l  page 
f ron t i sp iece  engrav ing  by  Laureano  A t las  o f  the 
V i rgen  de  la  Rosa  o f  Maka t i  and  the  V i rgen  de  la 
Paz  y  Buen V iage  o f  An t ipo lo .
book : 12” x  8  1/2” x  2” 
        (30  cm x  22 cm x  5  cm)
map: 20 1/2” x  14” (52 cm x  36 cm)

P 2,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

This extremely rare book published by Nicolas de la Cruz Bagay in 
1749, Historia de la Provincia de Philipinas, is titled the “segunda 
parte,” or the sequel of a previously published history of the 
Philippine Jesuit province, Fr. Francisco Colín’s Labor evangélica 
(1663), which was considered the “parte primera” that covered 
Philippine history from the earliest time until 1616. Murillo Velarde’s 
sequel traced the colony’s history from 1616 till 1716, as indicated in 
the subtitle. This author also continued Fr. Colin’s outstanding work, 
which was the first book to contain the earliest scientific data on 
flora, fauna, geography, and languages of the Philippines.The first 
part of Murillo Velarde’s book tackles Philippine colonial history, while 
the second describes the conquest and missions of Mindanao. The 
last part deals with the conquest of the Mariana and Palau islands.

The included foldout map, Mapa de las Yslas Philipinas hecho 
por el Padre Pedro Murillo Velarde de la Compañía de Jesús is the 
diminutive version of the renowned and exceedingly rare 1734 map 
of Murillo Velarde, Carta hydrográphica y chorográphica de las Islas 
Philipinas, which is known today as the ”Mother of All Philippine 
Maps.” One such exemplar was auctioned by León Gallery for the 
record price of of P46.2 million on 14 September 2019. 

This second edition is about a fourth of the size of the original 
edition and is known for its distinctively charming cartouche 
dominated by a lion holding aloft a banner, which is flanked on 
the left side by a berobed Chinese with a parasol and a Aeta with 
a bow and arrow, while on its right is yet another Cimarrón archer 
and a Moro with kalasag and spear. The bottom of the cartouche 
is surmounted by the famous Dos Mundos, signifying the east 
and west hemispheres that Spain ruled. The former is represented 

The Murillo Map: Queen of Philippine Maps
Iconic Proof of the Rights of the West Philippines Sea

Frontispiece : An engraving of the Virgins of 
Makati and Antipolo by Laureano Atlas, also 
a Tagalog artist, is “undoubtably the best 
that appeared in the Philippines in the 18th 
century”, according to scholar Carlos Quirino. 
The text on the banners that extend throughout 
the double Virgin print is a quote from the 
Song of Solomon, Chapter 4, Verse 9.

Left : The title page and a rare version of the 
“Queen of Maps”, the Murillo of 1734.
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by an indio with his gamecock and the other by a berobed 
European maiden. This version of the mother map can also be 
easily distinguished not only by its smaller size but by the lack 
of traceries of sea routes and multiple compass roses, which 
indicated that it was truly more of a map rather than a portolan 
chart for use of navigators. Another distinctive feature is the 
representation of the Jesuit Apostle of the East, St. Francis 
Xavier, who rides a seashell while holding a trident like Jupiter as 
he rules the waves. Humorously, a tiny crab to his right returns 
the saint’s lost crucifix, referring to a legendary anecdote. The 
engraver of the map is identified on the bottom right corner 
with the phrase, “Lo esculpió Nicolás Cruz de la Bagay, Manila, 
Año 1744.” The rarity of this map can be gleaned from the 
inventory of Jesuit properties at the time of their expulsion 
from the Philippines in 1768: only one large one of 1734 was 
available, while only six of this very same map were at hand.
This historical icon continues to be an object of fascination 
due to its continuing relevance. The larger version of this 

map was presented to the Permanent Court of Arbitration in 
Hague as the major cartographic and historical piece of evidence 
proving the connection between the Philippine mainland and 
Scarborough Shoal (also known as Bajo de Masinloc), which is 
clearly indicated in the map as Panacot island west of Zambales. 
The long-simmering dispute between the Philippines and China 
over the rights on some islands in the West Philippine Sea was 
ultimately decided in favor of the Philippines on 12 July 2016. 
The international court rendered a decision that declared that 
the Chinese claims could not be substantiated and that the Bajo 
de Masinloc was a shoal visible only at low tide and therefore 
could not entitle China to claim it as its exclusive economic 
zone. In the end the tiny island depicted in this map would lie at 
the very crux of an international dispute.

Ref : Lietz, Insulae Indiae Orientalis, IMCOS Symposium Manila 
Ayala Museum 2018, pages 21-34.
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Only very few of this rare and important map have survived, fewer still in such excellent condition. (Rudolf J. H. Lietz, FRGS)
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99
Henri Abraham Chatelain  (1684 -  1743)
Car te  Tres  Cu r i euse  de  l a  Mer  Du  Sud , Con tenan t  des  Remarques 
Nouve l l e s  E t  Tres  U t i l e s  Su r  Les  Po r t s  E t  I l e s  de  Ce t t e  Mer
(A  Ve r y  Spec i a l  Map  o f  t he  Sou the r n  Sea , Con ta i n i ng  New 
and  Ve r y  Use fu l  Desc r i p t i ons  no t  on l y  on  i t s  Po r t s  and  I s l ands )
Par i s : L’Honore  &  Cha te la in , 1719
Copper-engraved  map, w i th  f ine  hand co lo r ing , p r in ted  in  four 
shee ts  jo ined , 32” x  56” (80.5  cm x  141 cm) ;  mounted  and f ramed 
f rom the  ex tens i ve  mu l t i - vo lume At las  H is to r ique

P 500,000

Published by Henri Abraham 
Chatelain, in Amsterdam 
in the Netherlands in 1719 

or 300 years ago this map is an 
exceedingly rare museum piece to 
be found only in a few renowned 
libraries in the world, such as the 
British Museum. It has been hailed 
as one of the most informative, 
decorative, and impressive maps 
centered on the Pacific ever 
created.

The map is printed from four 
copper plates: making the whole 
map of wall-sized proportions 
at 80.5 cm x 141 cm, a veritable 
encyclopedia of the world, 
including the Philippines. 
Magellan’s first circumnavigation of 
the globe, as recorded by his first 
officer El Cano is represented in this spectacular example of 18th-
century fusion of art and science. The map of the Philippines include 
the imaginary St. John Island off the east coast of Mindanao. It shows 
Palao and the Carolinas like a string of pearls on a necklace forming 
what seems to be an “O”.

It is described in map almanacs as “one of the most elaborately 
engraved maps, its aim was to educate the reader in matters of 
geography, cosmography, topography, heraldry and ethnography, 
and this information-rich map is a visual celebration of the age 
of discovery. In the centre top of the chart are portrait medallions 
of the major explorers including Magellan, Columbus, Vespucci, 
Drake, Dampier, Jacques L’Hermite, and Schouten. There are brief 
descriptions of their achievements, and the tracks of their great 
voyages of discovery are marked. There are five voyages marked 
across the Pacific including that of Magellan in 1520.”

On the 499th Year of Magellan’s Arrival in the Philippines
A Richly Decorated Map Feautring the Magellan-Elcano 

Circumnavigation of the World
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PROPERTY FORMERLY IN  THE CARLOS 
ARGUELLES COLLECT ION

100
Juvenal Sansó ( b . 1929) 
Unt i t l ed
Ca. 1968 
s igned ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
20” x   24” (  51  cm x  61 cm)

P 600,000

Literature:
Duldulao, Manuel . The Phi l ippine Art Scene . Maber 
Books Inc., Mani la. 1977. p. 287

Most art critics, theorists, and historians have always seen the 
artistic career of Juvenal Sansó as one marked by delineated 
progression.Thus, individuals treat Sansó’s current style and 
technique, which is characterized by his poetically surreal 
landscapes and still lifes, as a clear-cut departure from his older 
works that delved into an irreverent sense of the macabre. Yet, 
this view is ultimately dichotomous and leaves out the nuances of 
subjective artistic development. Rather than an act of shedding 
one’s own skin to reveal a new and better one beneath, Sansó’s 
artistic development can be seen as restitution. The experiences 
that led him to create dour and dark scenes and images, still lurk 
within the recesses of his mind, but Sansó has seemingly made 
amends with them; learning to live with his past in order to create a 
better tomorrow. In this piece entitled Seascape, one can clearly see 
how the dark yet airy lines that used to populate his more macabre 
images have now been reappropriated in this moving piece. 
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101
Romulo Olazo (1934 - 2015)
Unt i t l ed  No . 380
s igned and da ted  2012 ( l ower  r igh t )
m ixed  med ia  on  canvas
24” x  24” (61 cm x  61 cm)

P 500,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the art ist 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

One of the most recognizable voices of the second 
generation of Filipino abstractionists, Romulo Olazo has left 
an indelible mark on the culture of Filipino abstract art. A 
long time favorite for the National Artist in Visual Arts for 
Painting award, Olazo’s works are undeniably original and 
wholly unique. Aside from his seminal Diaphanous series and 
his subsequent artistic experimentations with Permutation, 
Olazo also produced a sizable collection of untitled works 
that proves his unsurpassed mastery over his craft. Unlike 

his more ubiquitous works, most of Olazo’s untitled pieces 
showcased the artist’s creative genius at its most pure and 
fundamental state. The series peeled back the seemingly 
perfectionist layers that Olazo had propped up in both his 
Diaphanous and Permutation series to reveal the necessary 
yet difficult voyage of artistic discovery. Though he may be 
remembered for his more major works, without his untitled 
series, we would have never seen the master at his greatest.

102
Emmanuel Garibay (b. 1962)
Sunog K i l ay
s igned ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
24” x  24” (61 cm x  61 cm)

P 200,000 

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the art ist 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

A major name in the Philippine art scene, Kidapawan-born 
Emmanuel Garibay is known as a visual storyteller whose 
works are considered art with social relevance. The images in 
his paintings are simple yet amusing and compelling, with its 
social, political, and religious tones. His signature expressionist 
figurative style and awareness of the complexity of history and 
culture has made him a respected force among the Filipino 
artists who delve into Social Realism. An active member of 
artist groups such as Artista ng Bayan (ABAY), Salingpusa, 
and Anting-anting, Garibay also often paints ordinary people 
in their different environments. This piece, for instance, 
features a student reading in her room, an act of cultivating 
the freedom of thought and acquiring knowledge and 
understanding.
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103
Marc Aran Reyes ( b .1990)
Budd ing
s igned and da ted  2017 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
60” x  60” (152 cm x  152 cm)

P 800,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the 
art ist confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Exhibited:
Art Underground, Art Fair Tokyo, 2017

The works of visual artist Marc Aran Reyes contain within 
them an inherent juxtaposition. On one hand, there is 
the predominant use of a minimalist palette consisting 
of various shades of white, grey, and black, and the 
predisposition towards classical techniques such as layering 
and chiaroscuro points toward a sense of artistic purity 
governed by an insistence of pure and perfect forms. This 
aspect of his work expresses a seemingly universal and 
objective goal that art expression must achieve in order to 
reach its full potential. Yet on the other hand, the striking
image of a human figure in the center of the piece alludes 
to another story. Its strained form and recognizable gesture 
do not stem from an objective world of pure forms, but 
a subjective one that is rooted in the nuances of human 
experience and emotion.

What Reyes’ work suggests is that although there are 
universal claims to be found in the use of formal and 
objective techniques, these claims can also be found in 
the subtleties of human experience and emotion. Reyes’ 

Silent Innocence on the Horizon

synthesis of these two concepts can be seen as one of the
core tenets of contemporary art; which is the exploration 
of the modern human condition by tapping into classical 
techniques and philosophies without falling into blind 
dogmatism. His work is the embodiment of the necessary 
step art must take. This can be defined as a form of
practice that knows no master except the emancipatory 
possibilities of human expression.

A graduate of the Far Eastern University’s Fine Arts 
program, Marc Aran Reyes quickly swept the local 
contemporary art scene off its feet with multiple solo 
and group shows in Manila, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 
Singapore. His groundbreaking solo exhibits Linear at Art
Underground and Sad Emitting Pancake at Leon Gallery 
were met with universal praise and acclaim. Reyes won the 
Philippine Art Awards in 2016 and was a two-time finalist 
at the Metrobank Art and Design Excellence Awards. This 
particular piece was exhibited at the Art Fair Tokyo 2017.
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104
Poklong Anading ( b . 1975) 
Drawing  S t ra igh t  C i rc le
2005
mixed  med ia
60” x  60” (152 cm x  152 cm)

P 260,000

Visual Artist Poklong Anading creates a cool yet elegant work that seems 
disembodied not only physically but metaphorically as well. The painting 
entitled Drawing Straight Circle is defined by a whirlpool of saturated gray 
complemented by a textural experience which reveals the palpability of the 
purely visual.  The areas where the weave of the canvas can be glimpsed 
beneath the paint are blurred by the bold and summary brushwork. 
Anding’s piece unearths numerous alluring ideas on the importance of 
intuition and spontaneity in creative expression.

Poklong Anading is a multifaceted contemporary artist whose works 
tackle a variety of media such as painting, sculpture, photography, and 
video installations. As an artist, Anading’s prime focus is to investigate the 
complexity of reality through comprehensive yet coherent creations that 
blur the line between memory and facticity. He graduated with a Bachelor 
of Fine Arts degree from the University of the Philippines in 1999. He then 
went on to grab multiple awards such as the Ateneo Studio Residency 
Grant, the prestigious Thirteen Artists Awards from the Cultural Center of 
the Philippines in 2006, and the Ateneo Art Award in 2008.
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Albor’s paintings continue to evolve with new ideas and 
corresponding shifts in both his sensibility and use of medium. Both 
the aesthetics of intuition and memory resonate in the works of 
Filipino painter Augusto Albor. The artist once said that his works 
have tended toward the values of spontaneity and intuitiveness. 
Hence, the natural qualities of his various media and the gestural 
layers of his strokes strike a harmonious chord. In non-objective 
painting, the artist presents a cohesive statement, as he rallies 
behind the plastic medium’s versatility. The artist’s masterful handling 
dictates the path of spontaneity that his creativity undertakes. For 
Albor, the medium assumes a subservient role to demonstrate his 
technical strength while successfully unveiling his intuitive self.

105
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)
Romanc ing  the  Space  I IB
s igned and da ted  1992 (upper  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
72” x  48” (183 cm x  122 cm)

P 500,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila
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A Whimsical Visual Treat

PROPERTY FROM A D IST INGUISHED 
COLLECTOR

106
Pam Yan Santos (b. 1974)
Mushroom Bu i ld ing
s igned and da ted  2010 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c , co l l age , g raph i te 
and  ser ig raph  on  canvas
60” x  48” (152 cm x  122 cm)

P 800,000

Provenance:
Pinto Art Museum, Antipolo City

The worlds that inhabit the works of acclaimed visual artist 
Pam Yan Santos are rife with care and full of meaning. As an 
artist, Yan-Santos raison d’être is the creation of new and novel 

spaces that unearths the underlying truths and realities of society and 
the world at large. Though her work utilizes collage and figurative 
techniques, the underlying moral dimension of the piece lends the 
work strikingly affective characteristic. In this piece entitled Mushroom 
Building, Yan-Santos addresses the phenomenon of rapid urbanization 
by comparing the growth of the number of buildings and various 
infrastructure to the reproductive process of common fungi. Though 
Yan-Santos does not posit a sort of primitivist stance regarding the 
matter, instead she sheds light on how progress, when unfettered and 
directionless cannot be called progress at all. It is almost uncommon 
for contemporary artists of her generation to consider printmaking as a 
medium. And yet, Pam Santos deliberately selected this medium in the 
early stages of her art practice.
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107
Prudencio Lamarroza ( b . 1946) 
Far  Hor i zon  Ser ies
ca . 2004
s igned ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
24” x  30” (61 cm x  76 cm)

P 100,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

The alluring and strikingly original works of artist Prudencio 
Lamarozza are undoubtedly a masterclass in color, tone, 
and balance. His signature use of a whimsical yet controlled  
technicolor palette is a gift and a talent that only a few artists 
can rightfully claim they’ve achieved. Each element of his 
work is meticulously directed in order to bring out a surrealist 
landscape that still contains within it a sense of familiarity and 
reality. Born in 1946, Lamarozza during his formative years. 
So much so that the young Prudencio would skip his studies 
to admire, and even sketch, the Chico and Amburayan rivers 

that flanked his village. Lamarozza then enrolled in University 
of Santo Tomas’ Fine Arts program where he found himself 
under the tutelage of a number of acclaimed artists such as 
Diosdado Lorenzo, Victorio Edades, and Angelito Antonio. 
His magical landscapes are imbued with a timeless sensibility, 
freeing it from the constraints of trends, tradition, and 
time. As an artist, Lamarozza can be viewed as one of the 
most original voices of his generation, with works that will 
undoubtedly stand the test of time and criticism.

108
Mauro Malang Santos (1928 -  2017) 
The Tab le
s igned and da ted  1974 ( l ower  r igh t ) 
gouache on  paper
18” x  20” (46 cm x  51 cm)

P 400,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by West Gal lery 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Throughout his artistic career, Mauro Malang Santos explored 
various media, colors, and approaches in his festive depictions 
of Philippine culture and society and somber abstract pieces. 
One of the most renowned second-generation modernists 
in the post-war period, he is known for his charming and 
engaging abstractions, prints, comic strips, and illustrations. 
“When I look around me, I see patterns. I just enjoy what I 

do, and perhaps it shows in my work,” he said. Viewers get 
to see his playful compositions that became more and more 
abstract as he evolved in style and technique. In this work, 
one sees the spectacular orchestration of color in his unique 
geometric depiction of the table, truly a visual feast from an 
artist noted for his imaginative use of color.
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109
Carlo Angelo Saavedra (b. 1981)
Regenera te
s igned and da ted  2020 ( l ower  r igh t )
m ixed  med ia  on  canvas
48” x  60” (122 cm  x  152 cm)

P 300,000

Carlo Angelo Saavedra, a contemporary Filipino painter of near abstracts 
and semi-figurations, evokes the redemptive and ephemeral quality 
of dauntless decay. Regenerate showcases the artist’s unique visual 
language where the watery fluid and overwhelming gestures of his  
brushworks give way to the vivacity and vitality of living color, often 
from deep within the recesses of the painterly turmoil below. Saavedra’s 
work harkens back to the paintings of the 18th century Romantics 
whose canvases are symbolic of the totality of nature as a form of 
noumenal salvation. Saavedra’s unique style is full of such Romantic fury, 
unopposed in its freedom and idealism, yet he also hinges in calm and 
serene. In the purest sense, his work is a return towards the dialectical 
nature of art and its environment.
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110
Three-Coil Gear Beaded 
Gold Neck Ornament
Sur igao  de l  Sur  p rov ince
ca . 10th  -  13th  Centur y
18-21k ye l l ow go ld
14” (36 cm)  leng th
212 g rams to ta l  we igh t

P 3,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Early accounts show that in precolonial societies, 
gold necklaces were among the most valued 
forms of wealth. Loop-in-loop chains were also 
the most popular adornments in the Visayas and 
other diverse provinces, as the number and quality 
of neck ornaments worn reveal one’s prestige and 
status within the community. In Mindanao, distinct 
necklaces consist of “gear beads” or dentate beads, 
either with highly polished exterior surfaces that 
produce shiny serpentine cords or the rarer ones 
with unpolished exteriors that expose the underlying 
granulation.

This particular highly rare three-coil gear beaded 
gold necklace is a marvelous ornament from the 
Surigao province. It consists of an inner loop-in-
loop chain supporting interlocking unpolished gear 
beads. The beads that fit into one another so tightly 
appear to form one long sinuous cord likened to 
a golden serpent. Possession of impressive gold 
necklaces such as this exceptional adornment 
piece and a family’s display of these ornaments in 
significant quantity and quality were considered 
essential since the precolonial period.
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111
Slit Hoop with Mammary 
Forms Gold Ornament
Agusan prov ince
ca . 10th  -  13th  Centur y
18k ye l l ow go ld
2  1/4” (6  cm)  d iameter
20.7  g rams 

P 600,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Archaeological finds and various texts attest to the 
abundant supply of gold in the Southeast Asian 
islands. Gold was valued not only as adornment, 
but also as currency. In 1947, American professor 
Charles Boxer acquired a sixteenth-century 
Spanish manuscript that described Asian customs 
and peoples, with several pages devoted to the 
Philippines, known as the Boxer Codex. Here, one 
can confirm that affluent men and women in ancient 
Butuan, for example, wore gold adornment pieces 
that signify both wealth and high ranks.

Ear ornaments, specifically, were worn in many 
ways—worn through the holes in the lobes, attached 
to the cartilage like cuffs, or fitted inside distended 
earlobes. The slit loops recovered from Mindoro and 
Cebu were hammered and usually hollow inside, 
and some display spiral patterns or granulation 
with intriguing mammary forms near the slit. This 
particular slit loop was recovered from Agusan.
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PROPERTY FROM AN OLD ILOILO FAMILY

112
Calvario En Urna
19th  Century
i vo ry  f igures ;  co rpus  o f  so l id  i vo ry ,  w i th  
s i l ve r -g i l t  rays ,  can toneras ,  ynar re ,  
paena ,  and  tap is ;  w i th  p iña  c lo th
Urna :  57”  x  32”  x  17”
So l id  i vo ry  co rpus :  12”  x  10”  x  2  1/2”
Mary  Magda lene :  11 1/2”  x  5”  x  2”
B lessed  V i rg in  Mary :  11 1/2”  x  4”  x  3”
Mary  C leo fas :  11 1/2”  x  2”  x  2”

P 800,000

I       In this Calvario or Calvary scene, the Corpus or image of Christ  is  
       carved from a solid piece of ivory and wears a wig of human hair. 
       He has a crown of thorns around his head and trespotencias, the three 
rays, emanating from his pate. The perizonium or loincloth around his 
waist is made of a gold-gilt silver sheet overlaid with a pierced gilded 
appliqué embossed and chased with a foliate and floral design. The ivory 
Corpus is nailed to a kamagong crucifix decorated at the terminals with 
appliquéd cantoneras embossed and chased with foliate scrolls. An 
embossed and chased INRI is attached to the top of the cross. The entire 
figure of Christ has a background of embossed and chased brass rays or 
rayos. Also not to be missed are the hand painted miniature blown glass 
details, the iridescent Salaguinto wings painstakingly placed in the 
foreground, and the gold-leaf adorned satin fabric in the background. The 
divine tableau is encased in a Neo-classical kamagong urna adorned with 
gilt foliate design of acanthus leaves and buds.

At the foot of the cross are the figures of the Blessed Virgin Mary, Mary 
Magdalene, and Mary Cleofas. The faces, hands, bodies, and sandaled feet 
of the images are of ivory and clothed in piña cloth. The Blessed Mary is in 
sorrow with her clasped hands. Mary Magdalene is shown kneeling at the 
foot of the cross in an act of embrace, and Mary Cleofas is holding the 
tapis. The base of the tableau is made of coconut husk, covered with foil 
and painted over. It is decorated with miniature hand-blown glass figurines 
depicting a scene with bushes, trees, and a flowing stream. Goats, men 
and women as well as soldiers are shown in various acts.

- From the Archives of Martin I. Tinio, Jr.

Calvary Tableau
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PROPERTY FORMERLY OF 
FÉL IX  RESURRECCIÓN H IDALGO

113
Sillon Fraile
19th  Centur y
kamagong
37” x  38 1/2” x  35” 
(94 cm x  98 cm x  89 cm)

P 120,000

Provenance:
When Fél ix Resurrección Hidalgo (photo 
below) died in 1913 leaving a fortune of real 
estate, shares of stocks, and paint ings—and 
without leaving legit imate descendants nor 
recognized natural heirs—his mother Dona 
Maria Barbara Padi l la y Flores, inherited 
everything. The next year, she too died 
leaving the Hidalgo-Padi l la fortune to her 
heirs. The bulk of the paint ings then went 
to the ‘sobrinos’ or nephews of Fel ix, 
namely Don Fel ipe Hidalgo, son of Jose; Don 
Eduardo Hidalgo Paz and Dona Rosario Paz 
de Perez, chi ldren of his sister Pi lar who 
was married to Maximo Paz.

The sillon fraile (friar’s lounging chair) such as this particular one 
made in kamagong is a chair present in the caidas or anterooms 
and balconies of the parish convents but found its way to the 

bahay-na-bato residences. It is a local version of the planter’s chairs that 
proliferated throughout Southeast Asia during the rise of the plantation 
economy in the nineteenth century. It is also wider than the typical lounging 
chair, with its wide caned seat always flared toward the front, as it was 
used to accommodate portly friars who wanted to relax, to which it got 
its name. Since the friars put up their legs on either arm as they reclined, 
the arms were made to flare widely toward the front. It usually stands on 
turned front legs and curved legs at the back and has a slightly reclined, 
undulating caned back, flared upwards. In provincial mansions, this can be 
found in the opulent sala for visitors.

- From the Archives of Martin I. Tinio Jr.

The Sillon of Félix Resurrección Hidalgo
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114
Three-Drawer Sakang 
17th  Centur y
nar ra
35 1/2” x  38 1/2” x  21” 
(90 cm x  98 cm x  53 cm)

P 180,000

Provenance:
Ma. Crist ina Ongpin-Roxas

Philippine houses during the first century of Spanish rule hardly had any furniture, 
similar to their Iberian counterparts. For the master of the house, a single bed, a 
lone table, and a straight-backed chair were considered adequate. Cabinets were 
also very rare; few clothes were typically kept in rattan tampipi or covered baskets 
made in Camarines. Furniture back then was not only scarce and expensive—
because each furniture-making aspect was done by hand—but also valued 
enough to be pawned in case of need. This practice continued until the end of the 
nineteenth century.

The “Sangleys” who lived in the Parian outside Intramuros were the only craftsmen 
capable of making furniture in the Philippines. These are the Chinese who came to the 
country to trade and called themselves “Sangley” which means “traveling merchant.” 
This name was applied to all the Chinese until the end of the Spanish rule.

These skilled furniture-makers in the colony used Chinese joinery techniques to 
make furniture without nails. Iron was scarce and was first imported from Mexico 
and then from China, until iron ore was discovered and mines were developed in 
Angat, Bulacan in the mid-eighteenth century. Rustic versions of Ming and Qing 
Dynasty furniture were made locally as the Sangley artisans made furniture they 
were naturally familiar with.

This particular mesa-altar made of narra is highly rare and is usually found only in 
the old provinces around Manila. It has straight sakang or splayed legs and cutwork 
flanges in front that support the wide bottom drawer with two smaller ones on top. 
Decorated with iron bosses, its drawers have keyhole shields made of handwrought 
iron. The top also rests on cutwork flange supports on either side.

- From the Archives of Martin I. Tinio Jr.
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PROPERTY OF A  VERY D IST INGUISHED FAMILY

115
An Ah-Tay Matrimonial Bed
Las t  Quar te r  o f  the  19th  Centur y
go lden  nar ra
105” x  70” x  91” (266 cm x  178 cm x  232 cm) 

P 1,400,000

During the last quarter of the 19th century, the foremost 
furniture maker in the colony was Ah-Tay. His workshop in 
Binondo turned out elaborate narra furniture of the highest 

quality and workmanship, with exceptional carving and attention to 
detail. This bed is an exception as it is extremely rare to find Ah-Tay 
furniture done in Golden Narra and probably the only one of its 
kind. The best-selling item he made was the so-called Ah-Tay Four-
Poster Bed aka Calabasa (squash) Bed, because of the shape of its 
bedpost.
This was the most popular bed in upper-class homes and can be 
found literally from the Ilocos to the Visayas. The bed stands on four 
turned and tapering bed posts with a top carved in the shape of a 
squash-shaped dome, hence the calabasa moniker. Each leg has two 
reels below the mattress support and terminates in bun feet. Pierced 
and carved bed supports on the four sides join the legs together. 
These are carved with C-scrolls at each end, connected by parallel 
grooved moldings ending in volutes that rest above and below a disk 
carved with a flower with eight petals.

The bed supports of the long sides are appliqued with an oblong 
lozenge with a grooved molding around it and rounded ends with 
a bead attached to the middle of each. The tester supports are 
carved in the shape of thin and attenuated lyres joined end to end 
with a grooved circle, pierced and carved with a flower with four 
large petals and four smaller ones in between. The lower lyre shape 
is pierced and symmetrically carved with grooved C-scrolls with a 
stemmed fruit with two leaves within the volutes. 

The headboard, as typically found in Ah-Tay’s work, is intricately 
carved on both sides from a single panel. Shaped like a cusped 
ogee-arched frame pierced surmounted by a turned and pointed 
finial, it is carved with a central escutcheon supported and topped 
by acanthus leaves and flanked by symmetrical foliate scrolls. Above 
the escutcheon is a shell bordered by similar scrolls. Large vertical 
foliate C-scrolls enclosing a honeysuckle are symmetrically carved 
on either side of the central escutcheon. The tester has yoke-shaped 
sides connected to stylized pineapples topped by a beaded ring 
with turned and carved finials. The yokes, topped with a turned and 
pointed finial, are pierced and carved beneath with a stylized shell 
flanked and topped by acanthus leaves and a rose dangling beneath.

- From the Archives of Martin I. Tinio Jr.

The Ageless Grace of Ah-Tay
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Juan Luna y Novicio (1857–1899) was a Filipino 
painter, sculptor and a political activist of the 
Philippine Revolution during the late 19th century. 

He was one of the first Philippine artists to gain 
international recognition.

Luna enrolled at Escuela Nautica de Manila, studying 
to become a sea pilot. While incapacitated after an 
accident, he took drawing lessons under the illustrious 
teacher Lorenzo Guerrero of Ermita, Manila. Later, he 
enrolled at the Academia de Dibujo y Pintura where 
he was taught how to draw by the Spanish professor 
Agustin Saez, who was displeased by Luna’s vigorous 
style. However, Guerrero was impressed by his skill and 
urged Luna to travel to Spain to hone his skills.

In Madrid, Luna entered the Escuela de Bellas Artes de 
San Fernando. He befriended the painter and professor 
Alejo Vera, who later brought him to Rome to help 
execute some commissions. In Italy Luna was further 
exposed to Classical and Renaissance art. 

By 1878, after he saw the Exposición Nacional de Bellas 
Artes he resolved to someday join such a competition; 
he produced a collection of paintings that was exhibited 
in the 1881 Exposition. His La Muerte de Cleopatra (The 
Death of Cleopatra) won him a silver medal and came 
in second place. Luna’s growing reputation as an artist 
led to a scholarship from the Ayuntamiento of Manila. 
In return, he was obligated to execute paintings which 
depicted Philippine history, which would then become 
government property.

While executing the paintings for Manila, he worked on 
the Spoliarium, his entry to Madrid’s 1884 Exposición 
Nacional de Bellas Artes. He received one of the three 
gold medals awarded in the exhibition and Luna gained 
recognition among connoisseurs and art critics. Filipino 
expatriates and Spanish notables organized a banquet 
celebrating Luna and Hidalgo’s wins in the exhibition.

Unfortunately, out of jealousy and because of his colonial 
status, Luna’s prize was withheld by the Spanish art 
establishment. Because he was unfairly treated, the King 
of Spain exercised his influence to get the Spanish Senate 
to commission a large canvas, the La Batalla de Lepanto 
(The Battle of Lepanto), which still graces the Senado.

Spanish royals and members of high society lined up 
to have their portraits painted by Luna. The painter 
had a way of painting people: from street urchin, to 
gypsies, to young coquettes, to bejeweled matrons and 
distinguished gentlemen. 

In 1885, Luna took up residence in Paris where Hidalgo 
had also moved: both opened studios. The following 

A Genius’ Landscape of the Home Country 

year, Luna married Paz Pardo de Tavera, a sister of his 
friends Felix and Trinidad Pardo de Tavera. The couple 
traveled to Venice and Rome and settled in Paris.

Luna was very much in love with his wife, often painting 
her. Luna suspected that his wife was having an affair with a 
Frenchman. In a fit of jealousy, Luna killed her and his mother-
in-law and wounded his brother-in-law, Felix, in 1892. He was 
arrested and murder charges were filed against him.

Upon the quiet intercession of the Spanish crown, Luna 
was acquitted of the charges on grounds of temporary 
insanity. The unwritten law at the time forgave men for 
killing unfaithful wives. He was simply ordered to pay the 
Pardo de Taveras nominal fines.

Luna left Paris to return to Madrid.

In 1894, Luna moved back to the Philippines. In 
September 1896, he and his brother Antonio Luna 
were arrested by Spanish authorities for suspected 
involvement in the Katipunan uprising. He was 
pardoned by the Spanish courts on May 27, 1897 and 
was released from prison and he traveled back to Spain. 

He returned to Manila in November 1898, and was 
appointed by the Philippine revolutionary government 
as a member of the Paris delegation working for the 
diplomatic recognition of the República Filipina. In 
1899, upon the signing of the Treaty of Paris, Luna was 
sent to Washington, D.C. to press for the recognition of 
the Philippine government.

Juan Luna y Novicio
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED GENTLEMAN

116
Juan Luna (1857 -  1899)
V iew o f  Mar iqu ina
ca . 1895
s igned ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
16 1/2” x  21 1/2” (42  cm x  55 cm)

P 2,400,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

On his way back to the Philippines, in Hong Kong, he 
died from a heart attack. Today, his remains are in a 
niche at the Crypt of the San Agustin Church in the 
Philippines.

This particular landscape piece featuring a Marikina 
view belongs to Luna’s homecoming period. It reveals 
his virtuosity in oil painting and his penchant for brown 
and bluish-gray hues as well as the use of browns over 
blue-greens. In View of Mariquina, readily seen is his 
masterful distinct brushwork, choice of dramatic color 
palette, and Romantic perspective. 

Luna was exposed to Renaissance painters in Rome. 
Rizal and Graciano Lopez-Jaena, Luna’s close friends, 
described his paintings as influenced by Rembrandt, 
Daumier, and Delacroix, dramatic and vibrant with visual 
qualities of Romanticism. Luna’s oeuvre was influenced 
by foreign academic classical canons, but it is significant 
to note that he has championed the greatness of the 
Filipino through his world-class art.

- From the Archives of Ramon N. Villegas
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117
Max Balatbat (b. 1978)
Trono
2016 
mixed  med ia 
60” x  36” (152 cm x  91 cm)

P 200,000

Caloocan-born Max Balatbat creates art with an unflinching eye and a balance of 
temperance and spontaneity. Widely known for his series of expressionist house 
paintings, Balatbat’s incorporations of architectural elements in his compositions 
are inspired by his architecture background and by his father, who is also an 
architect. His art demonstrates reconstructed spaces, rendered identity, and 
translated memory, serving as social commentaries to current times. Different 
structures and designs, from floor plans to wallpaper designs and patterns of 
cloth, are all utilized to achieve engaging visual planes and focal points. This 
piece, featuring a trono, is an encounter to emotive, nostalgic content. It exhibits 
Balatbat’s genius in using mixed media to evoke specific personal and communal 
objects and memories.

Balatbat took architecture at the Far Eastern University but shifted to fine arts 
(Major in Advertising) at the University of the East. In 2009, Max won the Il 
Lorenzo Magnifico Award-Silver Medal at the Florence Biennale. He was also the 
Philippine representative to the Beijing International Art Biennale In 2015.
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Lao Lianben (b. 1948)
Water
s igned and da ted  1990 
( l ower  r igh t  and  ve rso )
mode l ing  pas te  ac r y l i c  on  wood
36” x  60” (92 cm x  152 cm)

P 1,600,000 

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Born in 1948, Lao Lianben has become Asia’s foremost abstractionists working 
today. Lao’s zen-like oeuvres are novel and unique, showcasing his inherent genius 
and creativity. The artist graduated from the University of the East with a Bachelor 
of Fine Arts degree, and then subsequently stunned the local art community with 
his highly original experimentations in abstraction. He won first prize in the Shell 
Art Awards in 1968 and an honorable mention from the Art Association of the 
Philippines. He has since mounted numerous important exhibitions in various cultural 
centers such as the National Museum of the Philippines, the Cultural Center of the 
Philippines, the Metropolitan Museum of Manila, and the Museum of Contemporary 
Art in Madrid. Lao has undoubtedly solidified himself as one of the pioneering voices 
in the development of contemporary abstract art.

Much like most of his works, Lao has imbued this piece with the aesthetics and 
sensibilities of Zen Buddhism. This acrylic modeling paste on wood  piece entitled 
Water encapsulates the core philosophy of Lao’s art in respect to nature and the 
universe itself. As the title suggests, the work explores the nature of water. But, it is 
less interested in the physical and scientific properties of water. Instead, Lao’s piece 
unearths its metaphysical importance and how it relates to human life and the soul. 
Water has always been an integral part of Buddhism and Zen Buddhism. In classical 
Buddhist philosophy, water is considered one of the Mahābhūta or the four great 
elements, while latter interpretations view its inherent properties of fluidity, viscosity, 
solubility, and density as the element’s primary appeal. Thus, water is not only seen 
as an element that cleans and purifies, but also one that embodies the perpetual 
movement and flow of time. In this piece, the textural subject represents the 
ceaseless ebb and flow of water. But, a closer inspection suggests that its movement 
pattern is unnatural and hence influenced by some man-made or artificial device. 
Despite this, the water’s flow always reverts back to its original position. Thus, Lao’s 
Water can be seen as an eternal dance between willpower and nature, indicating 
that its immutable nature is one that is defined by this delicate and precarious 
balance. Water, much like Lao’s contribution to abstraction, will undoubtedly remain 
a persistent force in the world in their own respects. 
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119
Pow Martinez (b. 1983)
Gotcha !
s igned and da ted  2015 ( ve rso )
o i l  on  canvas
72” x  56” (183 cm x  142 cm)

P 240,000

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist by the 
present owner

One of the most engaging multidisciplinary artists working today, 
Pow Martinez’s works perfectly encapsulates the frenetic and erratic 
nature of the current contemporary condition. His practice ranges 
from traditional forms of media such as paintings and sculptures to 
more novel experiments like sound installations and performances. 
Despite his artistic range, Martinez maintains an air of thematic 
cohesion that solidifies his style as one that is completely his own. 
Throughout his works, Martinez explores the contemporary side 
of timeless themes such as humanity, culture, and society through 
the lens of popular culture, mass media, and irreverent humor. In 
Gotcha!, Martinez explores the trivialization of conflict and power in 
mass media and popular culture by contrasting its urgent undertones 
with grotesque and eclectic humor. Thus, the result is a harmonious 
cacophony that unearths an inherently distorted consensus regarding 
the actuality of its subject matter. Martinez presents us with a critical 
eye that does not eschew aesthetic sensibilities. 
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121
Dominic Rubio ( b . 1970)
Ch inese  Coup le
s igned ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
30” x  24” (76 cm x  61 cm)

P 100,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the art ist 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Paete-born Dominic Rubio’s art is not only inspired 
by the tribes he studied when he was in Mindanao, 
working in Davao and traveling around Mindanao. A 
founding member of the Guevarra and Blumentritt 
Group of Artists, he is drawn by the glories of the 
past, from Old Manila to the Chinese-Philippine 
heritage. Rubio has brought a different dimension 
to these themes often taken upon by artists with 
his signature depictions of figures with big heads 
and elongated necks. These characters are usually in 
sophisticated attires and appear comical and bizarre, 
set against architecture reminiscent of the past. This 
is a work that pays homage to the old times and the 
Filipino-Chinese relations in the country, showcased 
by the rendered Chinese couple in Rubio’s unique 
style and vision.

120
Mia Herbosa ( b . 1970)
Por t ra i t  o f  a  Woman
s igned and da ted  1999 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
28” x  18” (71 cm x  46 cm)

P 100,000

The stunning portraits of visual artist Mia Herbosa are not 
only built upon centuries of artistic styles and techniques, 
but are also forged by her fervent passion for personal 
expression and perfection. As an artist, Herbosa was first 
enamored by the works of the Renaissance masters such 
as Michelangelo, Leonardo da Vinci, and Rembrandt. But 
given that their works were a product of the needs and 
demands of their time, Herbosa’s artistic disposition can 
be seen as something more than a mere carbon copy of 
the classical style. Her works are vivid and kaleidoscopic 
in their treatment as Herbosa attempts to capture the 
essence of her subject’s soul. Each aspect of Herbosa’s 
portrait is imbued with an inherent sense of vitality thanks 
to the artist’s deft hand and meticulous eye. The work 
of Mia Herbosa can be considered an epoch of local 
contemporary portraiture.
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122
Norma Belleza (b. 1939)
Unt i t l ed
s igned and da ted  1985 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
30” x  42” (76 cm x  107 cm)

P 160,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Women vendors are one of the everyday locals observed by Filipina 
artist Norma Belleza who has painted popular subjects and themes 
in Philippine visual arts and has still produced refreshing works. 
Through her vibrant color harmonies, distinct brushstrokes, and 
fascinating figures, Belleza has made delightful interpretations of 
Philippine life, particularly peasant and everyday folk activities or 
preoccupations. More than painting vendors in the market, she 
also depicts outdoor vendors of local food such as the halo-halo, 
among others one can see being sold in the parks and streets. She 
celebrates the richness of rural life and the joys of being Filipino.
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123
Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)
F ron t ie r  Fo res t 
s igned and da ted  1994 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  co l l age
22” x  30” (56 cm x  76 cm)

P 1,400,000

Provenance:
Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la

Jose Joya is concerned with stippled fields of color defined by carefully 
articulated boundaries. The painting marks a transitional phase in the 
development of the artist’s style, from an exploding kind of composition to 
containment of forms within pictorial space. The gestural strokes create a 
motion that is implied in the relationship between the leaf-like forms and 
space. The delicate leaf forms invigorate and charge the visual field with a lush 
abundance of energy that covers the entire space with a pictorial exuberance. 
Various tonalities interplay with bright color accents. Nothing kept Joya from 
seeing the world with a renewed vision. Amid the interlocking of figures with 
leafy shapes, negative voids are transformed into positive entities. For Joya, 
amorphous surfaces of color will never exhaust its possibilities for art, and 
herein lay the secret of his aesthetic optimism. 

The almost austere geometric organic abstractions have more of a 
compositional  look utterly different from other notable abstract expressionist 
painters such as Pollock and De Kooning. Here, Joya renders the pristine and 
lush beauty of the verdant countryside into a figurative and contemplative 
piece. By doing so, he effectively transports the viewer into the allure of the 
scene by mere shape and color.
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124
Abi Dionisio (b. 1987)
L igh ten
s igned and da ted  2018 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
48” x  60” (122 cm x  152 cm)

P 500,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed 
by the art ist confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Exhibited:
Travel Light , One East Asia Gal lery, Singapore,
September 2018

Sailboats and hot air balloons are motifs of Abi Dionisio, most 
recently in a joint-show titled Travel Light with co-conspirator 
Welbart Bartolome in Singapore in 2018. Dionisio utilized motifs 
in her fantastical oil paintings to represent their voyage to a shared 
life as soon-to-be husband and wife. For her, the sea-going vessel, 
specifically, symbolizes individuality, coexistence, and resiliency on a 
deep, personal level.

A widely known figurative artist, the human form is significant in 
Dionisio’s art as it enables her to express emotions, age, gender, 
body language, and facial expressions, and aids her in creating visual 
narratives. Another theme that holds particular significance in her 
works is textile that shows either calm or stormy seas. As she combines 
cloth with seafaring, an individual on a journey is suggested.

Lighten, one of her large-scale works exhibited in the said show, 
features two figures carrying boats and different fabrics—one also 
holds the paddle and the other holds a ball of light. All these elements 
suggest the importance of doing one’s part to make the journey easier 
and lighter. The overall composition all the more celebrates both 
personal and shared journeys.
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125
Jose V. Ayala Jr. (1932 - 2002)
Underwor ld
s igned and da ted  1980 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
37” x  96” (94 cm x  244 cm)

P 500,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icat ion issued by Jose L. 
Ayala confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Jose V. Ayala Jr. is often described as the hidden gem of Filipino art. 
His paintings were considered one of the pioneering visions of the art 
scene at the time. His works point towards a seemingly endless abyss 
of creativity, lawless and untethered, and the limitless potential of the 
human mind to make sense of the beautiful absurdity. Upon viewing, 
Ayala’s works seemingly burst onto the scene, filling the senses with 
explosive and frenetic energy. But his masterful knowledge and sense 
of color, shape, and space tame his creation’s chaotic miasma into 
a canvas of intricate and intimate design. It is undeniable that his 
universal, timeless, and essential works of art will continue to inspire 
generations of artists from all walks of life and from all dispositions. 
But despite the mountains of praise given to him by critics and artists 
such as Leo V. Benesa, Ayala’s hermetic disposition and attitude 
affected his image and popularity as well. During the 70s and 80s, 
Ayala only managed to mount a handful of exhibits, drowning out 
his chances at achieving mainstream fame and recognition outside 
of a few intellectual circles. Despite this, Ayala seemingly thought 
nothing of it given that living in recluse was no problem to the artist. 
He continued painting, mostly in the comfort of his own private studio 
and space. In 2019, his works surprised the local art world with Ayala’s 
inclusion in the seminal Art Fair Philippines. Despite the era, his works 
enamored audiences due to its vitality and nuanced complexity. Ayala’s 
career is proof that the originality of a true genius will always stand the 
test of time. 
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Fernando Amorsolo, Filipino master of portraiture, 
landscape, and still-life painting, was immersed in 
the classical conservative painting tradition in which 

the mastery of human anatomy was a requisite. The first 
National Artist’s prodigiousness in depicting the human 
form is evident in his renditions of the female nude. He has 
produced various exceptional nude paintings and drawings 
that celebrate the sensuousness and voluptuousness of the 
woman form. The Filipina had also become one of his most 
enduring subjects in his prolific artistic career.

The country is predominantly conservative; modesty is 
expected from the Filipina. The display of the nude female 
body usually causes frowns or glares and scowls among the 
conservatives.

Nonetheless, Amorsolo painted images of the nude 
Filipina that did not offend Philippine society. Amorsolo 
adhered to the classical conventions of nude painting in 
his pieces featuring the naked Filipina, making significant 

Between Light and Shadow

126
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
The  Of fe r ing
s igned and da ted  1945 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  30” (91 cm x  76 cm)

P 5,500,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Mrs. Sylvia 
Amorsolo-Lazo confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

contributions in the nude art tradition and broadening the 
collective sense of appreciation toward the particular genre in 
the country.

Amorsolo captures the character and soul of the voluptuous 
naked Filipina in The Offering. Light glows in her skin not 
rendered with a white complexion but tanned, evoking the 
natural qualities of the timeless Filipina beauty. Her eyes are 
lively and her collar bones and upper torso are pronounced 
or strongly marked. She is all the more characterized by her 
sarong and modest worn adornments.

Here, Amorsolo showcases his ideal depiction of the female 
form with a delicate and rounded frame. Set against a warm 
and subdued background, the nude Filipina offering tropical 
fruits and flowers has qualities of gentleness, gracefulness, 
and innocence. This piece, all in all, is a romantic celebration 
of Amorsolo’s virtuosity in capturing the essence of the Filipina 
beauty in his post-war nude works.
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127
Marina Cruz (b. 1982)
Those  Tiny  Ye l l ow F lowers
s igned and da ted  2016 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
44” x  40” (109 cm x  100 cm)

P 600,000

Provenance:
1335 Mabini, Mani la

The acclaimed visual artist Marina Cruz has always been fascinated by 
the allure of everyday objects. For Cruz, the physicality of the object is 
but a mere reflection of its inherent meaning. Yet these meanings are 
often forgotten or taken for granted given our often apathetic attitude 
towards objects. Thus, Cruz’s work attempts to refresh our memory 
by showing how objects themselves exude a sense of meaning and 
memory that reflects the actuality of our perceived reality. In this piece, 
Marina explores the intimacy that is inherent to fabric and articles of 
clothing. The dress, though immaculately complemented by Cruz’s 
masterful balance of light and shadow, is shown to have signs of use. 
From its lightly tufted hems, to its unkempt collar, to the semi-ironed 
bodice, the little nuances found within the white dress points towards a 
shared feeling of nostalgia. Thus, for Marina Cruz every object is a story 
yet to be explored. 
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128
Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)
Van ish ing
s igned and da ted  1999 ( ve rso )
mixed  med ia
36” x  24” (91 cm x  61 cm)

P 2,000,000 

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Ronald Ventura shows a quieter, more pensive side, taking a visual break 
from his interpretations of gory religious rites, pop culture and European 
Old Master paintings, demons and monsters swirling around the central 
images of disillusioned acts, with this piece entitled Vanishing. Ventura 
still continues his sophisticated hyperrealism combined with a sparse and 
borderline minimalist palette. Ventura admits to loving contradictions and 
multiple realities, mixing the pretty and the grim, two elements which 
still find their place in this otherwise placid work. The artist has risen to 
prominence on the Asian contemporary art scene with complex, layered 
works that juxtapose unexpected images, and often macabre images, with 
scenes from everyday life. He is known for mixing different styles, such as 
Hyperrealism, Surrealism, and Pop Art. 
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED COUPLE

129
Paulo Vinluan (b. 1980)
Le f t , Le f t , Le f t , R igh t , Le f t  (D ip tych )
s igned and da ted   2011 ( ve rso )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
60” x  96” (152 cm x  244 cm)

P 200,000

Paulo Vinluan’s works have always dealt with the ludicrous 
and surreal.  He sticks to his narratives told through images 
rendered in the manner of both Surrealist and Pop Art 
illustrations. But, unlike the usual suspects, Vinluan’s style 
does not primarily depict the world of the surreal, wholly 
divorced from social reality. Instead, his works imbued with 
a form of social critique that combines thematic complexity 
with creative coherency. In this piece entitled Left, Left, 
Left, Right, Left, Vinluan appropriates the common image 
of discipline and order to unearth its inherent inclination 
towards control and disenfranchisement. In a way, Vinluan’s 
work shows how the things we often take for granted often 
subjects us to outside control. 

An alumnus of the University of the Philippines and the 
Pratt Institute, New York.  He was recognised as a finalist in 
both the Philip Morris Philippine Art Awards and the 20th 
Metrobank Young Painter’s Annual Watercolor Category.  His 
first solo show, Speck, was launched at Finale Art File’s SM 
Megamall space when he graduated a year later in 2004.
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130
Yasmin Sison (b. 1972)
Soph ie  and  the  Go ld f i sh
s igned and da ted  2012 ( ve rso )
o i l  on  canvas
80” x  60” (203 cm x  152 cm)

P 900,000

The works of contemporary visual artist Yasmin Sison are full to the brim 
with pieces of memory and nostalgia. In her early years as an artist, Sison 
pursued Abstract Expressionism as a style and medium, but gradually shifted 
towards representational imagery after discovering its unique ability to 
capture emotional and psychological states. Her experience as a teacher 
influenced her interest in capturing these mental and metaphysical moods 
and predicaments through the mundane yet multifaceted reality of youth. 
The unique and humbling nature of children lends her piece a blissful sense 
of naivete that presents itself as nostalgic rather than ignorant. In a way, by 
focusing on the life’s first steps, Sison shows us a fleeting glimpse of purity 
and perfection. 
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION 
OF A  D IST INGUISHED COUPLE

131
Louie Cordero (b. 1978)
Femin is t  Cu l tu ra l  Par t y
s igned and da ted  2012 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
60” x  60” (152 cm x  152 cm)

P 1,000,000 

Internationally acclaimed contemporary artist Louie Cordero delights viewers 
through his whimsical graphic works in bright colors and subjects, shapes, 
and forms juxtaposed with pop culture elements. These usually display 
features of multiculturalism and pastiches that deal with the current state of 
urban society. What makes his works more exciting is his peculiarly Filipino 
approach to “pop surrealism.” In Cordero’s stylistic evolution, one can 
also notice his shifts between figurative, symbol-laden approach to a more 
abstract and constructivist style. This specific work celebrates both the absurd 
and mundane, a playful combination of familiar icons and colorful patterns.

Cordero was under the tutelage of conceptual art pioneer Roberto Chabet 
during his days at the UP College of Fine Arts, and he was also influenced by 
the likes of Manuel Ocampo and Romeo Lee. In 2003, he was a resident at 
the Vermont Studio Center in the U.S. He was also one of the recipients of 
the CCP Thirteen Artists Awards in 2006.
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132
Rodel Tapaya (b. 1980)
Typewr i te r
s igned and da ted  2003 ( ve rso )
mixed  med ia
72” x  72” (183 cm x  183 cm)

P 800,000

Exhibited: 
Phi l ip Morris Phi l ippine Art Awards, 2003

Award: 
Final ist, Phi l ip Morris Phi l ippine Art Awards, 2003

Multi-awarded Filipino contemporary visual artist Rodel Tapaya 
is widely acclaimed for his surrealistic depictions of Philippine 
myths and cultural history in his works that serve as piercing 
commentaries on social issues and present-day realities. This 
particular minimalist piece may be far from Tapaya’s usual symbol-
laden narrative pieces with diverse allegorical references yet his 
masterful ability to convey universally relevant themes with few 
elements is notable. The typewriter as a subject itself, for example, 
symbolizes expression. This is a timely piece in the current times—
in the collective efforts to uphold the freedom of expression—
reminding us that forgetfulness in its significance will lead to our 
own undoing.

Tapaya studied painting and drawing at the University of the 
Philippines, Parsons School of Design in New York City, and 
University of Art and Design in Helsinki. Since 2004, he has held 
many solo exhibits in the country and abroad. In 2011, he won 
the Grand Prize of the APB Foundation Signature Art Prize.
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Magic realism, an artistic style that presents real life with 
imaginary elements, suits the temperament often attributed to 
Mark Justiniani, one of the most acclaimed contemporary Filipino 
artists in the local and international art scene. In his carefully 
crafted works, Justiniani combines social realism and magic realism 
to achieve the whimsical quality of his alluring, strange objects 
and figures. Everyday experiences are made more magical as he 
depicts these in harmonizing color and glow through masterful 
techniques uniquely his.

Justiniani has been moving across themes and artistic approaches 
as a continuously evolving artist, exhibiting not just paintings but 
also widely celebrated installations, but he is often identified with 
his figurative works during the 80s and 90s. This body of works 
in which this fascinating piece belongs were described by the art 
historian Patrick Flores as “a code that conveys discourse when 
cracked in the manner of an editorial cartoon.”

This visual representation of being over the moon just moments 
before the break of day is a delightful, dream-like take, resonating 
in its illustrative quality. The subject, a man in sleepwear and 
a state of dreaming, appears subtly enchanted. Suggestive is 
the face that makes the distinction of the sun and moon more 
apparent, as if looking straight to the viewer than simply from 
above. Overall, the features of this piece give off an elated feeling, 
further encouraging one to perceive experiences such as this with 
childlike eyes.

Justiniani, a Salingpusa member, represented the Philippines in 
exhibitions, workshops, and conferences abroad. One of the 
recipients of the CCP Thirteen Artists Awards in 1994, his massive 
immersive installation “Arkipelago” was exhibited in the 58th 
Venice Art Biennale wherein the Philippines became noted as 
among the top five must-see pavilions.

133
Mark Justiniani ( b .1966)
Unt i t l ed  (Over  the  Moon )
s igned and da ted  1997 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
32” x  39” (81 cm x  99 cm)

P 2,000,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila
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134
Buen Calubayan ( b . 1989) 
Cura to r ia l  Exerc i ses : Unused L i v ing  Room 
2014
o i l  on  canvas 
36” x  36” (91 cm x  91 )

P 800,000

Provenance:
The Spectacular Mid-year Auction, Leon Gal lery, 
Makati  City, 2017. Lot 35

Exhibited:
Cont inuum , Gal lery Big, Phi l ippines. 2015

Buen Calubayan’s artistic practice is one that interweaves history, 
politics, religion, and identity to create deeply personal yet culturally 
important pieces that challenge the traditional role of aesthetics in 
society and history. For Calubayan, art, now more than ever, must 
take upon an interdisciplinary and intersectional approach given that 
the reality of the world is now presupposed by an inherent sense of 
pluralism. In this piece entitled Curatorial Exercise: Unused Living Room, 
Calubayan challenges our traditional perception of art. The work 
suggests that art should go beyond the act of seeing, but must also 
reflect a sense of being. For Calubayan, this means that art must reflect 
the multifaceted nature of reality by combining different approaches 
in order to achieve a successful synthesis. Calubyan’s figurative piece 
combines both traditional techniques with surrealist treatments in order 
to capture an ineffable sense of memory, nostalgia, and history that 
effectively reflects the contemporary condition. 
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECT ION OF A 
VERY D IST INGUISHED GENTLEMAN

135
Angelito Antonio (b.1939) 
Bi rd  Vendor
s igned and da ted  1990 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
30” x  40” (76 cm x  102 cm)

P 220,000

Angelito Antonio, one of the more renowned Filipino artists who paint 
genre scenes with a modernist flair, is renowned for his classic Cubist-
inflected common folk such as cockfighters, street vendors, mother and 
child, and the family. Heavily influenced by his mentor, National Artist 
Vicente Manansala, Antonio’s works are chromatic masterpieces with 
angular and calculated renditions of subjects and scenes. The tension 
between figuration and abstraction in his pieces leads viewers into 
taking a closer look into his distinct aesthetic disposition. This work 
shows his assured lines, strokes, use of color, and unique approach 
toward figurative distortion as seen in his depiction of the bird vendor. 
Always committed to dynamic expression, it is only fitting to consider 
Antonio as one of the notable pillars of Philippine modern art.
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136
Arturo Luz ( b . 1926)
Temples  o f  Worsh ip
s igned and da ted  1995 ( l ower  le f t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
30” x  60” (76 cm x  153 cm)

P 1,000,000

Provenance:
Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la
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In the 1980s, Arturo Luz began a journey across Southeast Asian countries as a personal artistic 
pilgrimage. Armed with a simple camera, Luz took photographs of the alluring and exotic cultural 
sites and centers that populated his travels. But his fascination in the majestic yet derelict buildings 
and temples urged him to take another look. His keen interest in these marvels of ancient architectural 
achievements lead him to create a series of paintings depicting their timeless and classical allure. 
Though most people often cite his groundbreaking Cities of The Past series as the direct consequence 
of his Southeast Asian sojourn, Luz also admired the various temples and holy sites that made up these 
cities. In this piece entitled Temples of Worship, Luz strips down the structure’s complex architectural 
base to reveal the timeless shapes and patterns that are hidden within its walls. Thus, Luz unearths 
the primordial tenets of beauty and aesthetics by showing us how these ancient places of worship still 
manage to captivate our imagination.
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137
Wire Tuazon (b. 1973) 
Pa in t ing  fo r  Damien
s igned and da ted  2005 ( ve rso )
o i l  on  canvas
D: 42” (107 cm)

P 120,000

The written word and art have long held the same degree of importance in 
the formation and development of meaning. Whether it be social, cultural, 
religious, or economical, language and aesthetics often play a key role on 
how we communicate and understand certain concepts. But rarely do we see 
text and art intermeshed in the same piece or work. Wire Tuazon’s signature 
style attempts to synthesize these two concepts into a coherent whole. By 
combining the semiotic quality of the written word with the immediate 
aesthetic effect of his meticulously rendered image, Tuazon effectively 
imbues his piece with a memetic characteristic that reflects our contemporary 
disposition. Tuazon’s art is the kind that immediately makes itself known 
no matter the setting. Its bold and vibrant treatments are both alluring 
and engaging. In this particular piece entitled Painting for Damien, Tuazon 
references the works of acclaimed contemporary artist Damien Hirst. Tuazon 
particularly utilizes Hirst’s seminal Natural History series in order to build upon 
Hirst’s groundbreaking existential musings on life and temporality.
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PROPERTY FROM THE MAURICE ARCACHE 
AND ALEX VAN HAGEN COLLECT ION

138
Betsy Westendorp (b. 1927) 
F lowers
s igned and da ted  2004 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
16” x  22” (41 cm x  56 cm)  each

P 500,000

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist

Art critic Cid Reyes noted in the eponymous monograph of Betsy 
Westendorp: “Strange to think that Philippine art has not produced 
one single great painter of flowers, when we, as a tropical country, are 
profuse with an array of native blossoms. Still, since we have already 
claimed Betsy Westendorp as one of our own, clearly that lack has been 
filled — and the wish fulfilled.” Through the decades of her long-
spanning career, she has captured beauty in her celebrated oeuvre. The 
Spanish-born painter particularly loves depicting flora and landscapes, 
presenting its fleeting beauty and the naturalness of its different states. 
These two pieces showcase not just nature’s calming quiet but also 
Westendorp’s contemplative rendering of flowers in glorious bloom 
through harmonious color and strokes. Her own brand of painterly 
techniques adds to its overall appeal.
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Part of National Artist Ang Kiukok’s Stations of the Cross presenting 
the scenes of the Crucifixion, this piece is a modern depiction of 
Simon of Cyrene helping Jesus carry the cross, compelled upon 
seeing him being taken to his crucifixion, as recorded in Matthew 
27:32. Though no facial expressions are rendered, this work is 
expressive in color scheme and figurative features of both Simon 
and the suffering Christ, showing Ang’s technical focus to detail. 
The viewer can also feel the weight of the cross, symbolizing 
humankind’s sins and the soul’s need for deliverance from it, not 
just because of the visually implied fall of Jesus, but simply in the 
way it is presented and carried. Brilliant color use and precision of 
geometric elements are at work here, qualities that many critics 
have noted upon studying Ang’s striking cubist works. Clearly, 
this is a fine example of the master artist’s distinct modernist style 
that achieves genius spaces of color and form and well-executed 
compositions.

139
Ang Kiukok (1931 -  2005)
Jesus  Fa l l s  Down the  Th i rd  Time
s igned and da ted  1997 (upper  l e f t )
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  36” (91 cm x  91 cm)

P 5,000,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Finale Art Fi le 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Exhibited:
ANG KIUKOK: VIA DOLOROSA , Finale Art Fi le, Apri l  7-29, 
2017

Literature:
Roces, Alfredo. KIUKOK: Deconstruct ing Despair. 
Finale Art Fi le, Mandaluyong City., 2000. Plate 831

Guatlo, Rene. KIUKOK: Via Dolorosa . Finale Art Fi le, 
Makati  City, 2017. Plate IX
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140
Edwin Wilwayco (b. 1958) 
SCHERZO: Gaudeamus, Juven tu tem 
Sumus I I
(Tr ip t ych )
s igned and da ted  2005 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  paper
27 3/16” x  11 1/4” 
(69  cm x  28.5  cm)  each

P 140,000

Literature:
Reyes, Cid. EDWIN WILWAYCO . Fat ima University 
Gal lery Foundation Inc., Antipolo City. 2017. pp. 
198-199

Music has always been a guiding force for visual artist Edwin Wilwayco. 
Thus, upon viewing his works, one cannot help but compare the gestural 
strokes and flourishes to the rhythmic pattern of a musical scale, or the 
concise movements of an adept orchestra conductor. In this triptych 
entitled Gaudeamus, Wilwayco draws inspiration from the work’s 
namesake. The Gaudeamus is a 13th-century Latin song that celebrates 
the joys of youth from the perspective of those who have lost it. Often 
performed in schools, universities, and other institutions of learning, 
the song’s moral is often interpreted as one that suggests we must take 
advantage of the fleeting moments of our youth. One can clearly see 
how Wilwayco perfectly encapsulates the spirit of the piece through his 
energetic strokes and dynamic gestures. His predominant use of warm 
to vibrant shades of orange and red endows the piece with a fiery aura 
that captures the tirelessness of a youth spirit. Though, much like the 
Latin hymn, Wilwayco understands that all good things must come to an 
end, hence his inclusion of dark patches around the canvas, symbolising 
the inevitability of time and the temporality of the soul. Though dour, 
Wilwayco’s piece is a hopeful one. In his triptych, Wilwayco encourages 
everyone to live one’s best life; a message that can be encapsulated in 
another Latin term: carpe diem.
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141
Welbart Bartolome (b. 1971)
The  Cour t ing
s igned and da ted  2015 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
48” x  36” (122 cm x  91 cm)

P 160,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the art ist 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot 

Contemporary visual artist Welbart Bartolome, born in Pampanga, 
graduated with a nursing degree, but became a prolific artist 
who has exhibited in solo and group shows in the country and 
abroad. His evocative pieces explore psycho-emotional and semi-
autobiographical themes, often drawn from his own experiences. 
A distinct feature in his fantastical, hyperrealist works are white-
masked nude figures. Bartolome uses these figures to convey 
commentary on the human condition as well as socio-political 
matters. This specific piece is laden with suggestive features and 
symbols, revealing his humanist approach to his artistic explorations. 
Bartolome won various awards such as the Grand Prize in the 
57th AAP Annual Art Competition in 2004, and he was the Grand 
Winner of the Philippine Drawing Society’s 1st Figurative Painting 
Contest in 2008.
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142
Emmanuel Garibay (b. 1962)
Kamalayan
s igned and da ted  2011 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
48” x  72” (122 cm x  183 cm)

P 800,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Emmanuel Garibay is considered by many as the spiritual 
heir of Hernando R. Ocampo’s Neo-Realist commentary. 
Scholar Jonathan Beller has described his works as 
“profoundly analytical—intellectual art—but nonetheless 
passional, visceral, expressionistic, and mass-based for all
that.” Indeed, Beller names Garibay as “a key figure (in 
a new movement) that dramatizes a way of seeing by 
engaging the viewer in a narrative set in an urban context.” 
Through his art, “forces to slow sight down and move 
among various elements.”

Kamalayan reflects what Garibay says is one of his major 
concerns : The contemplation of why the Philippines has 
yet to emerge as a fully-defined society. The unhatched egg 
at the center of this work is a symbol of that. The answers 
lie, he believes, partly in “our colonial past, and as a result, 
our easy submission to institutions.” Most of all, Garibay 
believes, it may lie in an abject “absence of belief.” He 
differentiates the thrall of the panata (or vow) that, for 
example, grips the millions that surround the Black Nazarene 
each year. “It is not the same flame of commitment to
die for one’s country, he explains. The bovine in a bishop’s 
miter and disembodied figures express that.

For Garibay, these questions are “both complicated and 
elusive.” He resists being called a ‘social realist.’ (H.R. 
Ocampo evolved as well from those narrow confines.) 
“I prefer not to be pigeon-holed, to present different 
perspectives that the viewer may find in my works, so that 
he may contribute to the narrative himself.”

“My works celebrate the complex nature of the Filipino. 
There is nobody else in the world like him. He is perplexing: 
easy-going in the face of the reality of calamities in his life. 
These questions go beyond current politics. I want to urge the 
appreciation of where we are now—not as a lamentation but 
as a vision of hope,” he emphasized. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil 
from an interview with the Artist, August 2020.)

Ref : Jonathan Beller, Acquiring Eyes : Philippine Visuality, 
Nationalist Struggle and the World Media System; Ateneo 
de Manila University Press, Quezon City, 2006.
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143
Antipas Delotavo ( b . 1954) 
Whi te  Ed i f i ce
s igned and da ted  2008 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
48” x  60” (122 cm x  152 cm)

P 200,000

One of the foremost Social Realist artists working today, Antipas 
Delotavo has always depicted common folk with dignity without 
erasing their suffering and human frailty. For Delotavo, truly great art 
is born out of a certain dialectic in which beauty is negated in order to 
produce a work whose essence, although unfamiliar with reality, still 
manages to capture an important truth. Thus, his works often feature 
common folk enmeshed in figurative and surreal landscapes, invoking 
a sense of juxtaposition and irony. In this particular piece entitled 
White Edifice, Delotavo contrasts the sublime and pristine white of 
the surrounding architecture with the muddy and muted browns and 
blacks of the pedestrians and the street. Delotavo’s piece can be seen 
as the current state of the human condition amidst rapid urbanization 
and development. The contrast between the two elements of the piece 
speaks volumes about what society truly values in this day and age. 
White Edifice showcases the true nature of the face of the facade that is 
rugged modernisation. 
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144
Manuel Baldemor (b. 1947)
Prus isyon
s igned and da ted  1981 (upper  l e f t )
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  48” (91 cm x  122 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Hailing from Paete, Laguna, multi-talented artist Manuel 
Bademor is not just a painter, but also a sculptor, printmaker, 
book illustrator, and writer. He captures the Filipino culture 
and spirit in animated colors and evocative visual language, 
specifically making his hometown and its people as the subjects 
of his works, from everyday life to its festivities and cultural 
activities. Prusisyon is a display of his simplified geometric 
forms and signature style out of his folk art sensibilities. One 
can say that him being exposed to the vibrant art scene—also 
woodcarving and creations of religious images—in Paete 
influenced his works. Internationally renowned, his artworks 
with spectacular displays of colors are also reproduced by 
UNICEF for their Christmas greeting cards.
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A master of abstract expressionism and a pioneer 
of Filipino Modernism, Jose Joya redefined the 
possibilities of artistic expression by creating 

new and nuanced masterpieces. His works spearheaded 
the development of Filipino abstraction beyond the 
confines of predominantly Western influences by 
combining traditional techniques with the vivacity of 
local aesthetics. Joya’s immutable penchant for color and 
calligraphic gestures helped define the local art scene for 
decades.

Here, Joya’s painting becomes sparer and quite 
distinctive in terms of color sensibility and paint quality. 
Working in oil, Joya places great emphasis on eliminating 
excessive brushwork and all evidence of heavy handling, 
aiming for totally flat and even skins of pigment that 
maintains the integrity of the picture plane. The almost 
austere geometric  and organic abstractions have more 
of a chaotic yet coherent look that is  utterly different 
from the Jackson Pollock – New York school ethos 
where he once put the Philippines in the world map. The 
autonomous rounded shapes, sufficient unto themselves 
as shapes, are founded on uniform flat colors. The play 
of colors over line, of line over colors, reveals an elegiac 
incandescence. Joya exemplifies the artist who has 
assimilated Western influences and transformed them 
into his own individual style that still reflects the native 
Filipino disposition. 

Whatever the original stimulus, and irrespective of Joya’s 
ability to capture its phenomenal essence, the subjects 
of these pictures resonate and are imbued with personal 
feeling. The play of colors over line, of line over colors, 
reveals an ethereal transcendence of form. Whatever the 
sources of its inspiration, the painting is a work done 
at the crossroads of Jose Joya’s stylistic development. A 
professor and dean of the U.P. School of Fine Arts, Joya 
was a key member of State University’s Fine Arts panel 
that revamped the program’s curriculum during the 60s. 
In the process he attracted a following and influenced 
many of the younger artists.

Unmistakably A Joya Masterpiece 

Jose T. Joya, National Artist for the Visual Arts
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145
Jose Joya (1931 -  1995)
Peace  Routes
s igned and da ted  1991 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  72” (92 cm x  183 cm)

P 6,000,000

Provenance: 
Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la 

Literature:
Baldovino, Dick. JOYA . Mani la, 1996. page 212
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146
Nona Garcia (b. 1978)
A  Ser ies  o f  F rac tu res
2010
x- ray  f i lm;  f our teen  l i gh tboxes
12 1/4” x  10” x  2  3/4” (31  x  25 cm x  7  cm)
12 1/4” x  9” x  2  3/4” (31  cm x  23 cm x  7  cm)
8” x  8” x  2  3/4” (20  cm x  20 cm x  7  cm)
17” x  14 1/8” x  2  3/4” (43  cm x  36 cm x  7  cm) 
16” x  12 1/4” x  2  3/4” (5  cm x  31 cm x  7  cm)
12 1/4” x  13 3/4” x  2  3/4” (31  cm x  35 cm x  7  cm)
8” x  6  1/4” x  2  3/4” (20  cm x  6  cm x  7  cm) 
16” x  14” x  2  3/4” (41  cm x  36 cm x  7  cm)
8” x  8” x  2  3/4” (20  cm x  20 cm x  7  cm)
10” x  10” x  2  3/4” (25  cm x  25 cm x  7  cm)
10” x  8  1/4” x  2  3/4” (25  cm x  21 cm x  7  cm)
12 1/4” x  11” x  2  3/4” (30  cm x  28 cm x  7  cm)
6” x  6” x  2  3/4” (15  cm x  15 cm x  7  cm) 
12 1/4” x  12 1/4” x  2  3/4” (31  cm x  31 cm x  7  cm)

P 400,000

Provenance :
Chr i s t i e ’s : As ian  Contemporar y  Ar t , Hong Kong, 
25 May  2014, Lo t  677
Pr i va te  Co l lec t ion , S ingapore

Exh ib i ted :
Nona  Ga rc i a : F rac tu res , Wes t  Ga l le r y, Ju l y  2010

Multi-awarded Filipina artist Nona Garcia is well-known for 
rendering her photorealistic portraits and the essence of images 
and objects reaching the viewers’ sense-perceptions. Her 
explorations on the symbolism of using the x-ray for her works, 
specifically, is noted to be one of her defining and celebrated 
artistic trajectories. A Series of Fractures, a wall installation of 
light boxes made out of x-ray plates, is composed of selected 
everyday manmade and biological materials that are made 
intriguing under the x-ray. This was exhibited in her show titled 
Fractures at the West Gallery in 2010, an exhibit in which 
she chronicled and examined disorder and disarray that can 
be, according to writer Cocoy Lumbao, “personal legends of 
breakage and calamity.”

In this particular installation piece, Garcia masterfully reveals a 
shared essence beneath surface distinctions as the x-ray films 
blur rigid outlines and capture both light flares and movement. 
By altering the filter through which unlike objects are perceived, 
she depicts transformations and reconstructions of new forms, 
hence giving them new identities—familiar found and destroyed 
objects altered into abstract forms in various sizes.
Nona Garcia earned her BFA (Major in Painting) at the University 
of the Philippines – Diliman. Some of her awards include the 
CCP Thirteen Artists Award in 2003 and the Grand Prize at the 
Philip Morris Group of Companies ASEAN Art Awards in 2000 
in Singapore. Garcia has also held solo shows in the country and 
participated in numerous exhibitions in China, Italy, Malaysia, 
Thailand, Singapore, Korea, and Japan.
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147
Joven Mansit (b. 1983)
Concepc ion
s igned and da ted  2008 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
56” x  36” (142 cm x  91 cm)

P 700,000 

Contemporary artist Joven Mansit’s artistic preoccupations include evoking 
new meanings as he both affirms and negates familiar historical images 
through reimaging and adding humorous, ironic, or irreverent elements in his 
works. Philippine history books and archives serve as his resource materials 
for recreating old photographs in which he also injects his own visual 
manipulations, usually suggestive of nationalistic observations. He reconnects 
Filipinos to Philippine history in this attention-grabbing piece featuring a 19th-
century Filipina with a 16th-century expedition ship atop her head, juxtaposed 
in sepia tones. Here, he particularly captures the spirit of the Spanish era 
colonialism in this recreation of an old photograph turned into a large-scale 
painting by rendering not just the subject and the manipulated image of the 
ship, but also down to its folds and discoloration qualities. The woman’s off-
shoulder upper clothing is a fascinating notable feature and a contemporary 
take on the Filipiniana clothes of the said period.
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148
Ian Fabro ( b . 1993)
And You  Sha l l  Be  De l i ve red
2015
pen and ink , s tap le  w i re
84” x  30” (241 cm x  103 cm)

P 700,000

Exh ib i ted : 
Hur t  Ana tomies , A r t  I n fo rma l , Manda luyong, Ph i l i pp ines , 
Sep tember  19 to  Oc tober  17, 2015

On-the-rise Filipino contemporary artist Ian Fabro, the youngest 
artist to be included in the landmark survey on the Philippine 
Contemporary Art WASAK in Berlin and Singapore, has a 

special interest for the ball pen and the staple wire. In his captivating 
and highly expressive art, these materials are made integral; Fabro 
is mostly recognized for his large-scale pen-and-ink drawings with 
staple wires depicting anguish and torture, religious scenes and acts 
of martyrdom. These are all rendered with a keen selection of colors, 
often dark—almost nightmarish in depiction yet striking at best.

He is known for reinterpreting narratives—usually age-old myths 
and stories, even biblical references—with such skill and persistence, 
producing figurative or abstract works of arresting, disquieting beauty. 
“I grew up in San Mateo, Rizal. It has a big influence on my work 
[which] can range from simple doodles of a child to a death of a loved 
one. These images and emotions, together with the process, lays the 
foundation and gives direction to each piece I create,” he said.

This piece, a representation of San Miguel Archangel, the patron saint 
of San Miguel de Allende, was part of Ian Fabro’s Hurt Anatomies 
series exhibited in his 2015 first one-man show at Art Informal. The 
series was inspired by Spanish Baroque painters and the darkness 
and intensity of their works, capturing the spirit of the said era, also 
featured as Fabro was one of the finalists of the 2016 Ateneo Art 
Awards. Accompanied by celebrated Filipina poet Mookie Lacuesta’s 
piece titled “Severities,” Fabro gives us a dark representation in 
which viewers are introduced to his expressive strokes and crowded 
elongated forms, also bringing into recollection scenes from classic 
myths or Western art history, iconography, and literature. Inherent is 
a sense of revelation to a poignant narrative. An overwhelming event 
or scene becomes the focus when it comes to the University of the 
Philippines-educated artist’s pieces. The violence of beauty permeates 
in his canvases, yet the mystical qualities of his works bring viewers 
closer to divinity and sense of humanity, much-appreciated in the 
current times.

In 2017, Fabro held his solo show titled “The Arrow of Time in the 
Heart of the Sun” at the UP Vargas Museum. A featured artist in the 
Art Fair Philippines 2019, he exhibited thrice in the Art Basel Hong 
Kong in 2018, 2019, and 2020.

Angels and Protectors
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The works of acclaimed artist Augusto Albor are enveloped in a 
strange yet alluring mist. As an artist, Albor’s core philosophy is 
always guided by an adherence to calmness and contemplation. 
Thus, his works often interweave the mystery and strangeness 
that is adherent to our physical reality and to the cosmos. 
His works seek to capture this elusive and ethereal beauty 
by experimenting with the literal physicality of his subject 
matter. From textured canvases to obscured images, Albor 
believes that the subversion of the common concepts of beauty 
will ultimately lead us towards timeless and transcendental 
aesthetics. In this piece, Albor confronts the invisible and 
mythical concept of the Ether. By doing so, Albor unearths the 
inherent spirituality that mystifies our objective reality.

149
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)
Unt i t l ed  E ther
s igned and da ted  1996 ( l ower  r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
38” x  38” (97 cm x  97 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la
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Filipino abstract painter Norberto Carating is well-celebrated in the country 
and abroad. He has been a recipient of various prestigious awards, among 
which includes the CCP Thirteen Artists Awards in 1990. 

Through the decades of his artistic practice, he has shifted from his earlier 
Lamang Lupa and Anilao series to his abstractions of vigorous strokes 
and color application and his recent works that feature his use of metallic 
acrylic. His mastery of acrylic as his identifying medium is widely noted, 
along with his native sensibilities that course through in his striking and 
meditative works.

Carating, who usually utilizes a local color palette in his paintings, is also an 
advocate of raising environmental awareness and ecological consciousness, 
participating in exhibits that advance this cause. In the chaotic layers of 
paint and unapologetic lines and brushstrokes onto the canvas, Greenhouse 
Effect is an intriguing piece that can serve as a painterly response to the 
particular global environmental concern. Abstract visual elements become 
expressive articulations that call the viewer’s attention to the negative 
implications of global warming to earth’s atmosphere and surface.

150
Norberto Carating (b. 1948)
Greenhouse  E f fec t
s igned and da ted  1995 ( r igh t )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
70” x  57” (178 cm x  145 cm)

P 500,000

Provenance:
Gal ler ia Duemila, Mani la
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PROPERTY FROM A PR IVATE AMERICAN 
COLLECT ION

151
Danilo Dalena ( b . 1942)
Ja i -A la i  Ser ies
s igned and da ted  1980 ( ve rso )
o i l  on  canvas
36” x  36” (91 cm x  91 cm)

P 2,400,000

Provenance:
Acquired direct ly from the art ist 

An exemplary Filipino realist-impressionist artist, Danilo Dalena 
studied fine arts under National Artist Victorio Edades and 
Galo Ocampo. He made a mark in the early seventies with 

his unflinching editorial cartoons and illustrations for the Philippines 
Free Press and Asia-Philippines Leader, working with some of the 
greats like José “Pete” Lacaba, Greg Brillantes, and National Artist 
Nick Joaquin.

During the Martial Law years, Dalena produced his Jai-Alai series, 
inspired by the Spanish Basque sport adapted in the country. In 
1974, he won First Prize for his painting Tres-Seis Dejado that 
features lost bettors in the old Jai Alai fronton, Taft Avenue, in the 
Art Association of the Philippines (AAP) contest. He bested Ang 
Kiukok, Jose Joya, and Onib Olmedo in 1980 as he won the Grand 
Prize in the Mobil Art Awards for his Jai-Alai as Metaphor piece.

His art composed of ordinary people reveals wit, humor, and 
irreverence. A narrative quality is also apparent in his works, often 
linked with his close association with Joaquin. This particular 1980 
piece is part of his Jai-ALai series, featuring lush and fleshy bodies 
in earth tones. Dalena depicts his figures as he sees them, capturing 
the Filipino psyche.

Images of Raw Emotion

Danilo Dalena
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152
Raffy T. Napay (b. 1986)
Buk id
s igned and da ted  2017 ( ve rso )
th read  on  canvas
90” x  276” (229 cm x  701 cm)

P 3,000,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the art ist 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Provenance: 
West Gal lery, Quezon City
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The strikingly original works of art by contemporary visual artist Raffy Napay are born out of both personal 
and artistic necessity. Napay graduated from Eulogio Amang Rodriguez Institute of Science and Technology 
with a degree in Fine Arts. He then managed to win a number of major awards such as the Metrobank Art 
& Design Excellence Award in 2008 and the Philip Morris Philippine Art Award in 2012 and 2014. Napay 
originally worked with oil and acrylic paints but developed an adverse allergy to the materials, forcing him 
to abandon the medium. While recovering, he drew inspiration from his mother, who was a seamstress at 
the time. Napay, as a way of continuing his artistic practice without sacrificing his overall health and safety, 
began working with threads and fabrics. Eventually, Napay would create pioneering pieces that utilized 
the meticulous physicality of fabrics to create jaw-dropping and epic pieces that maintained their painterly 
quality. One can see Napay’s works as a triumph over adversity.

Napay’s works often revolve around idyllic and rural scenes. But, rather than falling into tradition, Napay’s 
unique medium allows him to create novel reinterpretations of classical scenes. Each part of his piece is 
coherent and directed, imbuing his work with intention and dimension. But, Napay’s works are accessible 
and creative enough for one to weave one’s own meaning upon viewing. His works interweave his personal 
histories with the shared experiences of a relatively fledgling nation finding its footing in a globalized world. 

Napay’s groundbreaking artistic practice landed him two international residency grants, one Liverpool 
Hope University in the United Kingdom, and another one in Artesan Gallery + Studio in Singapore. He has 
mounted several international exhibitions, such as his solo show at Art Stage Singapore and a solo exhibition 
entitled Sanctuary at Ateneo Art Gallery in 2015. Napay also managed to bag the coveted Il Lorenzo 
Magnifico at the 10th Florence Biennale in 2016. 
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A student of modern abstraction, Tarlac-born Bernardo 
Pacquing provides social commentary through this acrylic 
abstract piece. Unlike most works of modern abstraction, 
Pacquing’s works often delve into the world of figurative 
and representational forms. The elements that populate 
Pacquing oeuvres are imbued a sense of familiarity, 
evoking an inherent sense of narrativity onto the viewer. 
Pacquing often cites his works as odes to the likes of the 
works of Fernando Zóbel and Robert Rauschenberg of the 
1950s.  Pacquing brings the spatial abstract space into the 
foray of urbanity with the aesthetics of zen-like qualities 
and minimalist feel.

154
Bernardo Pacquing (b. 1967)
Mount ing  Red Ok i r
s igned and da ted  2001 ( ve rso )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
51” x  32” (130 cm x  81 cm)

P 100,000

To view the works of contemporary visual artist 
Bernardo Pacquing is to view the artist’s raw and 
unflinching creativity without any filters. Born in Tarlac, 
Pampanga, Pacquing has often cited his fascination 
with the expressive potential of modern abstraction. 
Thus, his works tackle this aforementioned potential 
by drawing from the forms and figures that populate 
everyday life. By doing so, Pacquing obscures and 
subverts the foundational concepts of aesthetic 
representation, which in turn also reinvents how 
we see the objects we’ve often taken for granted. 
Pacquing’s are hence dialectical in nature, drawing 
upon his own abstract concepts, the experience of the 
view, and the reality of the outer world. 

153
Bernardo Pacquing (b. 1967)
Ai l ing  D is tance
s igned and da ted  2001 ( ve rso )
ac r y l i c  on  canvas
51” x  32” (130 cm x  81 cm)

P 100,000
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Adeste Deguilmo (b. 1965)
Unt i t l ed  (Suga l )
s igned and da ted  2012 ( l ower  le f t )
o i l  on  canvas
40” x  30” (102 cm x  76 cm)

P 100,000

Born in Basilan and currently based in Cebu, Adeste Deguilmo was one of the 
students of the revered Martino Abellana in the University of the Philippines 
– Cebu. Drawing was the foundation of his artistic development, evident in
the illustrative quality of his works. In university, he first started experimenting 
with Realism, rendering everyday objects and portraits, then developed a 
fondness for Impressionism and distorted art. Deguilmo’s distinct distortions 
communicate to the viewers’ senses—the spaces the subjects inhabit and 
depicted everyday scenes build up their emotional responses. This work 
displays his figures with heightened facial expressions and disproportionate, 
extended bodies, capturing the splendor and sorrows of life.

Deguilmo won the grand prize for the Letras Y Figuras, a national 
competition organized by the Instituto de Cervantes in Manila as well as the 
grand prize for the Centennial Mural Painting Competition by the Landbank 
of the Philippines—both in 1997—among other awards. Deguilmo also 
underwent an artist residence program in Vienna, Austria, courtesy of the 
Cebu Arts Council. A fine arts teacher at the University of San Carlos before 
pursuing a life as a full-time artist, he described his art: “In terms of style, my 
paintings would fall on the category of realism and in technical expression 
would be called painterly of the loose manner, not the classical tight type.”
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Jose Joya (1931 -  1995)
Ange les
s igned and da ted  1966 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  pane l
32” x   24” (81 cm x  61 cm)

P 10,000,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by 
Alexander Richard Joya Baldovino confirming the 
authentici ty of this lot 

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Years after he was conferred with the prestigious 
title of National Artist for Visual Arts in Painting, 
the works of Jose Joya remain refreshingly original 

and unique, a proof that the prolific painter was decades 
ahead of his time. Though he was formally trained in 
the classical and traditional styles akin to Amorsolo and 
Luna, Joya was eventually enamored by the revolutionary 
works of the abstractionists and the modernists. Critics, 
academics, and curators alike have often claimed that 
Joya spearheaded the birth, interest, and development of 
abstract expressionism in the Philippines. Though Abstract 
Expressionism was not a novel concept in the art world, 
most of the works produced at the time were heavily 
influenced by Western and European schools of thought.

Thus, Joya’s art was critically lauded for its refreshing 
take on the medium that synthesized the core tenets of 
abstraction and abstract expressionism, but revitalized it 
with local and Asian styles and techniques. His works are 
characterized by calligraphic gestures and linear forces 

A Bewitching Joya Masterpiece

that express a spontaneous vitality inherent in Oriental 
and Asian sensibilities. His colors are derived from the 
natural beauty of his surroundings, thus his works were 
often abstract expressionist depictions of landscapes and 
sceneries. 

In Angeles, Joya depicts the once lush and green swamps 
and marshlands that once dotted the fields of Angeles, 
Pampanga before the 1991 Pinatubo patches of its 
verdant greenery. Through a conglomeration of both 
organic and geometric shapes, the National Artist was 
able to evoke the complexity of the landscape, set out 
against the blue of a sky. The filaments that inflect the 
shapes point at a tangle of coarse grass, cattails, and 
other marshland flora, while the tapestry of blues suggests 
the different textures of the sky. Signed and dated in 
1966, the work belongs to a coveted period, as he was 
translating the natural world into abstraction. Angeles is a 
stunning work that captures the master in the pinnacle of 
his artistic practice. 
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Jonathan Ching (b. 1969)
Sca l ing  O l ympus
s igned and da ted  2012 ( l ower  r igh t )
m ixed  med ia
48” x  60” (122 cm x  152 cm)

P 200,000

Provenance:
Finale Art Fi le, Makati  City

In this work, Jonathan Ching continues his series of incorporating everyday 
objects within his paintings, a device he used extensively. Known for his use 
of multiple references and subtle allusions, Jonathan Ching’s works present 
visual cues and symbols for the viewer to decode. An interesting feature of his 
paintings is his incorporation of everyday objects. Ching further experiments 
with composite media by incorporating assemblages of curious images amid 
thick strokes and globs of paint pointing to connections between seemingly 
disparate realities and contexts. His often surreal representations combine 
seemingly incongruent images, utilized to intentionally alter one’s perception 
and reception of the things represented.

A graduate of University of the Philippines – Diliman, Ching found his passion 
for painting after graduating with a degree in Civil Engineering. He then went 
back to the university in order to take up formal training under the school’s 
Fine Arts and Visual Communication program. After solidifying his name as 
a rising star in the local contemporary scene, Ching would help establish the 
pioneering artist-run space named Surrounded By Water together with other 
artists such as Wire Tuazon, Geraldine Javier, Cristina Dy, and Louie Cordero. 
Ching has exhibited extensively since his first solo exhibition in 2008 at West 
Gallery. His works were shown in several solo and group exhibitions in the 
Philippines, Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia.
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159
Onib Olmedo (1937 - 1996)
Nude
ca . 1990
s igned ( ve rso )
pas te l  on  paper
27” x  21” (69 cm x  53 cm)

P 80,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate issued by Ms. Gisel la 
Olmedo-Araneta confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Onib Olmedo’s people probe the point where physical 
appearance with its social conventions give way to the 
spirit within, which slowly yet inexorably takes over the 
natural physical attributes. The distortion of figurative 
expressionism becomes a tool for Olmedo to expose 
the repressed psyches of his subjects. They are portraits 
of the soul of people gripped by anguish, perhaps the 
victims of social reality with their existential psyches. As 
such, they do not necessarily convey a palpable physical 
presence but are more like wraiths or orphans from a 
gray limbo, or apparitions of past guilt who come have 
come to warn those who will inevitably share their fate.

158
Angelito Antonio (b. 1939)
Mother  and  Ch i ld
s igned and da ted  1986 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
30” x  42” (76 cm x  107 cm)

P 200,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila

Angelito Antonio is one of the living masters of 
Modernism. He is popular for painting scenes from 
the Filipino rustic life in his famous Cubist style which 
incorporates the use of bright festive colors. His favorite 
subjects are farmers, fighting cocks, vendors selling their 
wares and produce in markets, churches, and sidewalks. 
He also painted many versions of the Mother and Child 
such as this particular work. Although he had a Cubist style 

which he was famous for, he often explored Expressionism. 
In 1968, poet and writer Jolico Cuadra, mentioned that 
Antonio’s brushstrokes and colors were “Expressionist 
explosions of fire. This particular piece is painted Antonio’s 
thick and robust brushstrokes. While the colors are 
reminiscent of Antonio’s usual palette. From verdant greens 
to cerulean blues, the piece seemingly radiates with an 
ethereal glow. 
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160
Dino Gabito (b. 1989)
Monste r  Ba l l  (Shroud #  5 )  (A f te r  A l tamash Uroo j ’ s
“Boundary  -  The  Vas t  Expanse  Ser ies” ,  2012)
s igned and da ted  2012 ( l ower  r igh t )  o i l  on  canvas
36”  x  96”  (91 cm x  244 cm)

P 800,000

Provenance:
Private Col lect ion, Manila
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The shrouded figure has been used by Dino Gabito, one of the exciting contemporary artists 
in the current art scene in the country, in his artworks which were exhibited in his celebrated 
solo exhibitions. Critic Cid Reyes wrote that Gabito has consistently used this trope as “an 
inquiry into the nature of the self.” Gabito’s works lead the eye to attempt reading gestures, 
curious as to what the figures convey. Another notable feature in the evolution of his shroud 
paintings is the suggestive quality of life shown by his draped figures, the opposite of the 
usual use of the shroud as an enveloping garment over a dead person’s body for burial. This 
alluring piece comes as a commentary on the human condition in which shrouds reveal more 
than cover—figures either embrace themselves or hint desires to break free. The figures 
appear highly sculptural with the elegant folds of drapery and captured movements rendered 
by Gabito’s deft hand, all open for interpretation.

The maturing brilliant artist’s shroud works have a certain darkness and mystery to the awe 
and fascination of collectors highly interested to acquire these pieces. Gabito’s drawn to the 
art of drapery because of his mother, a nurse whose side job is making clothes. Growing 
up, he was also surrounded by textile. Painting shrouds has become his signature version of 
portraiture, which started during his early artist years when he placed fabric over a person 
and rendered the image on canvas. Gabito studied painting at the University of Santo Tomas’ 
College of Fine Arts.
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161
Andres Barrioquinto (b. 1975)
Human Behav io r  Ser ies
s igned and da ted  2017 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  paper
48” x  36” (122 cm x  91 cm)

P 800,000

Accompanied by a cert i f icate signed by the art ist 
confirming the authentici ty of this lot

Barrioquinto’s zen-like synthesis of photorealistic figures with surreal 
elements expresses his robust and holistic understanding of artistic 
practice and aesthetic theory. In this piece, the master portraitist treads 
the limits of the medium and style by experimenting with the possibilities 
of a predominantly surrealist treatment. Barrioquinto’s piece challenges 
the limits of our own imagination by presenting us an unorthodox 
amalgamation of forms that still retains the artist’s  aesthetic cohesion. 
Barrioquinto’s chimera-like creation embodies an emancipated form 
of expression rooted in the vague yet illuminating universe of the 
subconscious. Though his photorealistic figures require a great deal of 
technical skill and mastery, his subjects form a dream-like quality that 
evokes introspective lucidity. From the colorful scales of the butterflies to 
the otherworldly features of the horse-like subject, Barrioquinto’s oeuvre 
offers us a fantasy steeped in reality. 
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162
Mark Andy Garcia (b. 1984)
No Wind  Cou ld  Be  Fe l t
s igned and da ted  2016 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas
60” x  48” (152 cm x  122 cm)

P 300,000

Provenance:
1335 Mabini, Mani la

Filipino visual artist Mark Andy Garcia is widely recognized for 
his highly-textured pieces that exhibit his gestural, instinct-driven 
brushstrokes. In her essay on Garcia, art critic Alice Guillermo describes 
him as “one of the most spontaneous of artists, using a painterly style 
that is wholly expressive of his zest for life and his creative energy in 
which all life in the world is intermingled.  He revels in a restless and 
colorful energy that expands in all directions and opens into new 
dimensions.” No Wind Could Be Felt is reminiscent of his 2013–14 
works in which he draws on childhood experiences, being surrounded 
with the orchestration of nature upon growing up. He depicts both the 
lushness and gloom of nature with his nostalgic, personal touch that 
results in resonant works such as this piece.
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163
Mark Justiniani ( b . 1966)
Karen Flores  (b . 1966)
Elmer Borlongan ( b . 1967)
Joy Mallari ( b . 1966)
and Federico Slevert ( b . 1961) 
Ba lud  Kag Daguob (Waves  o f  Thunder )
(Tr ip t ych )
s igned and da ted  1996 ( l ower  r igh t )
o i l  on  canvas 
66” x  39” (167 cm x  99 cm)  each

P 1,000,000

In 1994, Manila-based artist collective Sanggawa was 
formed by Elmer Borlongan, Karen Flores, Mark Justiniani, 
Joy Mallari, and Federico Sievert. This group was 

established out of another political art collective of mostly 
UP Fine Arts students who produce interactive paintings 
featuring different styles in one work, the Salingpusa, 
active in the art scene since the 1980s. Compared to the 
Salingpusa, the Sanggawa artists fused their individual styles 
in creating a piece or “isang gawa” which the collective’s 
name suggests.

Art Collective’s Dynamic Composition

Not to be mistaken as a mere extension of the former 
earlier artist group, the latter produced large-scale, 
detailed figurative paintings and charged murals, mostly 
in oil, in which political themes are combined with 
Philippine myths and legends. These monumental pieces 
were created as the group worked in the country and 
abroad such as in Japan in 1997, working at the Museum 
of Contemporary Art in Tokyo. A short-lived group, the 
Sanggawa artists nonetheless are still active and widely 
lauded, sought after in the country and abroad.
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Balud Kag Daguob which means “waves of thunder” is 
reminiscent of the recorded Visayan myth on the agile and 
strong Captan, the god of the winds of the earth, and the 
beautiful goddess Maguayen who ruled over the winds 
of the sea. Upon encounter, Captan tried to offer her his 
services, his attempt to win her over. Maguayen first gave 
a cold hand and expressed with a thunderous voice her 
abilities and powers. Suddenly, a flash of lightning and a 
crack of thunder came through after a moment of silence, 
some of the many subjects that obey Captan instantly. The 
agility of the god surprised the goddess, realizing he had 

equal power as hers. Captan then offered his heart and 
whole being as well, and their two hands met and the land 
and sea were forever united.

The Sanggawa artists also captured the spirit of the late 
nineties in the Philippines as socio-political concerns as well 
as cultural and religious matters were more and more taken 
upon as themes in the art scene. This triptych piece is a 
testament of the collective’s masterful techniques in making 
the overall composition appear as if painted by only one 
artist, staying true to their main goal.
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José John Santos III (b. 1970)
Through the  Peep Ho le
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